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1. 

IN'l'ROPUCTION 

Baokground The number of offenders remanded to payohiatric 

hospitals throughout New Zealand for observation has more than 

doubled in recent years. In 1962, 287 such patients were admitted 

to psychiatric hospitals of the Health Department's Mental Health 

. . 1 Division, The number of suoh a.dmissions rose to 595 in 1966 and 

to 626 the following year. This trend is not unique to New 

Zeala.nd. Rollin (1966) notes a rapid increase in the number of 

offenders remanded for psychiatric observation by British Oourts 

since implementation of the Mental H~alth Act (1959) in November 

1960. 

For the years 1962 • 1967 inclusive, the percentage of all 

:remand patients in New Zealand who were "Discharged not committed11 

ranged between 60.2 per cent and 66.4 per cent. Statistics for 

Sunnyside Hospital• to which remands included in this study had 

been sent by the Court, are in general agreement with trends 

described for the country as a whole. For the six year period 

1962 ... 1967 inclusive, :;88 remand patients were admitted to 

Sunnyside, 233 of these, i.e. 60.1 per cent, being "Discharged 

not committed.If. From these figures, it is evident that only 30 • 

40 per cent approximately of those psychiatrically observed were 

1 Statistics quoted in this section were made available by the 

Public Health Statistician, Department of Health, and werethe 

latest available at the time of writing. 



actually committed to a psychiatric hospital following observation. 

This figure does not include an unspecified hut rela.t:l,vely small 

nurifbe:t• of remand pa.tierrts who subsequently see.k re-admission as 

voluntary patients; sometimes as e. condition of placement on proba• 

tion. It is unlikely that more than 10 ~ 15 par cant of remand 

patients are re-admitted as voluntary patients. 1 Disposi tioi-1 of 

those not re-admitted to a psychiatric hospital is effected through 

the various services of the Justice Department. 

Both the rapid increase in the number of offenders remanded for 

psychiatric observation and the frequently low percentage of these 

who are xe-admi tted for· treatment suggest a, need to evalua.te the 

basis on w.hich the Court remands offenders to a ps;ychie.tric hospital.. 

It is with this question that the present study ia concerned. 

Before a statement of the aim of this study is made the 

procedure by which an offender is r11nn,;u:i.dt~d for psychiatric report, 

described by Wily and Stallworthy (1962) 9 will briefly be outlined. 

At any time from arrest onwards the offenders behaviour or the 

circumstances surrounding the offence may suggest the :need for 

psychiatric examination. With minor offences, those not punishable 

by imprisonment, police or prison authorities may arrange a psychia~ 

tric assessment. However, where the offence is punishable by 

1 
Prior io this study, a survey wat3 made of' the records of 100 

remand patients admitted to Sunnyside Hospital :from March 1967 to 

May 1968,. O:f the 100 rerne.:nds, 10 were re-admitted as voluntary 

inpatients on expiry of remand. 



imprisonment a;nd the~ magistrate decides that a :psychiatric report 

is necessary, or the counsel for the deferwe requests one, the 

offend.er may be remanded to a psychiatric hospital under s .. 37 o:f 

the Mental Hea.1 th .Amendme:nt Aet, 1957, without the obtaining of 

medical certificates. In practice, offenders are ususlly remanded 

for a period of one month. Bentence is passed after presentatton 

of t~e psychiatric report in 

of certifiable mental abnormality, the offender may be dealt with 

by committal to an appropriate institution and criminal proceedings 

1 may be withdrawn or stayec'l.11,. 

A!.! The aim o:f. this study is to compare two groups of offen

ders, the :first consistir1g of remand patients under psychiatric 

obse:rva tion, ·l:;he second of convicted prisoners, to determine the 

extent lo which certain chare.cteristics typify members of one group 

but not the other. The study is :not cQnce::rneo. with the question 

''how does o:ne treat ~bnormal o:ffe:nders? 11 9 or even primarily with the 

question 11how does one identify abnormal offenders?", exce:pt inso ... 

much as thi;s problem underlies much of the discussion .. Rathe:i:• 9 the 

aim of the study is to answer the more specific question, 11what are 

the characteristice which mark certain offenders off from othara to 

the extent that ·the Court will remand the f'orraer group to a 

peychia.tric hospital for observation but 11ot the latter'.?". 

some respect•, the study is one of magisterial behaviour. 

1 
Wily. H~ & StallworthyeI<.Mental Abnormality and the r~aw 

(Cl:u·istchurch: N.M. Pe:ryar, 1962), :p.356. 

However, 



no attempt has been made to investigate the fact that decisions 

made by individual judges, or magistrates, differ according to 

4. 

attitudes held by them (Ulmer, 196~) - though it is possible that 

this is an uncontrolled variable in the study. Nor has a:n attempt 

been made to investigate the decision-making process per se by 

which. offenders are selected for ;remand to a psychiatric hospital• 

Primarily, the investigation is concerned with the outcome of this 

process and with the existence o.t' two groups purportedly different 

on psychological and psychiatric variables. By means of dis-

c:rimins.nt function analysis, variables which discriminate indivi.., 

dua.li3 in the first group from those in the second can 'be isolated, 

and the probabilities associated with membership in each of the 

two groups ca.n be computed for individuul offenders .. By inference, 

variables which serve as discriminators may be seen as, or may 

suggest, criteria employed by magistrates in deciding whether or 

not to remand an offender for psychiatric observation. Whether 

or not these criteria are adequate and are applied consistently, 

will largely determine the degree ta which one group is distinct 

from the other. 

Organization of remainder of thesis In chapter one, certain 

aspects of the relationship between e:rirdnality s.nd abnormality are 

discussed a~d implice.tions f'or :research noted. Chapter two reviews 

literature relating to the psychological assessment of offenders 

with particular reference to the five tests used in this study. 

In the third chapter, the research design outlined .. 

presented in chapter four and di• cuseed in chapter five. The sixth 



and final chapter notes certain conclusion~ and makes suggestions 

for further research. 



CHAPTER I 

CIUMINALI'J:Y AND MENTAL J\.13NOftNALI'l'l'f 

Incidence It has long been recognised that a proportion of those 

whose deviation. f:r·om a. society• s accept<;J.ble behaviour patterns 

takes a criminal form may also show signs of mental abno:rmality. 1 

Estimates of the 

widely. Halleck (1968) 9 reviewing.the work of eminent Hpriso:n 

physicians 11 in the 1910-1920 era states that 9 11 usinf; the best 

1 

2 

The terms 11ab:riormal 11 and .""3,bnormali ty 1• • unless otherwise quali

fied, refer to behaviour which deviates sufficiently from that 

generally acceptable to society to require psychiatric hospital

isation or t:r.eatmant of the individual concerned. 

~Che term 11 offendersn refers to those persons who ha.ve been 

convicted of an offence (whether or not sentence has been 

passed) .. The na.e.rk area" of criminality 1 the•offences :not 

brought to police notice or cleared by them, :Le thus excluded. 

N,Z. statistics indicate that approximately 40 per cent o:f all 

offences actually reported to police :remain 'lmcleared. (Slater, 

It is widely recognised by those working in the field 

of criminology that the majority of offences, some would say 

the vast me.jority, go undetected (Murphy et .. e.l.,, 1946; 

Radzino1,vicz, 1963; Elmhorn, 1965; Department of Justice N.z., 

1968). 
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available techniques of their time they discovered that large 

groi1ps of the criminal :po:pulation (from 35 per cent to 63 per cent) 

fit into diagnostic categories ordinarily reserved for the mentally 

Bronner (1936) classified 36 (i.e. 24 per cent) 

of 1.53 delinquents as definitely psychiatrically al:n1ormal, .5 being 

psychotic and 19 neurotic, while the remainder were placed in a 

variety of categories. Bromberg and Thompson (1937) concluded 

that 18 per cent of naarlJ 10 9000 offenders ae• -esed at the New 

York Central Court prior to sentencing were 11abnorma,l 11, distribu-

1.5 _per cent; npsyehoneurosis" 7,,0 p~r cent; 11psychopathit 11 7.0 

per cent; 11mental defectives 11 2 .. 5 per cent .. 41.0 :pe:z• cent he 

considered showed "deviations" in that they w1erEn 11emotiontlly 

u.nstable 11 , 11.0 pez, cent; "shiftless" 9.0 per cent; 11aggressive 11 

7.0 pe:r cent; 11egooentric" 6,.0 per· cent; ''passive and weall: 11 ,5.0 

per cent; 11tinethical 11 2.0 per cent; or 11primitivert 1.0 per cent. 

'1:he remq,ining l}1.,0 per cent he coru;ddered were normal t though o:nly 

21,,0 per cent were 1~alanced and well adjusted". Guttmacher (1962) 

stated that n8o per cent of criminals a.re psychiatrically no:rmal". 2 

1 

2 

Ifolleclt,S. "American Psychiatry and the Criminal 11 , Internatiop,a;!. 

Jr of PsychiatrY1 6, 3 (Sept. 1968), p.192 

Cited in l.fha.h S .A. VIEssays in F'orensio Psychology and PsychiatrJ'1 , 

lederal Probation, XXVI, 4 (Dec~,1962)• p.64. 
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In his ~lchi~tr:i.c study of Eloreta.l Lads (1963) T.O.N. Gibb~ns 

found that "27 :per cent of the lads were mentally abnormal and 57 

per cent normal; the 14 per cent unclassified presented a complex 

mixture o.f eocia.l and individual causes for their behaviour 0 .. 1 

Shah (1967) reported that 11It has been estimated that from 15 to 

20 per cent of all offenders are in need of psychiatric treattl')ent. 112 

some writers, while acknowled.ging the problem; to avoid reference 

to such statistics. Thus West ( 1967), wl:d.le stating that 

11:Rr;H:iearch into the personal ohari1.cteriatics of persistent offenders 

of mature years shows that they are largeJ.y recruited from the 

ranks of the men·tally abnormal ;13 doee not define the extent o:f 

Halleck (1968) a.cl.opts a. similar position, 

implying that psychologic~il abnormality underlies the greater part 

of criminal beha.viour. 

Acceptance of the view that the incidence of mental abnorma

lity is greater among offenders the.n among the general population 

has not gone unchallenged. Dangers a:r.•ising from a tendency to 

equate criminality with mental e.bnorrnality have been discussed by 

1 

2 

3 

Gibben~ T.c.N. ~a~chiatric Studies of Borstal La~ (Institute 

of :Psychiatry Maudsley Monographs Nc;i. 11 9 London: Oxford 

University Press, 1963)• p.201. 

Cited in Cr;\_m,§l and Pelinguency Abstr$Ctf! 5, 8 ( 1967), p • 75 • 

West D.J. The Young Offender (New York: International 

Universities Press, 1967), p.29. 



Szasz (1963), also by Pollack (1968) and .Rubin (1968) in theiz, 

evaluations of Halleck's review. 

A problem basic to the extraction of incidence rates is that 

of the definition of 11abnormality 11 and its Bubca.tegories. Whis 

problem is briefly discussed later (see Nosolo~i)• A further 

reason for caution is the variation in incidence of abnormality 

which may be seen between various types of offenders. In 

Crim~ in New Zealand (Department of Just:i.ceJ 1968) it is stated 

that 70 per cent of suspected or convicted mu;rderers commit 

suicide or are found to be insane. ~his figure is contrasted 

with East's (1954) estimate that approximately 12 per cent of a 

prison popv,lation is mentally abnormal. 

Attempts have been made to explain criminal behaviour 

in terms of a medical model at least s:i,.noe Lombroso propounded 

the view, in the latter decades of the last century, that the 

criminal was biologically inferior to others of his race and. the 

possessor of certain physical stigmata. He described the criminal 

as "a:n atavistic being who reproducee in his person the ferocious 

instincts o:f primitivEt humanity and the inferio1~ animals 11 •1 

1 
Loni bro so C • "Introduction to ... c_.:r-;m. inal 1.11an. 11 ; 

' 
reprinted in 

Glueck. s. (ed.) The Problem of D.2,lin9uenci (Boston; Houghton 

Mifflin• 19.59), P1t46. Criminal M~n by G.L. l!'errero (Lombroso•s 

daughter) was published by G.P. Putnam in 1911, and is a 
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While this theory has been discredited, othere, also based on 

medio1:tl models which postulate organic, physical or hereditary 

factors a.s major determinants of criminal behavioux-. have taken its 

In the present century a variety of approaches have been 

employed in the search for such aetiologically important 11organic 11 

as contrasted with 11psyohogenio 11 :factors (Bovet. 19,51). Such 

approaches have included: the investigation of familial tendencies 

(Dugdale, 1877; Godd,a.1•d, 1912); twin studies (Lange, 1931; 

Rosano££ eta al., 1941; Slater, 1953; Shields, 1962); anthropo• 

metric ;1.nvestigations and somatatyping (Sheldon et. al., 1940, 1942• 

1949; the Gluecks• 1950, 1956; Gibbens, 1957); studies of brain 

damage and epilepsy (Thompson, 1945; Bridget 1949; Harrington and 

Letemendia, 1958); EEG investigations (:H:ill and Watte:1."son, 1942; 

Stafford-Clark et. al., 19.51; Hill. and l?ond, 1952; :Sonka.lo, 1967); 

Chromosomal studies (Casey et .. al., 1966; Forssman and Harobert, 

1967; P:rioe and Whatmore, 1967); investigation into the conatitu ... 

tional basis of conditionability (Eysenck• 1964); and research on 

autonomic dysfunction (Schachter and Lata.ne, 1964; Quay, 1965; 

Mare, 1965, 1968),. The researchers cited above a.re only a few of 

the many in their respective fields. 

These methods of approach toward the problem of the causation 

of criminal beha.v:iour have had their critics,. A number of the 

above studies have been subjected to criticism of methodology, for 

example a lack of adequate controls; others have been given 

alternative explanations, :for example that hypothesised hereditary 

transmis6ion of criminal tendencies can be account~d for in terms 0£ 
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early environmental influences (Craft, 1966). Similarly, Bridge 

(1949), Ferguson (1952) and Grunberg and Pond (1957)• drew atten

tion to the connection between physical handicap, including 

epilepsy, and personality disorder, while recognising that such a 

correlation did not necessarily mean that aberrant behaviour was 

caU$ed by physical handicap per se. A further criticism of 
'' ' 

constitutionally based theories about the aetiology of crime is 

that they may lead to "therapeutic nihilism" (Bovet, 1951). 

'l'heo:des favouring an "organic'' basis for criminal behaviour; 

particularly so ... called psychopa.tJ;:dc behaviour, have te.nded to be 

juxtaposed with those favouring a psychological or sociological 

v;i..ew of the underlying causes :for such behaviour .. despite the 

:fact that "many writers iattempt a via media hpping to reconcile 

these opposing doctrines 0 • 1 Theories emphasising the importance, 

causally, of psychological or sociological :factors have concen

trated on: maternal deprivation (Bowlby, 1946); parental discord, 

disinterest and rejection (Burt, 1925; Goldfarb• 1943; the 

Gluecks, 1950, 1962, 1964; the Medords, 1956, 1959; Lewis, 1954; 

Andry, 1960); ego and super ego development (Friedlander, 1947; 

Alexander and Staub, 1956); 11Under ... the-:roof11 factors (Sprott• 

1954); differential association (Sutherland and Cressey, 1955); 

and delinquent subcultures (Cohen, 1955; Miller, 1958). 

1 Bovet L. Psychiatric Aspects of Juvenile Delinquency (W.H.O. 

Monograph Series No. 1; Ge:neva: W .H .o., 1951), p.13. 
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Prababl7 the greatest weakness of the psychogenic and eocioganio 

theories is the lack of empirical evidence by which they may be 

confirmed and compared (Wast, 1967). This, combined in some inst-

a.noes with an early overst1,ttement of the c,H;;1e., has led to the 

relci.tivel;y :rapid acca:pta:nce 1 and, later, rejection or re-evaluation 

of particular· theories which raay have had some utility in ex1)lain

ing and p:r·edicting behaviour in certain speoifio situat:l.ons, but 

fail~d to provide a.11 adequate W()rking lll<ldel e.t a more general level .. 

The nw,ternal depri -va tion theory, as :p:i:•opound.ed by J3owlb:V ( 1946 1 

1951), is a case i:n 1,oint. 

~ome recent siu:veys tend to adopt• while ot}u,:rs decry 9 a 

criminal behavioure Such a view, as described by Craft (1966) 

and West (1967), emphasises the cluster of familial, social• 

educational, and vocational history factors which are often 

assooia:ted with a criminal .t:dstory. Radzinowioz (1966) expressed 

the opinion 11 tha't the unilateral approach, the attempt to explain 

all crime in terms of a single theory, should be abandoned. alto= 

gether with such expressions as crime causation. 

can now do is to throw light on factors or oiroumetances a •• ociated 

1 \.'fi·th various kinds of crime. 11 Slater (1967) in Juvenile 

Delingue:nc;y;. in New, Ze<3.l&nd. comments somewhat scathingly that 11the 

multi-causation theory .u states r.:i.ther blankl,y that 'th.El causes 

---·· ---------•-$ --------------------------
1 Heinem;;:um t 1966) , 

p.99., 



of crime are many•, and ie not a theory at all hut an excuse for 

not having one 11 • 1 

Nosology The ta~k of classifying offenders in terms of psychiatric 

nosology is as frai1.ght with problems as are attempt~ to establish 

either the incidence o:f abnormality among them or the aetiolQgy of 

their behaviour. To some extent this is the result of common 

underlying problems~ the extraction o! incidence rates depends on 

a diagnostic system, while e.n attempt to determine the aetiology 

of an offender's deviant behaviour often, though not alw~ys, 

;precedes hie assignment to a diagnostic ·category. 

Difficulties in defining the abnormal behaviour of offenders 

i:rrvolve the relating of psyohiatric terminology to a legal setting, 

a setting in which offenders are necessarily categorised but rarely 

.on the basis of psyqhiatric criteria. Not only those involved in 

the psychiatric and psychological assessment of offenders but 

criminologists themselves have been largely unsuccessful in devising 

a system of classification adequate for the many purposes for which 

such criminological classification is required. For practical 

reasons cl~ssifioation tends to be according to type of offence 

though such a basis for classification is inadequate :for many pur-

poses. Many criminological typologies have been propounded. 

The Gluecks, in a. review of' the problem entitled 11Varieties of 

1 s.w. Slater 11Current Research on Juvenile Delinquencyti; 

P.J. Blizard (ed .• ) Juvenile :Q~lin9:ue:nci in l1!ew Zealand 

(Wellington: Royal Society of N.Z., 1967), pii4.5~ 

in 



Delinquent Types 11 , state that 11Examina.tion of the literature 

discloses various approaches to the definition of types of delin• 

quents and criminals., The typological studies have recently 

become so numeroua that attempts have been made to simpli.f;y the 

problem by finding common denominators among the many recent 

researche.s. :fl. 1 Slater (1967) discusses attempts which have been 

made to classify on such bases a.s: type or .frequency of .Qf:fending• 

self ... conoepts of off{;;\nders (•stand ... over man 11 , . 11 oon man 11 ) and leve.l 

of social maturity. He expresses the opinion that a. 11rnajor 

priority among research problems seemf';I to me to be the establish"" 

2 ment o:t a typology of offEtnde:rs", If such a generally accepted 

typology were available, it could be of. consider~ble value to 

those. involved in the psychological anti. psychiatric assessment of' 

abnormal offenders or offenders suspected of. abnormalitr• With• 

out such a typology, definition of categories of offenders tends· 

to be imprecise. Adequate definition in the field of criminology, 

as in any field, is essential if any consistency is to be achieved 

in the use of classificatory systems~ The disposal and treatment 

of offenders 1 and the maintenance of adequate statistical records 

depend upon this. Attention is drawn in Crime in New Zealand to 

the fact that criminological statistics of 11di:f'ferent Government 

Dep~rtments - for instance; Justice and Police, cannot be completely 

1 · Glu.eck s. and Glueck E.T. 11Variet;i.es o:f Delinquent Types" 

Brit. J., of C:riminolog;y, 5, 3 (Jul;n 1965), p.236,. 

a Slater s.w.,. op. ci_!; .. , p.61. 



1 reconciled 11. This is, of course, likely to be the :result of' 

numerous :faetox•s., not simply an inadequate olassifica.tory system .. 

.Problems of ps;yoh::la.tric definition a:i:·e also far .from resolu. ... 

tion. particularly in the area of overlap between abnormality and 

criminality. This is demonstrated by the fact that the 1959 

Mental Health Act, effective in England and Wales, sanctioned use 

of' the term Hps;ychopa.thic disorder 11 whereas the Mental Health 

(Scotland) Aot, 1960, avoids the ttse of such a diagnostic category 

The eighth (1965) revision 

o:f the World Heal th Organize, tion I s In terna.tional Cla.ssif ica tion 

of I)iseases, used in New Zea.land, avoids use of the terms· 

11psy¢hopa th 11 , Hpsychopa. thy" or 11 psyohopa thic d.i,so:i:·dere II e The 

$even.th (195.5) revision of the l.C.D. did, however, include 

"constitutional psyohopa.thic atate 11 a.nd "psychopathic personality" 

within the 11antisooia.l personality" sub-group (code 320.4) of the 

11Diso,rders of character, behaviour and intel1igence 11 • As 

Henderso.n and Batchelor (1962) point out 11it is in the field of 

the Neu:N;>$es and Psychopathic States that diagnoses are so 

frequently discordant that statisticians have been inclined to 

2 think them haphazard 1'. A section entitleci "Psychopathic 

Perso:na.lity11 in Crime in New.Zealand commences with the statement 

1 Depe,rtment of' Justice N. z. ~ Crime in N!w Zealand. ( Wellington~ 
·' 

R.E. owen 1 Govt. Printer, 1968) 1 p.18. 
2 Rende.rl';!on D. and Bat.chelor :t.R .. C. HendersQ:n & (!illes;eie 9 s Text 

Book. of P.s.ychia.trz (Ninth Ed.itio.rq London: Oxtord, 1962), p.30. 
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that 110:f' al:! the cs.tegories o:f ab.no:rnte.li ty 9 none has caused more 

perplexity than the J>s;yohopathic :riersonality11 • 1 

W~ather a psychiatric patient is an offender or not, classifi• 

oa.tion according to acc$pted diagnostic systems is often 1.nirelial)le 

Guile 1965· 
t . ' 

Rosen, 1967). ?fotwi th.standing this 

cri ticb,m a court of law frequently accepts a. diagnosis indic~tting 

retardation) as an adequate baeis for incompetence to stand trial 

or fo:r· a verdict such a.s 0 not guil t;y o:n the grounds of insani ty 11 • 

Cook~ ( 1969), reports 1Nhat is claimed to be the :firli:lt ;res~e.rch 

project involving systematic oallaction of data on offenders 

committed to ~ U.S. Stl:'l.te Hospital Cou,rt Study Uni't L,e. a un:i.t 

tor Court .referred patients. Cooke found that o:f' 21.5 male offe11-

ders :referred by thr.i Court between 1961 and 1966, 93 (43 per cent) 

were found i:i:1competent to stand trial,. As contrasted with the 

were diagnosed as suffering from pi,ychos~s rather th9.n personality 

disorders ... Aleo i:n Rgreeroent with this trend are the 1·esu.l ts of 

the study preparatory to the pre1:>ent. onti? in which the records of 

100 remand patie:ntH ad.mitted to S mmyside ff.ospita.l f1~om ~arch 1967 

to May 1968 were examined. 115 diagnosee (inoluding a number of 

multiple c-nes) were made in the 100 clJl.ses,. Of the 11,5, only 3'7 

1 Dept. of Justice N.z., ap~ cit., pe58. 

2 Referred to in footnote 1 on page 2. 



diagnoee.s were fol' psychotic .il'.Lness (20), or cases involving 

mental retardi:ttion (13)• or brain dyefunction (4)., The remaining 

78 diagnoses wsre distributed as follows: personality disorder, 

49; alcoholism,. 11; sexµ.sl deviation, 9; neurosis, 9. It is 

noteworthy that all 16 of the 100 e.ases who were ~ubsequently 

committed to .the hospit~l follqw:i.ng; their period on remand bad been 

diagnosed as nsychotic or retarded; Whereas, of the 10 readmitted 

as voluntary inpa.tie:nts 9 none were. retarded a.n.d. only one psychotic, 

The fact t~at the Oourt tends to view diagnoses and recommendations 

for t;i~eatrnent .with some caution is illtus;trated. b;y the results of 

a recant ptudy (Schaff, 1966) 1 in which 116 judicial hearings 

were observed. In each of the 116 cases, the ~lita.mi1'ing psychia

trist had :r.eoommended. treatment, however, 86 of' th,e hearings 

£ailed to establish that the offender concerned was "mentl'i,\lly ill". 

Every·.one of a. further 80 offenders psychiatric;-,.lly examined were 

also recommended for treatment. Eecomme~dations were made by 

psychiatrbits wb,o; in 26 psyohia,tric examinations <:>bserved, spent 

an average of 10,.2 minutes interviewing t';he of:tendel" and also, 

in moat cases, b:de:fly perused hospital records. Scheff states 

that the :psych.iatrii;i examiners appeared to be presuming ;illness,. 

Prit~ria used by judgee in the &ctual he~ring were: appropriate

ness of behrtviour and speech, unde;rstanding of the situation, and 

oriente.tion .. 

A fu~ther problem has to do with the basic assumptiona which 

underlie the various psyohiatric: diagnostic systems. Henderson 

El.;nd Batchelor ( 1962) discuss attempts whio_h have 'been ma.de to 



classify psychiatric illnesses in accordance with symptomatologioal, 

aetiological, peychologioal a_nd phyeiologioal prinoiples. The 

disadvantages inherent in p$ychological and physiological classi

fioator;y systems has precluded them from wideapt>Eiad acceptance 

and uae. The two :nosological systems moat widely used at pre.sent 

are the I.C.D. (referred to earlier) and the .American :Psychiatric 

Association•a Diae;nostic and_ Statistiqal Manual, :Mental ,Disorders 

(19.52, 1968). Both of these systems lean heavily on the principle 

of diagnoiais b;y symptoms. tology. The DSM, however, "is baaed on 

1 aetiological groupings so far as the data seem to allow", that 

is, it recognises a basic dichotomy between disorders which are, 

and those which are not, the result of impairment of brain tune-

tl.ons. Categories and sub ... eategoriea within the I.C .. D. and DS,M 

Each has been cri ticiaed .for what i.t 

excludes and for the way it groups th~ disorders it does include. 

If many types of abnormal behaviour defy precise definition 

and classification, it is not aurpri1d:ng that the tU:H& of diagnostic 

terms in a court of law may be a source of confusion and dissension. 

The McNaghten and Durham Rules have been adopted, in British and 

American law, as the basts for evaluating whether an offender 

should be acquitted of criminal responsibility on the grounds of 

insanity. Difficulties which have been encountered in applying 

these rul~s have led• in many cases, to a liberal rather than a lit

eral application of them (Wily and Stallworthy, 1962; Robinson, 1966). 

1 Henderson D .. and Batchelor I.R.C .. • op. cit .. , p .. 29 .. 



That anomolous situations oan arise in the application of the 

rules was illustrated by a case heard in the Christchurch 

19. 

. ..1 
Supreme Court in . May 1968 • · · The accused• charged with murder, 

pleaded '"not guilty on the grounds of insanity •Ii Prior to the 

trial he ha.d been remanded :for ps;ych;i.atr;J.o observation. One of 

thoae who examined him was the superintendent of the nearest 

psychiatric hospital. He, and another psychiatrist, also giving 

evidence for the Crown, concluded that the accused could not be 

considered 11not guilty on the grounds of insanity" and gave evi

dence accordingly. Thia was rebutted by evidence given by a de~ 

fence psychiatrist. The jury found the accused 11not guilty on 

the grounds of insa.nity 11 and he was committed to the same hospital 

the staff of which had considered the plea to be unjustified. 

R!search lmplications.~iterature relating to the incidence 

of mental abnormality among offenders, the aetiology of criminal 

behaviour; and the d.ifficul·Hes encountered in classifying 

offenders according to a psychiatric nosological system has been 

reviewed. From the discussion several points emerge which are 

relevant to any current study of abnormality among offenders. 

1. The incidence of abnormality among offenders is uncertain 1 

as is the prevalence within the criminal population of specific 

types of disorder• also the extent to which such abnormality 

varies as a ;function of• say, age• or type of crime. Some 

1 Reported in The 'Press; (Christchurch), between 21st May 1968 

and. 1st J'une 1968 inclusive .. 



researchers suggest that the majority of offenders are psychiatri• 

cHally abnormal, others considal'.' that the incide1'.lce of such abnorma-

lity is little or no high$r than for the population in general. 

2~ .Regarding a.etiology Glueck (1959) stated that 110:rimina.liatic 

aetiology is extremely complex.,. It is very difficult, even by 

thQ use o:f refined mathematical stati$tics, to assign relative 

wei$ht to different elements in the causation complex •• just be

cause we find a biologic or social condition existing in the 

caree1· o:f' one criminal that has been reasonably proved to be 

crim;i.nogenic in another, is no reason for jumping to the conolu• 

sion that is was also causative of the misconduct in the fir~t• 

or if cau:sative, that it operated to ·the same degree of intensity., ••• 

the transition from a description of the traits o:f existing 

delinquents and criminals ·to conclusions as to causation should 

not too readily be made 11 .. 1 R~search into the aetiology of 

criminality has produced many clinically aud heurist:1.oally useful 

concepts. However it has largely ;failed to produce a set of 

pr:i.noiplea and methods by which the origins of. ox;ir"dinal behaviour 

may be identified with sufficient accuracy to parrn:l.t the planning 

of treatment an~ preventive programmes the outcomes of which are 

positive and predictable. 

3. As with the r~sults 9.f research into the aetiology of 

criminality, psychi~tric (and criminological) systems for 

classifying offend.era are .frequently ina,dequate for the task of 

1 
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identifying those who :need, and are likely to respond to, 

particular treatment programmes. Psychiatric nosology is often 

least eatisfacto:ry when i:tpplied to offenders. 



O~J\PTJilR JI 

.PSYOUOLOG!CAL ASSESSMENT Of THE .Oli'J.i'ENDER 

:Cn. this Ohapter• assessment of the offend.er im discusse.d w:i.th 

particular reference to intellectual, o:r.ganio, and personality 

factors as measured by the five teat.a uaed in the· study,. These 

t~sta are thee Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS), Revised 

Viimal Retention 'l'est (R'I/R'l'), Hooper Visual Orga:nis~tion Teat 

( vot) 1 Wal ton-Blflo~ Modifi~d Word-L~arnj.ng Test (MWLT), and 

Minnesota Mul'biphas:Lo Personality Inventory (MMl?:O. Literature 

on these testa is reviewed to establish the exteJtt to which 

o:ften.dera perform similarly, produce "ttpical II patterns of r.esul ta, 

or show common teet~taking attitudes~ Where possible• reference 

is made to research which establishes o:r. suggests differences in 

.t0st performance between 0£:f'enders in genel'.'al and those among them 

considered to be abnormal. 

J;NTEL:LIGENOE 

'l'wo aspects o:t research into the intelligence of offenders 

will be dealt with; firstly• the level at which offenders have 

been, and a,~e, considered to function intellectually, and 

seconclly, the patterns of differential ability t>:t'ten shown by them. 

Intell~ctual Level of Offend$rs. The decline of Lombroso•s 

doctrine o:t the biological in:feriox-it;y- of criminala waa aocompe.:nied, 

in the first two decades of the century 1 by an inerea.sil'lg tendency 

to see def'ect:tve intelligence as an explanation of' criminality 

(IIalleok, 1968),. This supposed correlation was often explained 
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~n terms of 1101•ga:nic 11 or hereditary factors though iritei:pretations 

11:ranged from the biologioal -co the bioao@;i$.l.l1. 1 The widely held · 

belief that mental defia:l.eno;y. crimina:ti ty • f;,.,tld social in.adequacy 

were inseparably 1ink;ed is e:p! tomiaed in lle:rnal.d' s dictum that 

11ir·eeblemind.ednes.s 4a the mother of crime, degeneracy, and 

. . 2 pattperism 11 , 

· :I.1he a.d:vent of formal testing fQr intelligence was :followed 

hy·severa). studies, up to the early 1920 1s, which were undertaken 

Goddatd, uatng the Binet-Simbn intelligenb~ test, reported in 

1912 that 25 per eent o:f those tested pe:d'or·med :i.h the feeble• 

minded range,· but within two years had ir1crea:sed this figure to 

50 per cent (Halleck, 1968). l:n 1919 he stated that H!t is no 

longer ·co be denied tha."t; the · gNrni.test aingle cause of delinquency 

a.nd crime is low g:i:•ad.e tilenta.lity, much ot it within the lintits of 

Early $tudies• those in the first two 

de ca.des o,f the centux·y, claimed th,,~t up to 100 per cent o:f' 

offenders were retarded (Brown and Oou:rtless; 1967). 

Criticism of the tE'.tndenoy to see criminality as oa.uaed by, or 
highly cqrre1a.te4 With, defective intelligence followed etanclar.d.i..

sa.tion ef intellig~mce tests with army recruits in World War I and 

1 

2 

3 

Schulman. H.l'-1. 11Int~llig~:nce & Delinquency-11 , in Glueck • S. 

Cited by lialleck, s~, 01, cit., P• 192. 
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a growing awareness of errors and inadaquacies in test construe$ 

tion and administration. :Sy 1924 Mureh:i.so;n waa able to point to 

three major weaknesses of earlier studies, namely, an inadequate 

definition 0£ · retardation; overestimation of the inte.11.eQtual 

level of the :population in general, and a lack of recognit:i.on of 

the importance of sociocultural factors~ Sutherland (1931) 

summarised the results of a survey conduoted in 1928 • 1929 in 

which some 300 repbrts relating to the intellectual level o:f the 

offender were studied, the reports covering assessments of 

approximately 150,000 delinquents and criminals. 50 :pe:r cent 

o:f offenders had been diagnosed as :feeblerninded :l.n the pt;1:i:;iod. 

1910 ... 1914 whereas only 20 :per cent had been so oJ.assified i:n 

the 1925 - 1928 period+ The variation in results we.s inte;r .... 

prated by Sutherland in terms of differences ;i.n methods and 

scoring employed by testers rather than as a change in th~ 

intellectual abilities of offenders. Studies by Burt (1925), 

Healy and Bronner (1926), and Merrill (1947) reported, respect• 

ively, 8.1 per cent, 13,.5 per cent, and 23 :per cent o:t the 

offenders studied to be mentally defective~ Merr:l,ll :pointed 

out that the comparatively high incidence of retardation in her 

Araerican studi could. have resul 't;ed :fr.om the i:ncl usion .9f an un~ 

known proportion of offenders of Mexican, J>X'EHmmed bilcingi1al 

background. Eilenberg (1961) found that the incidence o:f mental 

retardation ~mo~g delinquents in Remand Homes had decreased from 

?.5 per cent in 1930 to 2.1 per cent in 1955. 

Research within the last 15 years suggests that while more 



6:ffendera have an I.Q. below average than above (Eilenberg, 1961; 

Naar, 1965; West, 1967), the mean I.Q. of offenders is within 

the "average" range. 1 Wood\'tard ( 1955), reviewing the literature 

relating to the aetiological importance of low intelligence in 

delinquency; concluded that the average I.Q. of delinquents was 

92. 1n a major survey carried out in 1963 by Brown and Courtless 

(1968) 207 penal and correctional institutions in tha United States 

received questionnaires relating to the intellectual level of 

inmates .. Data. were received :from 84 per cent of the institutions 

with the result that I.Q. information was obtained on 90,477 in

mates.2 In 75 pe:r ceint of the responding institutions intelli ... 

gence was assessed by means of the WAIS, administered by psyoholo• 

gists~ The average I.Q. for the sample was 93.2, the I.r~. range 

being 17 ... 14,5. 

less than ?O!i 

9.5 per cent of the total sample had an t.Q. 

.1 

2 

Weohsler.D. in the M~ua.l for the Weohs;&.e:r Adult Intelligence 

Seale (New Yorki Psychological Corporation, 1955) p.20t gives 

the following I.Q. ranges: very superior, 130 and above; 

superior, 120 - 129; bright normal• 110 - 119; average, 90 • 

109; dull normal, 80 - 89; borderline, ?O - 791 mental 

defective, 69 and below. 

This figure included an unspecified number of female inmates, 

however, only 4.o per cent of the total inmate population of 

the 207 institutions to which questionnaires were sent was 

female 1 



i'ha. t the mean J.. ~2. of · of :tenders falls i11 the lower half of 

the average range has been explained by n'llmerous reviewers and 

reaea:rel1,ers as the re1:ml t of social selection, and resistance 

o::r inadequaty expo.sure to the educative process {Woodward, 19.5.5; 

the McCords, 1959; W$st, 1967; Mega.:rgee · and lfosenquist, 1968). 

The extent to which the intelleQtual level of abri.ormal 

offenders differs from that of ot:.f'enders in gen.eral appeare to 

Bla~k (1963) compiled statistics 

for a group of patients at Brciadmoor, one ot the three English 

Speoial Hospitals for dangerous or insane criminals. The mean 

murderers (including 44 women) 104.7. !L'hat both of these IeQ. · 

figures are above the population mean of 100 is largely accounted 

for l::)y a process of selection whereby Broadtnoor 11deals, by and 

large, with psychotic and ;psyohopa.thic patients wi thi:n the normal 

range of intelligence 11 , 1 whereas the other two English .S:pecia.l 

Ho.spits.ls (Rampton and. Moss Sid~) 11have ma.inly subnormal patients 11 • 2 

The survey of 100 Sunnyside .remand patients rei'erred to ea:rlie:r!S 

:revealed. that a full WAIS was admitdstered in 46 of the 100 cases. 

1 

2 

McG:rath.P, "The English Special Hospital System", inCraft,.M. 

(ed.) Ps;y9hopathic Disorde:rs and their AssesenH,mt ( Oxford:• 

Pergamon, 1966), p.137. 

ibid, p.138 

:; Sae footnote o.n p.2 .. 
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The mean l.Q. of 95 obtained for these remands, though compar~ 

able to the mean I.Q. 's of off~:nders in general as repo:rtecl. by 

Woodward ( 19.55) a:n.d. I,rown and Courtless ( 1968), can be given 

little w~ight, e.~ reasons why the remaining ;54 remands were 

given only certF.dn WAJ:S subte.sts ( 13 case::,), al te:rnativ.~ 

measures ot intelligence ( over 35 admi:nistrat:lons of alternative· 

meaEurea), or were not tested at all (16 cases) are unknown. 

A :resea;r.•ch fi:ndi:ng which :relates to both intellectual 

level a.ncl psychiatric abnormality amo:ng offenders emerged from 

the survey by Brown and Courtlass (1968)~ Homicide and other 

offences against the persor! were found to be comparatively 

oommon among retarded offenders. 

per cent of the sample who were retarded had been imprisoned for 

homicide (5.1 per cent for the U.S. prison population in 

general) • and of those with an I. (l,. less than 5.5 9 57 per cent 

had beer1 incarcerated for Horimes against persons" (2'? per cent 

for the 'U.S. prison population in general). 

ata tes that ''Sexual offend~rs and those guilty of person.al vio• 

lence are on average less intelligent than thieves and of course 

co:ns;i.dera.bly less intelligent tha,;n embtiiHi'.Zle:t>a 11 • 1 He suggests 

that this may reflect social class differences. 

Research indicates th1z,1.t the mean I.<,t• of the 

criminal population is approximately 92 or 93. 

telligence of abnormal offenders, either as a whole or with 

1 
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regard to specific (e,.g. dic!;l.gnostic) groupings is unknown. 

Intellectually retarded oti'ende:rs, a significant proportion ot 

whom may be psychiatriQally assessed and hospitalised, Z;t:re mo:re 

likely to be convicted of offences against the person than are 

offenders as a whole. 

Dii'terentia~ A.bili~:y - 1lerbal/l?e1•i'ormance :PiEicrepa.ncies. 

Wechsler in The ;Measurement and Appre.isal of Adult 

Int_e,lligen.£! (19.58) states that ''the most ou't;sta.:nding single 

feature of the eociopath•s test profile is his systematic high 

score on the Per:fprmance as compared to the Verbal part of the 

The ta:ridancy :tor o:ftenders to obtain higher per:tor

mi;mce I.'J's (PI(l 1 s) than verbal t~t~•s (VIQ•s) has been .reported 

by numerous researchers, among them: Franklin (1945), Altus 

and Clark ( 1949), Clark, ( 1949), Glueek and Glueck (19.50) • 

Diller ( 1952) t 1Niene • et~ a.l" ( 1959) • Doppel t and Seashore 

(19.59), l?ayne (1960), Fisher (1961),. Manne, et. al .. (1962), 

Frost and Frost (1962) 9 Craft, et. al .. (1962), l?rentice and 

Kelly (196J), Guertin, et. alij, (1966) 9 Black (1966), Henning 

and Levy ( 1967), Hoghughi and Forrest ( 1967)., :Prentice and 

Kelly (1963) tabulated results from; and ~eviewed, twenty~two 

independent delinquency studies reported during the previous 

20 years and concluded that though there was considerable 

heterogeneity between the samples the.studies substantially 

1 
Weohsle:rl':O .. , Th.e ·Measurement a.nd J\.Pl/r¥sa.l of Adult 

lntellip;ence { 4th ed.; Baltimore: Williams fi.i Wilkins, 1958) t 



agreed that delinquents showed a performance I.Q. greater than 

verbal I,Q. Wechsler pattern. Aleo• the performance z~Q• tended 

to be in the normal ra.nge a.nd the verbal l.Q. in the dull. normal 

range • 

. As with attempts to e:r:pla.in the fact tha.t the mean I.Q. of 

offe~de~s falls in th~ low normal range (see previous section) 

ve:tb.!';l.l L (~. :pat tern have tended to emphasize ex1viro:nmen tal rather 

the.l'l. o;r-ganic or he:redi tary factors. Wechsler ( 19~.4) sugg11u,ted. 

that the pattern reflected educational retardation. The Glueoks 

(1950) explained lower scores obtained by tleli:riquents on the 

Vocabulary, :Cnf'ormatio:n, a.nd Comprehension subteats in terms ot 

amount of actual schooling (more a.bsenc.~s and truaney o:n th~ 

part of the delinquent)• f.e.ilure to grasl> educational oppqrtu:ni

ties, and a -0ultura1 atmospht;lre in the llome which was less st:i.mu.,. 

la.ting than tha.t exper:i.enced by non-delinquents,. ':!'hey con.aid ... 

ered also that differences of temperament and per$onality were 

:relevant• Lo11n¼;r scores on the Digit Symbol subtest were 

interpreted as probably reflecting difficultiea of oono~ntration 

and :persistenc;y ... impulsive and. emotionally h,1bile persorrn per

haps pe.:rfq:rming less well on th:ts subte/Elt than the more stable. 

Superior performall.oe on the Block Design and Object Aesembl:, 

subtest was interpreted in terms of a preference tQ deal with 

co~orete re~litiea and approach situations by means of direct 

phy.aical. relationships rather than through intermediary symbols 

and abstract thinking. Recent reviewers hate tended to avoid 



becoming embroiled in controversies surrounding :research into 

scatter patterns on the various subtests of the Wechsler scales. 

Howev~r explanations of the '.Performance I.Q. greater than Verl:>a.l 

I.Q. pattern continue to be offered in terms of; learning dis

i.1..bili ty (Prentice and Kell;y, 1963); • •tPoor so<;lo-eeonomic back• 

ground• impoverished cultural environment and· inadtqu~.te or 

broken education"; 1 and poor education, long hrm social mal ... · 

adjustnient and ar1 environmental emphasis on 11 d9ing" rather than 

"thinking" (Guertin et. al., 1966). An explanation of the 

Performance I.Q. greater tbai Verbal I.Q. tendency unrelated 

t0 the above discussion concerns the ord~r of pres~ntation of . 

the aubtests, the hypothesis being that perfol'm.anoe will improve 

as administration progr~sses• However a study by Bernatein 

and Corsini (1953) discounts such an hypothesis. 

Guertin et. al., (1966) in concluding their review of re~ 

search involving use of .the WAIS with delinquent and criminal pop~ 

ula.t:ions state that "It seems ob.vious that searching for Wechsler 

signs that will identify lawbreakers rega~dle$s of demographic 

Rabin and Guertin (1951), 

Seashore (19.51), Patterson (1953), Prentice and Kelly 

1 

2 

Black.D.A. "Appendix: Classification and Discussion of 

Psychological Methods of Assessing Psychopathy and the 

Psychopathll, in Craft.M. (ed.), op. cit., p.237. 
. . ! ' 

<.luertin,.W,H, et 10 al. 1 "Research wi·l::h the Wechsler Intelli

gence Scal&s for Adults 1960~1965 11 9 Payohcl. Bull. 66 9 5 

(Nov, 1966), p~391® 
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(1963), and Black (1966) similarly draw the distinction between 

noting the tendency for offenders to have performance greater 

than verbal I.Q.'s and relying on such a pattern as a diagnostic 

That Wechsler•s contvntion, confirmed by many researchers, 

remains no more than a description of a trend is evidenced by 

the faot that si::))ne · studies have failed to establish a performance 

greater the.:n verbal tendency among offenders. Fisher ( 196'.1) 

lists six such studiesJ Ra.bin and Guertin (1951) and Naur (1965) 

state that such 11negative 11 findings :t>esult from inadequate 

definition of offender groups tested. The lack of confirmation 

of the P.I,Cl• greater than V.I.Q. pattent among offenders is 

most noticeable in some studies of particular groups of offenders 

selected on such bases as race, intellectual retardation or 

superior educc'ltion, or :psychiatric abnormality~ What follows is 

a brief survey of studies which suggest that these factors may 

counteract the P .I, r~. greater than V. I.q. tendency frequently 

found among offenders. 

With regard to race Fisher ( 196J,) found a negligible V. I.(~./ 

P.I.Q. difference £or a group ot Negro adolescent sociopaths. 

Naa.:r ( 1965) found th.at in a study of 261 o£fende:rs 40 Negro· 

:females and 152 Negro males hctd V.I.,l• greater th~n. P~I~Q., un

like white male and female offenders included in the study. 

Henning and Levy (1967) in a study of 2361 white arid Negro 

delinquents bGtween thilil ages o:f 12 years 6 months and 17 yea.rs 

2 months found that though the trend among white offenders was 



for P.I.Q. to be greater than v.r.Q.t particularly at the lower 

ag$ levels, this patt<H•n was not chara.cteristic of tlie Uegl.'O 

offenders tested and in :fact, was reversed &mong the older Negrv 

disability among the white delinquents tha11 umo:ng the Negroes. 

It is possible th.at diffe:ronces in the P.:t.Q./V .. I.Q. pattern 

stu~iy Walters ( 19.53) comparec1 ,50 Pe,keha and !50 Maori :pr:i.son 

(:PakE>ha mean F'ull Scale :t.q~, 101..8; Haori mean Full Sea.le I.Q., 

84.It) and Walter·s conoludtid ·that 11The v;;ilue of ·~he battery for 

met,t.su.1.•i11g the 1.q. 's of Maoris i,s doubtfulH. 1·'· Another New 

Zealand t5tudy, undertaken about the . s~me time but with 1 .. on ... 

offen~aro• yielded u similar conclusion• Adcock et. al, (1954) 

compared Maori e.nd Pakaha traini:ilg college atuden1;s and r-ural 

O~a.Gt Cape) Maoris o:n ·the Wechsler-Bellevue intelligence iacale 

tory bec,9,uae tJ:1ey do not allow for effects of the Maori cultural 

1 

A:ust •. J • of Pe;ychol .• f5, 1 (June, 19.53), :V•.?3• 

2 Adcock,,,C.J. et., e..l,. HAn flllfalysis of Mao.r:l ~cores on the Wech,sler ... 
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the two groups in the present study included only three Maoris 

no valid comparison between Maori and Pakeha offenders could be 

made. 

Though retarda tes who are not offenders often have P. I. c,t• 

greater than V.I.Q. (Guertin et. al., 1966), Manne et. al. (1962) 

found that a majority of those offenders in their study who had 

a V.I.Q. greater than P.I.Q. pattern were mentally retarded. 

0£:t'enders toward the other end of the intelligence soale and 

those who have had superior education may also show a V.l.Q. 

greater than P.l.Q. pattern (Black, 1966). Thus, particular 

cultural backgrounds and overall intellectual levels may be 

associated with reversal of the V.I.Q./P.l.Q. discrepancy pattern 

frequently found among offenders. 

A third and, as far as this study is concerned, probably 

more important factor tending to counteract the P.I.Q. greater 

than V.I.Q. pattern often found among offenders, is that of 

psychiatric abnormality. Black (1963) analyae~ 461 WAIS records 

of Broadmoor patients .. offenders showing some form of psychiatric 

abnormality ... and found that 34.7 per cent showed "inferred 

impairment from Wechsler performance being lower than verbal", 

while only 23.8 per cent of the records showed "inferred 
.· 1 

cultural deficit from V.I.Q. being lower than performance"• 

1 Black.D.A. "The Psychological Assessment of the Broadmoor 

Patient: preliminary report of some trends and problems". 

Unpublished (1963) report forwarded to the writer in the 

c;ourse of ., 



0:ply dif:ferenoes equal to or greater than one decile were in ... 

eluded in the foregoing instances. Naar (1965) commented that 

a reversal of the P.I.Q. greater than V.I.Q. pattern frequently 

found among of:fenders suggests "emotional diffiqµlties". 

Black (1966) stated that the P.l.Q. greater than V.I.Q. tendency 

is often not found among schizoid offenders or in cases "where 

tht whole psychological picture is coloured by gross neurotic 

features and excess an;xiety. Presumably this is because 

s~hizoid and anxious conditions tend to be associated with imp ... 

a!rment ot present oognitive function, and the l?erformance scale 
j . . ' 
;i.s thus brought down to the level of the Verbal scale or lower 11 , 1 

With regard to causes for a V.I.Q. greater than P.I.Q. 

pattern Brown's (1967) study provides one of the most recent 

confirmations of Wechs1er's (1944) assertion that schizophrenic 

patients tend to obtain a higher V.l.(l. than P.I.Q. Guertin 

et. al. (1966) state, that 11.Iiigo involvement with 'Verbal ability • 

little interest (e.g. psychosis and depressiv~, and impaired 

abst:ract reasoning, visual-motor coordination, or spatial 

analysis (e.g. generalized or right hemisphere brain damage or 

psychosis), may produce V.I.Q. greater than P.I.Q. 112 Though 

the findings of .Brown, Wechsler, and Guertin, et. al. rnentioned 

here are based on research on generally non-offender populations 

it is likely that offenders showing such characteristics or 

1 Black.D.A., in Cra.:ft.M. (ed.) t op. cit. t p.237. 



syndromes will fcdl to produce the P.I."t• greater than V.l.(1;. 

pattern commonly found atno:ng delinquents and criminals. 

Summarz Research over more than 20 years ha$ established 

that offenders shaw a tendency to obtain higher P.I,Q's. than 

V.1.Q's• Theories as to the reasc.>ns for this tend to depict 

offenders showing such a pattern of differential ability as 

indi vidtmls tvho • compared with their peers t have a poor socio

economic background with insufficient cultural stimulation, 

deficient education, impulsive and unstable persona.lities, and 

a history of social m~ladjustment. lf such a complex of 

factors does account :for the I-'.I.C,2• greater than V .. I.~. pattern 

one could deduce that to the extent these factors are absent, 

or possibly, othe.r dissimiJ,ar or over ... riding .f'etctors are present, 

to that extent, the P.I.Q. greater than V,I.Q. tendency will not 

be apparent. li'rom the research, it appears probe.bl~ that the 

P.I.Q, greater tha~ y.I.Q, pattern may be absent or reversed 

where psychotic or neurotio conditions or organic brain pathology 

affect :functioning on the test. Where certain ethnic or 

cultural factors are present, or the overall intellectual level 

is toward either extreme of the scale, the P,I.Q. greater than 

V.I.Q. tendency may not be evident• however literature on these 

latter :ta.etors is not as conclusive as that relating to the 

V.I.Q. greater than P.I.Q. discrepancy patte:r.r1. :frequently ob ... 

tained by individuals, including offenders, suffering from 

certain psychiatric disorders. 



OR~ANlC IMPAIRMENT 

Compared to the proliferation of research on the WAIS and 

MMPI, litera.tu:re on the 3 organic tests chosen for this study 

is sparse. The 3 tests, as a battery, provide a measure of 

the inoidenoe and approximate degree of impaired functioning 

resulting from organic brain pathology. Reasons determining 

choice of these tests for this study will be discussed in the 

next chapter; in this section reference will be restricted to 

a brief review of certain aspects of the construction an~ use 

0£ these tests. 

The Revised Visual Retentic.m Test (RV:RT), was originally 

described by A.L. Benton, in 194.5, as a Visual Retention Test 

The test was constructed to distinguish 

individuals showing acquired impairment of brain function ;f:t:'om 

those not showing such dysfunction. Benton states that this 

discrimination is effected by an assessment of "visual peroep ... 

tion, visual memory, and visuoconstruotive abilities 11 , 1 though 

Hanawalt (1959), in reviewing the test, states that it is only 

one of m~mory for designs. He also questions whether tests of 

memory for designs are, in fact~ measures of organic brain 

pathology. However B,enton (1955) has shown tha.t subjects 

known to have organic imp~trrnent do tend to perform poorly on 

this test. In a'compariso:n o:f 100 patients having cerebral 

1 Banton.A,L. The Revised Visual Retention Test (3rd ed; 

York: The P.syohologioal Corporation, 1963) 1 p .. 1 .. 

New 



pathology with 100 controls he found that 57 per cent of the 

patients obtained scores sugg,iH.sting or strongly indicating 

impairment whereas only 4 :per cent of controls obtaine.d such 

scores. Wahler (1956), Brilliant and Gynther (1963), L'Abate 

et. al. (1963), and others, have also found significant differ

ences between brain damaged and.non-brain 4amaged subjects' 

performance on this test. 

Normative standards for administration A of the test 

(used in the study) are based on the p~ri'o:rmance of 600 8 .. 64 

year old subjedts with (a) no history of psychosis (b) no 

evidence of cerebral injury or disease, except in the case of 

mentally defective subjects, and (c) no serious nphysical 

depletion" resulting f'rom 11soma.tic disease"• 

A correlation ot .7 between scores on the test and scores 

on standard measures of. intelligence is reported by Benton in 

the manual for the test. Zwaan et. al. (1967) obtained a .6 

correla:tion between RVRT and WAIS scores. Benton also described 

a significant relationship between RVR~ scores and chronological 

age. From age 8 performance level on the ~est rises progress• 

ively to a plateau, reached about age 14 or 15 years and con• 

tinuing to the 30 1s, with, thereafter, a. decline in e:f:f'icie:ncy 

of performance. In view of thi correlation of test scores 

with intelligence ~nd age, results are interpreted in terms of 

discrepancies between 11obtai:ned11 scores, and. scores. which may 'be 

11expected 11 on the basis of the individu@.1 9 s 11:pre-morbid in tell.., 

actual endowme:nt 11 and present chronological age. 
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Research on organic tests is generally based on psychiatric, 

non~criminal populations, and few studies involving administration 

of the Benton to offenders have been reported. Ha.r,awalt (19.59) 

administered the tests to 22 delinquents whose ages ranged from 

8 ... 18 years ancl whose l..Q!s~ were in the 72 ... 124 range, mea:u. 

On the basis of errQr scores one subject did 

2 cases were 1iquestion.able 11 with regard to orga.ity, 3 results 

11sugge.eted1; impairment, and 10 provided a 11 .strong indication" of 

impairment. No signifioan,t oorrelat:ions w0re :noted between 

test scores and I.Q. or reading test scores. In reviewing the 

results Hanawalt noted that "It is quite :possible that the 

above sample of delinquents had a higher :percentage of brain 

damage than the normal population, but 5.t was a sample of the 

usual type of delinquents whose Wechaler•Bellevue scores were 

available, and not a sample of neurological cases ••• There 

is no ir1dication at present that any o:f the psychological tests 

for brain cl.ama.ge ca.n separate out the neurological factors 

from the general environmental•developmental factors in test 

performance :for most subjects.tt1 A second study with offenders, 

cond.uc·ted by Avery ( 1968) i:nvestigated an assertion by Poser 

and Ziegler (1958) that B.E.G. patterns marked by 6 a.nd 14 per 

1 Hanawalt.N.G. review of the Benton Visual Retention Test, 

Revised Ed:ition 9 in Buros.O.K. (ed.) 1J:he Fifth Me:nt!;il Measure

ment Yearbook (Highland Park N.J.t Gryphon, 1959), p .. 537., 



second positive spikes could be predicted on the basis of 

clinical signs and symptoms; such an :El.u.;.G. pattern, it was 

claimed, was frequently obtained from individuals showing anti• 

social behaviour such as arson, destruction of property• and 

aggressive, sexual, or homicidal offences. Avery's study 

compared two groups of patients in the 14 - 30 age range who had 

been recently admitted to the Institute of' Living presenting 

symptoms of uncontrollable, impulsive, destructive, aggressive 

behaviour. The experimental group (N == 41) consisted of sub ... 

jects showing a 6 and 14 per second positive spike pattern on 

the E.E.G. Subjects in the control group (N~ 29) had normal 

E.E.G. 'a. All subjects were given a battery of psychological 

tests including 6 tests for organic brain damage (one of whioh 

was th,e RV.RT), and the WAIS. Analysis of test results obtained, 

showed that only the WAIS Digit Symbol subtest score was sig• 

nificantly different for the two groups (significantly higher 

at the .02 level for the 6 and 14 per second positive spike 

group)• Thus the RVRT, along with other tests for organicity, 

did not distinguish between two groups of individuals showing 

antisocial behaviour and having differing• i.e. normal and 

abnormal, E.E.G. patterns. 

The Hooper Visu€l:1 Organisation Teet (VOT), "was devised. as an 

objectively scored test for the diagnosis of organic brain 

pathology and for the differentiation of such pathology from 

functional and motivational disorders ••• The Visual Organisa-

tion 'fe,sk was selected as one :particularly sensitive to the 
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decrement in abilities which appears with physiological changes 

in the cortical structures 11 .. 1 A validity study involving 280 

male patients in Veterans' Administration Hospitals of Southern-

California is reported by Hooper. The VOT was adrlliniste:red to 

4 equal groups of organic, neurotic, schizophrenic, and normal 

i.e. non-psychitric veterans. Using a out-off point of 20. no 

false J)psi ti ve diagnoses were raade for the 210 neurotic, schizo

phrenic, and normal subjects; using the same cut-off, 21 per· 

cent. false negative diagnoses were obtained .fot- · the o.rgan:fo 

group, i.e. 79 per cent of the o:rganicswere correctly diagnosed. 

The_ manual does not provide data on the age• intellectual o~ 

educational level, or socioeconomic status of subjects in the 4 

groups. In a further study :reported by Hooper, the VOT was 

use, in a screening battery at a state mental hospital. 0:f 39 

chronic_brain syndrome patients, 64 per cent were correctly 

diagnosed as organic. This percentage of correct diagnoses is 

lower than that reported in the previous study, however mean 

scores differed s;i.gnificantly from those of the non-organic 

groups .. 78 per cent of chronic paranoid schizophrenics, 67 

per cent of chronic undifferentiated schizophrenics, 98 per 

cent of 43 psychoneurotics, and 100 per cent of 30 patients 

showing personality patterndisturbanoe were correctly diagnosed 

1 Hooper.,H.E. '.the Hooper Visual Or~~mization Test Manual 

(Beverly Hills: Western :Psychological Services, 19.58), p .. 1 
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as non-organic. It is noted that the mean age of the group of 

chronic b~ain syndrome patients was 43,.1 years. Mean ages for 

the other 4 nosological groups were between 34.3 and 36.9 years. 

!tis also noted that the chronic brain syndrome group had an 

average of between 1.2 and 3.3 fewer years .of education than t.he 

other 4 groups. However. Hooper states that ~ge, education, and 

intelligence do not correlate significantly with VOT scores 

(probability level~ are not given). 

Walker (1956) administered the VOT to ,38 Veterans' 

Administration Hospi te,i.], psychoneurotio patients, after which 

a neurologist categorised the patients into two groups, those 

free of 11co:rtical involvementfl and those possibly or probably 

afflicted with brain damage. The VOT did not discriminate 

between. the two groups on the basis of total scores but Walker 

:found that the Hcortical involvement" group produced significantly 

However, the cut-off point was a 

very J,ow one (more than one concrete response suggested cortical 

involvement) and Walker considered; therefore, that the diagnos

tic useful:1.iess o:f the number of 11 co:ntret£H3 11 score was 1:i.miteti by 

' high vulnerability to errors in administration and scoring. 

In a second published study by Walker (19.57) scores on the tests 

discriminated significantly between, and indicated prognosis of, 

reactive and chronic schizophrenic patients (the chronic patients 

obtained scores indicative of organicity). 

1 
l,efe:rred to a.s "isolate" responses in the manual, 



Unlike the RVRT, correlations of the VOT with intelligeno& 

are stated to be low, Hooper (1958) reported correlations of 

VO'l' scores and Shipley Hartford vocabulary raw scores for the 

following 4 group$ to b$i Junior IIigb students (N=:30), .19; 

College students (N=166), .221 Adult psiyc:honeurotics (N•74}, 

.;4; Aged (N=28) • .21. However, the correl~:tion1,~PPears to be 

considerably higher at the lower levels ot intelligence. A 

correlation o:t .57 between IQ and VOT scores was obtained for a 

group of 115 subjects having l,Q•s in the Wechsler-'.Bellevue t.Q. 

rang;e :,0 ... ao. 
With regard,to age, Hooper (19,58) J1,otee that VO'l' scores ob

tained by a total ot 429 subjeot1:11 in 6 noaological groups i.b.d:icate 

no significant relationship between age and 1/0'11 scores. Howev~r, 

he also reports that a. eisnU'icant negative correlation (r= .,.57) 

between Qhronologioal age ap.d VOT score was obt.ained tot 28 reed.

dents in a home for the aged {mean age 76.8 years). 

this correlation as a reflection of' the normal aging process in 

the brain. l.Tsing a out ... otf of 20, 67 per cent of this group were 

diagnosed as having model:"ate impairment, 15 per cent .as hfii.v;l.ng 

mild impairment, and 18 per cent aa having no impairment. Thee, 

results are comparecl b;y HoQper with those obtained from 30 Junior 

High students (mean age 13•9 ;years) and 166 College students 

(mean age 21,8 ;years). Using the same cut-off as for the aged 

group •:; and 6 per ¢ent false positive <,\:i.agnosts were made fot 

the Junior High and College students respectively. 

Little published material on thi~ test is ~vailable, and nQne 



of the studies :reported appear to have specifically included 

of':t'ende:r groups. Reitan, in reviewing research on the VOT in·. 

The Sixth Mental Measurements Ye~rbook (1965) notes that o~ly 

two published stuqies using the test have appeared. He also notes 

that salient information (such as ag$ 1 education, and socioe,con

omic status of subjects) is lacking or inadequate in reports of 

unpublished studies given in the manual. His review of the test 

is concluded with the rather guarded statement "it seems entirely 

possible that the Hooper VOT might eventually be shown to provide 

valuable information on the assessment of brain lesions if use4 

as part of a psychological test battery 11 • 1 A second review of 

the VOT in The Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook also notes the 

lack of adjustment of test scores for intelligence and age. The 

reviewer, o.·sp:reen, expresses an opinion regarding the utility 

of the test which is in agreement with that off.e:red by Reitan. 

11The test appears to be a promising addition to the neu:ropsycho ... 

logical laboratory. for use as a single indicator of' bra.in dam-

age in a screening battery, other more established tests might be 

preferred until comparative studies with such tests have been 

made 11 • 2 

1 

2 

Modified Word Learni:nfi Teat (MWLT). Development of the MWLT 

Reitan.R.M. in Buros.o.K. (ed.) The Si*th Mental Measurements 

Yea.rbook (Highland Park N .J.: Gryphon,. 1965), p.245 •. · . 

Spreen.o. in Buros.O.K. (ed.), op. cit., p.246. 
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was reported by Walton and Black in 1957, The clinical utility 

of the test rests on the principle that the discrepancy between 

a subject• s past and p:resen·t learning ability provides an indi-

eator of brain damage. The extent of this discrepancy ie ass-

essed by providing the subject with successive opportunites to 

learn previously unknown verbal material at a level supposedly 

consistent with his intelligence. The MWLf is a development 

of the New Word Learning Test (Shapiro l;l.nd Nelson, 19.5,5) to the 

extent that both tests have the same underlying assumption and· 

provide the subject with successive opportunities to learn new 

verbal me.terial, 

Walton and Blaok (1957) administered the MWLT to 279 subjects, 

the total sample consisting of 57 normals (nurses), 125 neurotics• 

30 psychotics, 21 mental defectives• and 46 organics (all of 

whom showed irrefutable evidence of cerebral damage), The 

optimum cut ... off point proved to be 30 (6 :previously unknown word~ 

mastered by the end of the sixth trial). 46 or 93.5 per cent 

of' organics obtained a score equal m or grea.ter than 30 whereas 

all but one, i.e, 99.57 per cent, of the non-organics scored. 

less than 30. Using a cut ... of:f point of 22t 97.83 per cent of 

organics were correctly classified and 97.0·per cent of non.,. 

organics. Walton, White, Black and Young (1959) repqrt .~· 

cross-validation study in which the MWLT was administered to 

304 subjects including; 83 normals, 66 neurotics, 32 psychotics, 

45 mental defectives and educationally sub-normal subjeets 1 and 

78 organics .. Results from the study were tabulated using both 



the original (Walton a.nd Black, 19.57) and a revised scoring system 

- under the original scoring system highest scores indicate poor 

performance, under the revised system poor performance is indi

cated by low scorese Using a cut-off point of 26 according to 

the original scoring system (equivalent to a cut-off' of 5 under 

the revised system) it was found that none of the normals• neu-

rotics or psychotics were misclassified and 66 or 85 per cent 

of the organic patients scored at or above this same cut~off 

point, i.e. were correctly classified. Of the 45 mentally 

defective and educationally subnormal patients, 19 had scores 

equal to or greater than 26, i.e. were misclassified. 

Walton (1958) conducted a predictive study involving 

administration of the MWLTt in 1955, to 48 psychotic patients 

over 65 years of age, 25 of whom were treated with parentrovite 

and 23·with placebo. Test results were not examined until a 

two year follow-up period had been completed, at which stage MWLT 

scores were compared with final diagnosis. 11 of 13 changes of 

diagnosis within the two year period were correctly predicted 

by MWLT scores. Using a cut-off point of 30, it was found that 

in 45 o:f the 48 cases the 1955 MWLT score had correctly predicted 

the 1957 diagnosis of "functional" or 11 organio 11 • In e. second 

predictive study, Walton and Black (1959) found that 47 or 82 

per cent of 57 patients were correctly identified when the MWLT 

score was compared with a .final diagnosis arrived at wJthout 

reference to results on this test• Re-analysis of V~alton' s 

(1958) data by Inglis (19.59), a further predictive study by 
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Walton and Mather (1961), and an examination of predictions based 

on test scores as compared with hospital base rate predictions 

(Walton, 1961) • con.firm the utility of the MWL'l.1 as a predictive 

instrument in assessing presence or absence of brain damage. 

Orme, Lee,and Smith (1964) compared MWLT scores of 53 organics, 

28 neurotics (anxiety states, neurotic depressives), 20 hysterics, 

30 psychopaths, 30 rnelancbolice• 24 acute schisophranics, 23 

.chronic schizophrenics and 15 epileptics. The performance of the 

organics was significantly poorer than that of '3.11 other groups 

except the chronic achizophrenit::a who tended to scorl:'l in the 

brain damaged range. 81 per cent of organics were correctly 

classified and 69 per cent of non~organlc$. Misclassification 

of schizophrenics was as high as 70 per cent. However• Bolton, 

Savage and Roth (1967) in a later investigation failed to confirm 

this finding relating to the performance of schizophrenic subjects. 

Their sample included 29 normals, 42 affectives, 31 schizophrenics 9 

and 42 organics. 100 per cent of the normals, 71.4o per cent of 

the affectives, 77.40 per cent of the schizophrenics, and 71.4o 

per cent of the organics were correctly identified. 

Correlations at MWL~ scores with age and intelligence have 

been noted in several studies. White and Knox (1965) cite 4 

studies in which the correlations between age and test scores 

range from -0.128 (T) to -0.009 (T). The 4 studies involved a 

total of 328 subjects. Age ranges for the 4 studies were; 6 -

77 years, 6 - 16 years, 18 - 82 years and 61 ~ 82 years. 

With regard to the effect of intelligence on MWLT scores, 



Wal ton and. Bla,ck ( 19.57), i:n the report of the original validation 

study, stated that 11:'rhe subject is only required to learn at a 

level which is supposedly consistent with his intelligence 11 • 1 

In the same paper the opinion was expressed 11That low intelli~ 

gence, vocabulary level or increasing age are not distorting 

2 variables to the extent of creating 'organic respo:nses 111 a 

Significant correlations betweer1 the MWLT scores and IQ have 

been noted in several studies. Wal ton• White, Black and You.ng 

(1959) found a aorrelation of .51 between MWLT eooree and IQ•s 

of t•.5 mel'ltally detective }Jatients, and a correlation o:f .36 for 200 

normal and neurotic subjects (IQ range, lase than 79 to over 120). 

In the same study a correlation o.f .63 between vocabulary and 

MWLT scores was obtained for 110 normal and neurotic subjects in 

the age range 6 - 30 years. Bolton, Savage; and Roth (1967) 

4 )3 found a significant negative correlation (-o. 7 'between rc.i 

and MWLT scores for 1J+4 subjects over 60 years of' age. They 

1 

2 

3 

Walton.D. and Blac:k.D.A. m11h.e validity of a psychologiQal test 

Ibid p,.277. 

The change in sign does not indicate a change in direction 

of tl1e correlation in this case but results :from the scoring 

system used;_ in both studies giving correlations between 

IQ and MWLT aaores the relationship is that of poorer par~ 

formance being associated with decreasing intelligence. 
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observed that ttthe chief disadvan:t;age of the test is its high 

correlation with general intelligence; this suggests that clini

cians should be aautious in drawirig conclusions from the MWLT 

scores obtained :from such subjects with low IC:J' s 11 .. 1 

To date,no manual for the MWLT has appeared. Published •. 

reports of research on the test provide no indication as to haw 

offender groups are likely· to p~rform on the test, a.net no studies 

specifically involving such groups were noted in the literature. 

D.A. Black, ci,-author o:f the MWL'l:, made no reference whatsoever 

to the use of organic tests in hi~ recent extensive review en~ 

titled Q.la.saif'ication and Discussion of' Psychological Methods 

of J\.ssessii1~ Ps;rchopathy and the Psichopath. 2 Regarding this 

deliberate omission from the review, and the use of organic tests 

with psychopaths, Black had the following comments to make i!'.1 a 

personal corrm1unica tion to the writer. 11The reason that I in• 

eluded no reference to tests of organioity in my appendix to 

Dr. Craft•s book was that there has never, to my knowledge, been 

any extensive canvassing of the idea that psychppathy was an 

orga:rdc illness. In this country, I suppose we, in this hospi-

tal 9 have the largest concentration of' e:xtrame examples of psy,.. 

chapathic disorder where some kind of organic damage may addition• 

ally be involved. These are usually epileptics. However, 

1 

'£est and the aged psychiatric patient 11 • ~~it. J. Ps~chiatry 

2 



even in these cases, we have had no great success in demonstra

ting deterioration of psychological functioning, which could be 

attributed to organic damage. Even when this might have been 

suspected, it would usually have been argued that the discrepan-
. 1 

cies in performance were due to personality factorsll. 

Summar;x:. Validation studies and research on 3 tests for organ-

icity, Benton's Revised Visual Retention Test, the Hooper Visual 

Organization Test, and the Walton-Bla.ok Modified Word-Learning 

Test, have been reviewed. Though results of some studies are 

equivocal, even, in a few cases; :negative, the literature rela

ting to these tests indicates that each has some utility as an 

indicator of brain damage, Evidence is perhaps strongest for 

the RVRT a.nd least strong .f01· the VOT. One draw--back to use 

of the MWLT is the lack of a manual. The diagnostic and. 

predictive utility of the tests would appear greateBtwhen the 

question.is one of the presence or absence of generalised 

rather than localised brain damage. 

The RVRT is considered to correlate with intelligence and 

age and normative data are given for various IQ ranges with a 

correction for age being made for older subjects. VOT scores 

are not adjusted for age or intelligence. Correlations between 

MWLT scores and intelligence have been reported in numerous 

studies; the test is so constructed that the subject is required 

1 Letter from D.A. Black, Principal Clinical Psychologist, 

Broadmoor Hospital, December 2, 1968. 



to learn words at a level suPJ;iOaedly consistent with his intelli-

gence. 

Little research involving administration of these tests to 

offenders has been reported. Two studies in which the RVRT 

was administered to offender groups were either methodologically 

inadequate or inconclusive as to the results obtained. There is 

a lack of evidence to indicate whether offenders performance on 

these tests will differ in any way from that of the population 

in general• or whether the performance of offenders showing signs 

of psyoh:ktric abnormality will differ from that of offenders in 

general. 

PERf;ONALITY AND S¥MPTOMATOLOGY 

Since its publication over 25 years ago, the MMPI has become 

a major clinical and research instrument. r.rhe v;ast amount of 

research on the test which is published each year precludes a, 

full survey of the literature relating to use of the test with 

offend.er groUJ)S• What. follows is 9 therefore, both a review of 

reviews and a discussion of specific studies. The Pd scale will 

be described briefly and reference will be ma.de to its valida-

tion and reliability• also to the extent to which intercorrela

tion of this scale with others may be expected. 8ubsequent 

discussion in this section will centre on profile patterns frequen~ 

tly produced by offenders. 

The Pd Scale. The MMPI was desig11ed to provide, in one test, 

scores on the major ispects of personality which charaoterise 

disabling psychological abrtormali ty (Hathaway and McKinley• 1951). 
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"Scales of the MMPI, derived from major syndromes of adult mal

adjustment, have some correlation with the degree of psychological 

maladjustment in mental disturbance areas broadly characterised 
. . • . 1 

by three terms - neurotic t psychotic and character disorder 11 • 

On• of the original nine clinical soales2 was developed to meaeuro 

personality characteristics subsumed under the general diagnostic 

term 11ps;ychopathio personality",. Buch characteristics iriclude 

a persistent disregard :for ::;iocial mores and customs, an apparent 

i:na.bility to learn or profit from punishing experiences, and em

otional shallowness in interpersonal relationships. l'his 

Psychopathic Deviate Scale is a composite one including items 

which are not highly intercorrelated. The 50 items selected 

for the scale fall into several broad groupings such as those re

lated to; depression, paranoid tendencies, home problems, or· 

s9cial maladjustment (Welsh and Dahlstrom, '1956). Validation 

1 

2 

Hathaway.s.R. & Monachesi.E.D. Adolescent Personality and 

Behaviour (Mi:m1eapolis: Univ .. Minnesota Press, 1963), p.,32. 

The Social Introversion Scale was a subsequent addition. The 

14 MMPI scales (as described by He.thaway & McKinley in the 19.51 

Revised Manual), with their standard abbreviations a.ndt in tile 

case of the clinical scales, their code numbers, are; fc1,ueation 

or Cannot Say Score ( '?) • Lie Score (.t), Validity Score (F), 

K. Score (K) 9 Uypaohondriasis (Hs,1), Depression (D,2), 

Hysteria (Hy,3), Psychopathic Deviate (Pd,4) 9 Hadculinity• 

Femininity (Mf 05), Paranoia (Pa,6) 9 Psychasthenia (Pt,7), 

Schizophrenia (So,8), Hypomania (Ma, , Soc Introversion 



of the Pd soalet described by McKinley and Hathaway (19.56), inv .. 

olved comparison of 100 prisoners and 78 psychopathic unit patients, 

all of whom had received a psychiatric diagnosis of "psychopathic 

personality11, wi·th 690 "normals" .. .59 per oent of the prisoners, 

4.5 per cent of the psychopathic unit patients, and 4.6 per cent 

of the normals had a T score equal to Ol' greater than 70,i .. e. 

2 Standard Deviations or more above the mean o:f. 50. McKinley. 

and Hathaway s1,1rnmarise their description of the construction of 

the scale with the statement that the revised :Pd scale "will 

identify half or somewhat more of the oases routinely classed 

psychopathic personality clinioally11 • 1 

Dahlstrom and Welsh (1960) tabulated reliability estimates 

for the Pd scale as·reported in 3.5 studies., 29 of the studies 

noted test-retest correlations which vange from .22 to .88, the 

correlation being greater than or equal to .,.50 in 18 of the 29 

oases. Intervals between teat and retest tanged from 11none 1i 

i.e. immedi-te retest, to 5 years; in six of the 11 studi~a where 

the correlation was less than·,.50, the interval between test and 

retest was from 2 to·.5 years, In 19 of the 29 studies• all or 

most of the subjects were high school, college, or·nursing stu• 

dents. Six further studies reported internal consistency esti• 

1 MoKinley.J .c. & Hathaway.S .R. "Scale 4 (Paychopa.tb.ic Deviate)'·'• 

in Welsh.G.s. & Da.hlstrom.W.G. (eds.) Basic Readings on the 

MMPI in l?a:y:cholo5:, & Medicine (Minneapolis: Univ. Minnesota 

Press 9 1956), p.103. 



mates (in split-half coefficients) ranging from .46 to .84 ... 

Dahlstrom and Welsh (1960) also tabulated results from 8 stu~ 

dies reporting interoorrelations among the basic soales of the 

MMP!. Four of these studies reported a correlation between the 

Pd and Sc scales in excess of .,..50 while a further 3 repo:r;oted 

correlations greater than .4o. In 5 of the 8 studies correla ... 

tions greater than .40 were obtained between the Pd and Pt scales. 

Two studies reported correlations of .60 and .47 respeotivel1 

between the Pd and J!' scalos, and 2 others reported correlations 

in excf!H3S of .4o betwe~n the Pd and Ha scales. Correlations 

greater than .40 between the Pd and Mt, Pd and Ma, and Pd and Si 

scales were noted, in ea.oh case, in only one of the eight studies. 

In none of the studies were correlations bet.ween the Pd and D1 

and Pd and Hy scales greater than or equal to .4o. Correlations 

between the Pd scale and the?, L, and K validity scales-tendea 

to be negative. 

Profile Patterns of Offenders. MMPI recorda of indivicluala 

or groups are generally compared in the literature on the basis 

of the extent of elevation of scores on the various scales. 

Highest T scores represent greatest deviation and are considered 

to be of most signif:ica.noe •. Profiles may be compared by means 

of coding procedures including high-point codes• or in terms of 

the profile pattern as a whole. These approachea will be exa-

mined in turn, with later discussion including referenoe to 

studies which compare profile patterns produced by specific sub~ 

groups of offenders. Final comments in this section will con• 



cern patterns of scores obtained by off.enders on the validity 

scales. 
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( 1947) and Welsh ( 1948, 1951); and Atla£ies such as those comp:!.led. 

by Hathaway and Meehl (19.51) and Hathaway and Monacheai (1961) 

make possible tbe comparison of codes and co~responding case 

:hiatories. Such Atlases tend to be of greatest value .fo2· in.di-

vidual assessment though some rteeo.rohel's ovaluati;n.g this adjust

ment o:f' groups of prisono:rs to an inst:i. tution.alil::led setting have 

utilised codes. Gill (1952) tested 10 first of£end@r~ and ob-

tained a mean profile with a. code o:f 4.-8.22,6/lQ122'?•F/!d£ which, 

on retest three months lateir• had shi:ft~d to 48'?92.,.,.63.120 F•K?L. 

Gough and Mann (1952) also used a tast-ret~st design with~ 3 

Boall and Panton 

( 19,56), in the process of der1.ving a,n i.nd~x of esoa.pi.sm, reported 

a meall :profi1~ with a code o;f l~•g_§_ 2176,;h50. 

TherQ appea~s to be little doubt that the moat common single 

high-point tor offenders in general occurs on scale 4. Dahlstrom 

and Welsh ( 1960) note that '1the preponderenoe of sea.le 4 elevations 

1 increases markedly in prison groups". Panton {1959) assef3.5ed 

2 ,5.51 North Carolina p:rispn i:nm~d;es b:y msa:na of the MMPI and re

sults obta.ined show that in 32.2 per oent of cases, the Pd score 

1 Da.hlatrom.w.o. & Welsh.G.s. An MMFl Handbook (Minneapolis: 

Univeraity of Minnesota Preas. 1960). p.188,. 



was the highest cl in:ica.1 scale sco:i.~e obtained and in a further 

17 per cent of the cases it was the second highest obtained. 

After the Pd scale t,he next most i1'equent s;i,.riglo high-poi11t t 

including 24 per cent of case~- was obtained ori the Sc seal•• 

Gibbens ( 1963) repotted that 42 per cent o;f 10? Iforsttil boys 

and only 10 per cent of 51 controls had their highti'!at sc6re on the 

Pd scale. Hathaway and Ho11aohesi ( 1963) found. ma:i."'k:edly higher' 

d.elinquency rates a.mo:ng individuals having highest poirits o.n the 

Pd sea.le than was the case ;for those who.had highest points on 

other scales. 788, or approximatel;y 20 per cent of 3,980 ma.le 

adolescents obtained highest sco1•es on scale 4; of these 45 per 

cent became delinquent, the delinquency rate being 40 per oar.rt 

among those whose Pd score was less than 70 and 51 per cent where 

the Pd. score equalled or exceeded 70,. Hathaway and tfo~1aohe&i 

state that II there is repe~:te d evidence tlla t sea.le I+ of the M1•11)I 

is corrtlated with the appe1;1.rance o:t delinquent behaviour·" .. 1 

Studies which report codes or mean profiles of offender groupe, 

without noting the scales on which indivi~ual off~nders most 

frequently get highest T scores, usually report greatest mean 

elevation on scale 4, Nearly all studies on offenders :referred 

to, in other connections• in this section (The mWI) auppo1•t 

this. 

1 

A oonfbi:nation of a:.i.ngle~ and double-.higl1 ... point codes 

Hathawa.y.s.H. & Mo:nachesitE.D. Adolescent Pe:rsona.lity and 

Behavior (•anneapolia: University of Minnesota Pre1:H:1, ·1963) 9 



accounted for 68 per cent of profiles of military offenders stu

died by Blair (1950). These frequently recurring patterns were; 

(4) a Pd score of 64 coupled with an Ma score of 70 or over, 

(b) a Pd score e-qual to or greater than 69, and (c) an Sc score 

of 74 or more. Pa:ni;on in his 1959 study reported percentages 

of two-high•point codes. Five of the ninety two•high•point 

codes tabulated accounted for 30.9 per cent of cases in this 

study. ~hese five codes, in order of frequency of occurrence, 

were; Pd and tta, Pd and D, Se and Pa, Sc and Pt, and Ma and Pd. 

Hathawar and Monacheai (1963) conducted a longitudinal study 

which involved the collection of personality and case history 

data on 15.000 Minnesota adolescents, :f'irat at the 9th grade 

level (approximately 15 years of age) and for four years there-

after. The total sample of adolescents obtained mean T acorea 

close to 60 on the Pd, Pt, So, and Ma scales, i.e. mean T scores 

on these scales were approximately 1 Standard Deviation higher 

than for the adult population. While recognising this general 

trend among adolescents, Hathaway and Monaohesi draw attention 

to several two-high-point codes, mostly consisting of combina

tions of these scales, which they found to be associated with 

high delinquency rates. Highest delinquency rates were associa• 

ted with 49, 46 and 48 two-high-point oodest the rates for these 

three codes being, respectively, ;4 per cent• 51 per cent and 

50 per cent. In a study bJ Gibbens {1963), two recurrent two

high--point codes, Pd and Ma, and Pd and Sc 9 accounted for 29 or 



approximately 27 per cent of the 107 vali.d proi'iles. 1 A 

fur-the:r 2.5 profiles Bhowed (ni.e oi' the following .five two-high• 

point codes; Ha and Be, Ha and Pi;l, Be and !VJ.a, Be and :Pt, ai1d 

Pd and Pa. 1ftrus six two-high-point codes acooun·ted for ,54 o.t' 

approximately 50 per cent of the 107 profiles. 

Shands et. al. (1958) reviewed six different investigation$ 

involving a total of 6,000 U.S. prison irunates. Ranges of mean 

scores obtained in these six studies were collated. · Mean scores 

on the Pd scale were at or above T 70 (range of means approxi~ 

mately 70 ... 74). Mean T scores on the Ma. scale tended to he ldgher 

than for any other scale except Pd, though the range of these 

mean Mu. scores was greater tha,n f'or any other scale (range approx:-

imately 57-66), Ranges of mean T scores for the D and Bo scales 

were 59-63 and 58-62 respectively. 

other scales, though lower, were close to ranges £or the D and 

Be scales and overlapped them to a lesser or greater extent with 

the exception ot clearly lower range/3 on the Mf and Si scales 

(ranges of mean scores 52~57 and 51~53 respectively). 

Reference has been made to studies reporting MMPI profile 

codes, high-point codes, and, in the case o;t: the last me:nt;ioned 

study (Shands et. al., 19.58); :r:anges o:f mean scores on olinioa.l 

scales. Results from these studies provide some indication of 

1 11 invalid profiles were rejected as also were 24 profiles 

of subjects whose verbal intelligence was within the lowest 

10 per cent of the general population. 
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profile p~tterna and corresponding personality or symptomatolo• 

gieal tendencies frequently found among offenders in general. 

What :follows (with the exclusion of the last paragraph which deals 

with offenders• patterns of soo:res on .the validity scales) ia a 

discussion of studies, unfortunately few in number, which report 

profile patterns found among subgroups of offenders, olaasif'i• 

cation of offenders into such subgroups being on the basis of 

psychiatric or criminological criteria. 

D.A. Black's (1963) investigation, is particularly pertinent 

to the present study in that his subjects we~e offenders detained 

in Broadmoor, one of the English Special Hospitals. 1 Black 

tabulated the numbers of patients who obtained T scoresin excess 

of 70 on particular scales, figures being extracted for four groups 

of patients; "Admissions", "Discharges", 111'ransfers11 , and 

11Murderers"• Of 183 male "Admissions" the folldwing are the 

number and percentage of cases having T scores greater than 70 

on the scales referred to: Sc scale - 7Z cases• 39 per cent; 

D scale ... 66, ,36 per cent; Pd scale - 6;, 36 per cent; Pt scale 

• 5.5t 30 per cent; Pa scale - 4.5, 25 per cent; other scales .. 

the number of cases ranged from 34 down to 12 cases, 19 per cent 

to 7 per cent, The number and percentage of "Discharges" (Ni=69) 

having T scores greater than 70 on the scales referred to are: 

Pd - 11, 16 per cent; Ma• 7, 10 per cent; Mf - 7, 10 per cent; 

1 The basis on which offenders are selected for inpatient care at 

Broadmoor is briefly referred to on p.26. 



other scales - number of oases ranged from 6 down to 1 1 9 per 

cent to 1 per cent. Similarly, the numbers a.nd percentages of 

cases for "Transfers" (N=7.5) were: 80 - 2a, 29 per cent; D ... 

21 1 28 per cent; Pd - 19• 25 per cent; Pt• 1?t 23 per cent; 

other scales - 15 to 3 cases, 20 per oent to 4 per cent. For 

125 "Murderers" the figures were: Sc"' 28, 22 per cent; Pd• 

27, 22 per cent; D - 24, 19 per cent; other scales - 19 to 3 

cases• 15 per cent to 2 per cent. Black notes that, for each 

group, the 11rnean number of abnormal scales per record" was I 

11Admissions 11 , · 2.4; "Transfers", 1.8; 11Murderers 1', 1.4; 

"Disoharges 11 , 0, 7, Examination of the above figures indica. tea 

that the group showing the greatest tendency toward abnormal 

scores• those recently admitted, most frequently got abnormally 

elevated scores on the Sc, D and Pd scales, in that order. 

though the percentages of abnormal scores were less for those 

transferred, this group followed the same Sc, D, Pd pattern with 

regard to frequency of abnormal scores. The group of murderers 

also followed a similar pattern but with abnormal scores being 

more frequent on the Pd than on the D scale. Those discharged 

not only had the lowest rate of abnormal scores but also had a 

pattern of frequency of elevated scores (Pd, Ma, M~) closer to 

that often found f,lmong prisoners not under psychiatric oare (the 

49 code), though the faot that Mf scores were as frequently ab

normal as Ma scores suggests some deviation frorn the general 

offender population. 

Several years after the compilation of the above data 9 D.A. 
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Black ( 1966) di.scussed the use of the MMPl in the assessment of 

psychopathy and delineated 3 types of MMPI profiles frequently 

obtained by psychopaths, these profiles being hypothetical to 

the extent that their basis lay in clinical experience rather than 

scientific verification~ These three profile patterns he asso-

oiated with 11aggressive 11 "schizoid" and 11 inadequate 11 forms of 

psychopathy. The profile of the aggressive psychopath is marked 

hy an abnormal score on the Pd scale, an abnormal or near-normal 

score on the Ma scale, a possibly elevated score on the Pa scale, 

and an Si score close to the mean. The profile varies somewhat 

according to the pattern of elevation on the validity scales. 

The profile produced by the schizoid psychopath is one with an 

elevated and often abnormal score on the F scale and highest 

points on the Pd, Sc,D and Pt scales. The inadequate psychopath 

obtains highest scores on the Pt• D, and Pd scales followed by 

scores on the Hs and Hy scales. Black comments that 11 the first 

profile shows a markedly extroverted condition without any anx

iety; the second profile is typically psychotic and would be 

interpreted as such were it not for the clearly psychopathic 

history, behaviour and other test results that so often occur with 

these patients; the third profile is much more neurotic in 

1 character". 

While D.A. Black's categorisation of offenders according to 

the profile patterns described above could well be a heuristically 

1 Black.D.A., in Cra.ft.M. (ed.), OF• cit., p.259., 
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and clinically useful one, verification of the fact that these 

three profiles correspond to distinct types of offenders is at 

present lacking. Attempts to differentiate groups of offenders, 

on the basis of types of MMPI profiles have been both infrequent' 

and inconclusive. Levy et. al. (19.52) found little difference 

between the mean profiles of those convicted of violent and 

sexual crimes, though the general profiles of these two groups 

tended to be higher than for a third group convicted of non

violent crimes. Panton (1958) categorised his prisoners as 

follows; robbery-burglary, property theft, aggravated assault, 

sex perversion, aggravated sex crime and white-collar crime. 

The sex perversion group alone showed appreciable, but not ex.. i': 

tensive, deviation from the general prison profile. Randolph 

et. al. (1961) compared 37 social and 18 solitary delinquents 

and found the latter group to have significantly higher scores 

on all clinical scales except Ma. However, Luebeck (1965) 

failed to find significant differences between clinical scale 

scores of social and solitary delinquents. Shinohara and 

Jenkins (1967) compared 37 socialised, 32 unsocialised aggressive, 

and 27 runaway delinquents. Socialised delinquents were less 

deviant than the other two groups on all clinical scales - the 

differences were significant, at the .0.5 level, on the F, Hst 

D, Pd and Sc scales when comparison was with the unsocialised 

aggressive group, and on the F, Hs, n, Hy, Pd, Mf, Pt and Sc 

scales when comparison was with the runaway group. The mean 

profile of the socialised group was marked by an abnormal score 



on the Pd scale only, next highest scores ':,e~ng on the Ma and So 

scales. The mean profile of the unsoeialiaed aggressive group 

wa.s marked by abnormal scores on scales F• Pd, Sc, and Pa. The 

mean profile for the runaway group showed abnormal scores on the 

Pdi Sc, F and Ma scales. Blackburn (1968) compared :,8 extremely 

assaultive and 25 moderately assaultive psych~atric offenders. 

The extremely assaultive of.fenders, who were significantly more 

overcontrolled, introverted, and confo;rming, obtained higher scores 

on the scales o! the neurotic triad whereas the moderately assaul~ 

tive group obtained higher scores on scales F, Pd, Mf, Pa, Sc, 

Cooke ( 1969) reports a study which he sta.tes provides the 

first systematic collection of data on offend~rs referred by a 

Court for psychiatric evaluation. lhe prime object of the study 

was to compare those considered Competent to stand trial (Ni::;122) 

with those judged Incompetent (N=93). 'l'he Incompetent group 

had mean T sooresequa.l to or ~;rea.ter than 70 on three scales 

The Cqmpetent group had a. mean T score 
::'· 

exceeding 70 on onli one scale (Pd=73), this being followed by 

an Sc score of 64~ The Incompetent group h~d significantly 

Taylor Manifest Anxiety Soal$s. An apparent lack of consistent 

criteria of competency prompted comparison of sub-groups. 

T.hree groups, ch:t'o~io brain syndrome and/or mental deficiency• 

drug and/or alcohol addiction, and remaining patietd,S;!, wtrre di

chotomized into those judged Competent to stand trial and thos& 



judged Incompetent. Within the chronic brain syndrome and/or 

mental deficiency group those judged Incompetent had significantly 

(P,less than .05) higher scores on scales Hs, D, Hy, Pd, Pa, Pt, 

and Sc than those judged Competent. No significant differences 

were found between those in the drug and alcohol addiction group 

considered Competent to stand trial and those considered Incom-

patent. Of the remaining patients those judged Incompetent 

obtained significantly higher scores on scales F, D, Pa, Pt, Sc 

and the Manifest Anxiety Scale. 

Patterns of scores obtained by offenders on the validity scales 

have not been discussed speoi.fically to this point of the review. 

Several studies suggest that while scores on the?, L, K scales do 

not deviate greatly from the norm, offenders more frequently obtain 

abnormal scores on the F scale than is the oase for the general 

population (Gynther, 1961; Gibbens, 1963; D.A. Black• 1963; Mullany, 

196.5). Hathaway and Monachesi (1963) found that 11slightly more 

than one in every ten" profiles obtained by their sample of 5701 

male adolescents were invalid. 1 This figure apparently includes in

validation by the F and L scores only, as 8.4 per cent of the profiles 

had an abnormal F score and 2.5 per cent an abnormal L score. 

4o per cent of individuals obtaining an abnormal F score later 

became delinquent. Gynther (1961) assessed. three groups of offen-

ders, behaviour disorders (N c 194), neurotics (N ~ 29)t and 

psychotics (N = 23), and found that.19.1 per cent, 0 per cent, 

1 
Hatha.way.s.R. & Monachesi.E.D. • op. cit., p .. 36. 
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and 8.7 per cant respectively obtained F scores greater than 16. 

After the data had been adjusted to equate the groups on intelligence 

and age, behaviour disorders were seen to have 67 per cent of the 

F greater than 16 scores, psychotics 33 per cent and neurotics 0 

per cent of such scores. Mullany (1965) assessed 48 inmates of 

Christchurch prisons, the prisons from which the inmate group for 

the present study was drawn, and found that 17 of' the 48 profiles 

were invalidated by an abnormal F score. Comparison of these 

results with measures of intelligence and reading comprehension 

led W.A.M. Black (1966) to conclude that such high F scores were 

significantly related to lack of reading comprehension but not to low 

intellige11oe., An interesting finding in the investigations by 

Hathaway and Monachesi (1963) and W.A.M. Black (1966) was that scores 

on the F scale had reasonably high correlations with those on the Sc 

scale, an association also noted in four studies reported by 

Dahlstrom and Welsh (1960) involving a total of 545 non-offenders. 

Summar;y;. Scales of the MMPI were designed to provide mea-

sures of maladjustment in areas of major psychiatric 'disturbance. 

The Psychopathic Deviate Scale is claimed by McKinley & Hathaway 

to "identify half or somewhat more of the cases routinely classed 

psychopathic personality clinically11 • 1 23 of 35 studies cited 

by Dahlstrom and Welsh ( 1960) report test-retest or split-half 

reliability estimates greEJter than or equal to ,50. · Of 8 studies 

(also cited. by Dahlstrom and Welsh) reporting intercorrela-

1 
McKinley.J.C. & Hathaway.s.R., in Welsh.G.s. & Dahlstr~ru. W.G. 

(eds.)~ 103 
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tiona among the basic scales of the MMPI, 7 report correlations 

in excess ot .40 between the Pd and Sc scales, .5 report correla

tions greater than .4o between the Pd and Pt scales, and 2 report 

correlations greater than .40 between the Pd and F, and Pd and 

Hs scales. 

Studies involving administration of the MMPI to offenders 

indicate that th0y more often obtain highest scores on the Pd 

scale• than on any other scale. Recurrent two-high-point codes 

include combinations of' the Pd scale• the psychotic tetrad scales 

and the D scale; the commonest two-high-point code appears to 

be 49 (Pd and Ma scales). Black•s (1963) unpublished paper and 

his later review (1966) suggest that psychiatrically abnormal 

offenders, though perhaps having an elevated Pd scoret tend to 

obtain highest scores on the scales of the psychotic tetrad, also 

the D scale. Differentiation between types of offenders on the 

basis of MMPI profile patterns has been attempted but results 0£ 

such studies are equivocal. Mean profiles of groups of offenders 

categorized according to type of offence have not been markedly 

different though some studies indicate that offenders against the 

person (including sexual offenders) tend to obtain profiles marked 

by greater overall elevation than is the case for those not con-

victed of such offences. A similar tendency has been reported 

in comparison of unsooialised and socialised offenders• also 

offenders considered incompetent and those considered competent 

to stand trial following psychiatric examination. 

Invalidation of the profile resulting from an abnormally 
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elevated score on the F scale, appears t:o be several times more 

•common·among offenders, particularly those showing some behaviour 

disorder, than among the ·general population. 



CHAPTER !II 

,Arns, HYPO':j:'HJ~SES, AND mi;sIGN_ OJi'_ Tl!;tS STUDY 

AIMS -
The major objective of this study was stated in broad terms 

in the Introduction and will be briefly re-stated. The study 

investigates the extent to which offenders remanded for psychia

tric observation differ, on certain psychological variables• from 

off~nders not so remanded. These variables consist of measures 

of intelligence, organicity 1 personality and symptomatology, 

psychiatric history, and criminal history, The extent to which 

any or all of these variables discriminate individuals in one 

group from those in the other, also the relative importance of 

specific variables or clusters of variables in this discrimina

tive process, is determined by discriminant function and factor 

analyses. A secondary aim of the study is to compare sub-groups 

of offenders (categorisation being on the basis of type of crime 

committed), to assess the extent to which such sub-groups are 

psychologically distinct both within and between the larger remand 

and convicted prisoner groupings. 

HYPOTHESES 

Hypotheses regarding comparison of remand patients and con• 

victed prisoners are: 

1, That measures of intelligence, organicity, personality and 

symptomatology, psychiatric history, and criminal history, to

gether will discriminate remand patients from prisoners. 

2. ~hat measures of intelligence, organicity, and ;po:reonality 

and. ay,mptoma.tology, together will discrimina.te b,tween subjects 
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categorised as offenders against the person, property offenders, 

or other offenders, with, at the same time 9 the remand/prisoner 

dichotomy being maintained. 

3. That measures of intelligence, organioity, personality and 

symptomatology, together will discriminate between subjects cate

gorised as offenders against the person, property offenders, or 

other offenders, the remand/prisoner dichotomy being disregarded. 

4. Tha~ the mean IQ of both remands and prisoners will fall in 

the low average range (90-99), however, remands will have mean 

VIQ greater than PIQ whereas prisoners will have mean PIQ greater 

than VIQ. 

5. That results from tests for organicity will indicate greater 

organic brain pathology among the remands than among the prisoners. 

6. That the mean MMPI profile of remands will indicate greater 

abnormality, that is, be marked by greater overall elevation of 

scores, than will the mean MMPI profile of prisoners. 

7. That case history data will indicate a greater incidence of 

previous psychiatric illness requiring hospitalisation for remands 

than for prisoners. 

SUBJECTS 

Remands: 

The 30 remand patients included in this study had been ad

mitted to Sunnyside Hospital under Section 37 of the Health Amend

ment Act, 1957. All remands had been routinely referred to the 

hospital's Psychology Department and represented, with three 

exceptions mentioned overleaf, consecutive admissions to the 



hospital over two periods between August and December 1968. J:n 

the first period (admissions from 5th August to 3rd September 

1968) 10 rema:nds were assessed, and in the second period (a.drniss-

ions from 4th October to 20th December 1968) 20 were assessed. 

Three Section 37 patients admitted during these two periods were 

not included in the study; one had been assessed prior to remand 

and re-assessment was considered unnecessary, a second was dis

charged front the hospital back to the Court at an early date, and 

the third was too ;young to be tested on the WAI.S (the measure of 

intelligence used in the study). 

prisoners: 

Thirty convicted prisoners, inmates of Christchurch prisons 

(J?aparua, Rolleston and. Add:i.ngton). comprised the comparison group 

of offenders not tmder psychiatric observation. Of the 30; 2L• 

were imprisoned at Paparua, a medii.;um security prison; 5 at 

Rolleston, a minimum secllrity·institution; and one at Addington, 

a remand pidson.. At the time these ~ssessments were carried 

out, in January and February of 1969, the total inmate population 

of these three inati tutio.ns was ~ proximately 330, sixty-five 

per cent being imprisoned at Papar.ua 1 twenty-one per cent at 

Rolleston, and fourteen per cent at Addington. 

MNl'CHlNG 

the two groups of. offenders, remands and prisoners, were 

matched on five variables; age, race, sex, marital status; and 

The Appendix provides data relating to ma.tch"" 

ing o:f' the 30 remands and priso:ne;r,s o:n the1;1e variables~ 



Matching for age was considere.d ne.Qe.srsari as an increase in 

age is not oiily likely to result in va;riation :i,,p ce:rta:i.:n, test 
I.,,. I '.1,: ( • 

so.ores (a~g• on the organic tests) but is also likely to result 

in increase on measures .of psychie.tric and criminal history (e.g. 

number of p~evious psyohiatric admissions, number of previous 

convictions). A survey oi' the records of 100 :rema11ds and 50 

prisoneN; made prior to this study indicated the fea.sibili ty of 

matching fQ;r age,.. the mean age of. the 100 remands wa.a 28.6 years, 

S.D~ 11.6 years• and uge range 17 ~ 75 years; the mean aga of 

the 50 prisoners was 31.5 years, S.D~ 10.2 yeara; and age range 

18 .. 6,5 yee.:rs., 

The 30 remands in the present study had a mean age of 30.17 

The 30 prisone.ra had a me.g1.n ,age of 29.9 years, S.D. 10.25 years, 

and an age range of 18.83 - 55.5 years. The age difference 

between remand ~nd p~isoner was less than 2 years in 13 of the 30 

matched pairs, and less than .3 years in 18 of the 30 pairs. :Cn 

only 4 of the 30 matched pairs we.ts the difference in age at time 

of testing greate~ than 5 years. 

pairs were over 40 years of age. 

All 8 subjects in these 4 

As is commonly the case for 

offender populations the distribution was positively skewed 

(West, 1967; Robson, 1967; Crime in New Zea.lancl, 1968). lf'or 

this reason the Mann-Whitney U Test was utilised to test whether 

ago differencesbetween the two groups were significant~ The 

difference between the two groups was not significant (P ~ .85, 
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two-tailed test). 

Compa:rison of Maori and non-Maori crime re.tas indicates that 

the rate of offending is higher among Maoris than among non-Maoris 

and at least three times higher among young Maor:i.s than among 

non~Mmoris of similar age (Robson. 1967). One hundred remands 

admitted to l3unnyside :from Maroh 1967 to May 1968 ineludod. 83 
1 

New Zealu.ndoJ~s of whom 9 were of Maori de$cent. Ilt view of 

the strong probability that any group o:f 30 consecutive remand 

a.dmiasi<ms to Sunnyside would include both Maoris and no11--New 

Zt.ta.landers, and reoognii:d.ng also. the posnibilit:, that racial and 

cultural background oould affect :performance on certain mEw.Btires 

used in this study/ matching for race w~,s conaidered necessary. 

The 30 remand subjects in this study inoludeQ 3 Maoris all of 

whom were matched with Naori prisoners. Twenty six remands 

were non .. ~1aori New Zealanders., these be:i.l1g matched with twenty 

six non-Maori New Zea,la:nd born prisoners,, One rema.!ld; who had 

been born in Britain and had emigrated to New Zealand over 4 

1 

2 

The definition of. "Maori" used. in this study is that used by 

the Government Statistician, namel1 that a Maori is a person 

of half or more Maori blood. 

The studies by Walters (1953) and Adcock et. al~ (1954) re

ferred to on page 32 indicate that the WAIS, particularly the 

verbal subtests, rn~y be unsatis:factory as a measure of the 

intellige:nce of Maoris. 
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yea.rs prior to the date of testing,. waa matched with a non-Maori 

New Zea.lander. 

Female ofiendera a.re both rev.:ii:t:nded ·to Surmyside Jfospi ta.1 and 

illlprisoned at Paparua, however the :numbe:r of sucheaaes is ama.11. 

From March 1967 to May 1968 100 male and 15 female offenders were 

.ad.mi.tted to Sunnyside• ['here :i.$ 1 there!Qre, a strong likelihood 

that the number o:f' :females in.eluded in ,;o consecutive .r!;lmari~ 

admissions would be too small for .statistic~l comparison of male 

and female .sco~es. With regard to the numb0r of female of£~nders 

imprisoned• the !$male prison population in New Zealand is approx ... 

imately 2.,.:, per cent of the total prison :po:pulatipn (Dept,. of 

Justice N.z., 1968), The majority of female prisoners are in-

mates of. Dunedin Prison for Women. As the number of inmate~ in 

the female division of Paparua Prison averages 4 or 5, it is 

probable that the inclusion of fems.le subjeots in the study could 

result in some difficulties in matching female remands and pris-

c:ners. '110 prevent such problems ari.tdng only male .subjects 

were included in the study. 

Marital Status: 

Grygier (1963) found that, chronic petty offenders, aa com

pared with chronic aggressive ~ffenders• tended to be socially 

inadequate. dependent on others :for maintenanqe and support• and 

lacking in family and kin$hip tiea. Ninety eight per c~nt of 

the 109 chronic petty offenders in his study were single, separa"" 

ted, or divorced. Williamson, in a 1966 New Zealand study in• 



vol1/ing oompa:rison of 48 inmates serving prevantive detention 

sentences with 48 inmates serving their first prison ·term; found 

that more habitual of:tendei•s were separated or divorced tha.n 

Two thirds of the habitual offenders had 

been married but in nearly every case the marriage had broken up, 

The survey of records of remands and prisoners made prior to this 

study1 indicated that. of 100 remands; '70 were single, 20 married, 

6 divorced and 4 separated~ Of the 50 ;prisoners., 27 (!54 per cent) 

were single, 12 (24 per cent) married, 2 (4 per cent) divorced, 

6 (12 per cent) separated, arc.d 3 (6 per cent) had established de 

facto relationships. It is possible that marital status may be 

assocfa.ted not only with age but a.lsc;i with certain pe1•sonal~.ty 

and c1•iminological .factors, lt was oonsidered desirable there• 

fore to match remands ~nd prisoners on this variable. Twenty two 

-of the. thirty remand. subjects were single and all were ma.tch~d 

with single prisoners, Two remands were married. One was 

matched with a married prisoner. ~~he other, who had been sep-

&rated from his vlif'e on at least two occasions, to satisfy ma.tch

ing on other variables• had to be matched for marital status with 

a. prisoner who had recently, and aubiaeqt.u~nt to imp:risonment; been 

divorced. Three rmmands were legally separated, those being 

matched with three priaoneN; a).so legally separated, Two wido• 

wars were matched with. widowers,. One x-emand who had been living 

in a de f~cto relationship for many years attar previously being 

1 Reftrred to on page 2~ 



married was matohed with a married man, 

Type of 0:ffe:p.ce: 

74. 

A disproportionate number of certain types o:f offence notably 

offences against the person,1 appear in records of charges faced 

by Section 37 remands when these recol'ds a.re compared with those 

of offenders in general. One hundred remands admitted to 

Sunnyside Hospital between March 1967 and May 1968 appeared be

fore the Court on a total ot 176 charges, 31 per cent of which 

consisted of offences against the person, 33 per oent offences 

against property, and 36 per cent other offences. By comparison• 

8 per cent of charges heard in the Christchurch Magistrates• 

Court in 1965 concerned offences against the person, 30 per cent 

offences against property, and 62 per cent other types o:f offen

ces. In the following year charges heard in the same Court 

included 9 per cent for offences against the person, 33 per cent 

for offences against property and 58 per cent for other often• 

1 The tripartite categorisation of offences used in this study 

is given in Table B of the Appendix, This classification 

of offences is based on that used in the Department of 

Statistics annual publication N •. z. Statistics of Justic!• 
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ces. 1 

In the p~eceding chapter2 it was noted that Brown and 

Courtless (1968) reported a higher rate of homicide and West 

(1967) referred to• higher rate of sexual crime among offenders 

of low ititelligenoe. These findings suggest the possibility 

that inclusion in either the remand or prisoner group of a dis

proportionate number of offenders against the person could x·esul t 

in alo>Nering of the mean Iq :t'or that group. A similar argument 

may be seen to apply with regard to the extent or pattern of 

elevation of scores on scales of the MMPI. studies by Levy et. 

al. (1952) and Panton (1958) indicate that violent and sexual 

offenders tended to obtain greater overall elevation of MMPl 

scale scor,ui. These considera. tions, in ad<li tion to others such 

as the high rate of abnormality among murderers. 3 suggest that 

1 The above percentages of charges heard in the Christchurch 

Magistrates• Court are based on figures given in the two latest 

issues of Statistics .of Justice (Table 32). Minor traffic 

offences which comprised 74 per oent of all charges heard in 

the Christchurch Magistrates• Court in 1965, and 76 per cent in 

1966, are excluded from the above calculations. Figures quoted 

are not, therefore• percentages of all charges heard, but of all 

charges except those relating to minor tratfio offences. 

2 See p.27. 

· 3 See p.9,. 
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type of off'enceii represents a variable of unknown but probable 

significance as·far as comparison: of remands and px-isonera is 

concerned. Thex•c:fore, matching of remands. and prisonera accor-

ding to type o;f' · offence was deemed :necessa1"Y• Matching was 011 

the bae:Ls of "currimt" of:fenoe{s), that is• the offence{s) which 

led to the present remand or term of imprisonraent. 

de:r:s wt1re not matched f'or previous convict:Lo:ns. ·Such· convic

tions cone ti tute Cl"iminal history variables ( see page 88). 

The wide variety of offences leading·to remand or imprison ... 

ment• coupled with the faet that many offenders are convicted on 

more than one charge, precluded the possibility Qf matchi11g all 

· remands witli prisoners who had been conv·icted of the eame speci• 

fic offence(s), fhia proved to be the case despite the fact 

that over 300 files of inmates of Christchurch prisons were 

perused and a record made of data relating to the variables on 

which matching was r$quired, Matching proved most difficult 

where the remand with whom a prisoner was to be matched was 

midd.le-.aged or elderly, or had committed. multiple, uncommon• or 

bizarre offences. However while precise matching for specific 

offenc~s could not ba •ahieved in the majority of cases, it was 

possible to match on the basis of categories or types of offences. 

Eight of the thirty remands were matched with prisoners who 

had been currently convicted of the same offence, or, in one of 
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these eight cases (pair 1), of the same two offences. 1 These 

sixteen subjects constituted matched pairs 1, 2, 5, 69 8, 14 1 15, 

and 30. 

In each of a further seven matched pairs (11 9 16 9 17, 18, 22• 

23, 2.5) both remand and prisoner had one, or some, but not all 

current offences in common. In these cases, specific offences 

riot common to both members of the pair were nevertheless in the 

same offence category a.s those which were common (all convictions 

1 In matching remands and prisoner the number of charges or con

victions relating to a specific class of offence was disrega'r,.. 

ded. Thus, for purposes of matching, 14 convictions of false 

pretences and 20 convictions of false pretences, are ench 

treated a.s a single offence; namely false pretences, The 

term "offence" is used to refer to a specific class of criminal 

behaviour (e.g. murder, false pretences, driving while disqual

ified)~ Such a usage avoids confusion with the number of 

charges or convictions an offender may have relating to a part

icular type of criminal or antisocial behaviour. Matching 

for type of offence, as described above, has been possible, in 

this study; however matching for convictions (which totalled 

26 for one remand) would not have been possible. Offences 

which led to each subject's present remand or prison term, the 

offences on which eaoh was matched, are listed in Table A of 

the Appendix with the number of convictions on each offence, 

if greater than one, being given in bra.ckE!ts. 



on which the individual in these seven pairs were matched were, 

in fact, property convictions). Of these seven matched pairs; 

two involved matching of remands who had committed single property 

offences with prisoners who had committed the same and one other 

property offence (pairs 17• 23); two involved matching of remands 

who had committed single property offences with prisoners who had 

committed the same and two other property offences (pairs 22, 25); 

two involved matching of remands who had been convicted of several 

proptrty offences with prisoners who had also been convicted of 

several property offences, each pair having two property offences 

in common (pairs 16, 18); and one involved matching of a. remand 

who had been convicted of two property offences with a prisoner 

who had been convicted of one of these offences (pair 11). 

Matching of fifteen remands and fifteen prisoners according 

to type of offence has been described to this point. A further 

eleven remands who had committed one or more of.fences within one 

category 0£ offence (property. person, or other) were matched with 

prisoners who had committed one or r11ore different offences within 

the same category (matched pairs 41 7, 9t 12, 19, 20, 21, 24, 26, 

27, 28). Individuals in theae eleven pairs were not matched• 

therefore, on the basis that each had committed the same specific 

offenoe(s), but rather that the of:fenoe(s) on which each had been 

convicted belonged to the same category. Thus; remand and 

prisoner subjects, 20, 26, 28, were matched tor offences against 

the person (all sexual); pairs 9, 19~•• 21-,,-~JHi 27 had all been 

convicted ot offences against property; and convictionsof subjects 
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4, 7, 12; and ~4 we.re all other the.n person or property" 

l!'"'rom the above it is evident that 26 of the 30 pairs of sub• 

jeots in this etudy were matched :for type of offence without over~ 

lap between the three eategori~s of Offences (offences against th~ 

person, :property offences, other offence$)~ !n each o:t the 

remaining four matched. pairs (3, 10, 13, 29) either remand or 

prisoner hag, been convicted o:f offenoe.s in more than one of the 

three categories. Remands 3 and 13 were pri-arily sexual offen

de:re and were matched with imprisoned sexual offenders (re-mand 

3's multiple offences were committed in connection with an a.ttemp ... 

ted elopement).,. Remand 10 was matched with a prisoner who had 

also been convicted of theft. Remand 29 was considered to be, 

and was matched with, an offender against the person, 

MEASURES 

Twenty..-one psychometric measure.a used in this study provided 

an assessment of level of functioning on tests of-intelligence, 

organicity, and person~lity. A further nine measures related 

to psychiatric and criminal history data. The number of measures 

was limited to thirty for the reason that the power of the dis~ 

criminant function analysis is decreased if the number of variables 

exceeds the number of subjects. If the number of variables is 

greater than the numb~r of subjects in all groups added, minus 

two, then the solution is in a hyperspace greater than the number 

of degrees of freedom; which produces trivially perfect separation 

ot groups. The thirty measures are listed in Table 1 (p. 97 ) • 
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l,ntelligence (Measures 1-3): 

The Wechsler Adult IntelligEH'.\Ce f;cale (Wechsler, 19,55) provi

ded three measures of intellectual functioning namely the Verbal, 

Per±'ormance, and Full Scale I(v.' s. 'J:ihe coJ1wbructiou of the WAlS, 

and the vast.amount of literature relating to its use with offen

ders, makes the test superior to othEt·X' measm0es of intelligence 

which could have been used in this study. Though the full WAlS 

is used l'.'Qutinely at Sunnyside for the tu3sessment ,;>f :remands, 

consideration was g:i.ven to use of a short form of the WAIS with 

the prisoners in the study because of time involved in administra~ 

tion of the full test (1-1i hours per subject). .BoUi grov.ps 

would therefore have been compared for intelligence on the basis 

of one measure only• namely, an estimated IQ derived by use of a 

short form of the test. Prior to the study a Pearson Product-

Moment coefficient of correlation was computed for 46 remands1 

who had received the full WAIS, J?ull Scale IQ being compared with 

that derived by use of Doppelt'a (1956) formula. A correlation 

Though Guertin et. al. (1962) would con~ 

sider this correlation to be spuriously high, for the reason that 

the full WAI$ includes the short fo~m which is being correlated 

with it, the correlation. is $U±'fioient to warrant use of the short 

form if one measure of intelligence a.lone is required,. Howeve::t', 

·---------------------------------
1 The 46 oonatituted all o:r the 100 remands admitted to Sunnyside 

from March 1967 to Me.y 1968 who had received ct full WAIS,. 



in. view of the e:id:ensive literature on WA!S Verbal/Performance 

disorapanaias as found among criminal and some psyohiutrio popu~ 

la t:iotts it was decided to ad111inister th<~ .full WAJ,Fl to all 60 

subjectst thereby making pos.sible comparison of 1)oth g.rou})S on 

all th~ee IQ measures~ 

Orrtanic Im;eni,rmen.f:. (Measures 4-7): 

West ( 1967) st<Jtes that 11A eomowhat more cubtle Vf;1Ndon of 

based upon evidence that relatively slight degNi<HJ of brnin damage, 

eµstained perhaps during development in the womb or in the pro~ 

cess of birth• although insufficient to caQse paralysis or other 

physical symp.toms, may neverth~less. result in ernotiona.1 inntahi

lity and possibly delinquency'~ Drillien (1964)~ in a Scottish 

study, .found maladjustment among school children to be CJOrre:l.ated 

with a history of :prematl.lre birth O:t' of complications of del:l.w1ry 

or pregnancy. Szew<:!t.yk (1967) claimed that Cou:t'ts seriously 

t.mdereatimate the incidence o:f organic defects and reta:r.datio.n 

e.mong of.fenders .. Forssman and Hamb~rt (1967) asserted that 

the connection between ~ex chromosome abnormalities and antisoc~ 

ia.l behaviour ce,n best be explained in terms of m:i.nimal brain 

damage., Dinitz ( 1968) suggested the preBenoie of an, o;rg.e.ni.o 

detect in the autonomic nervous system of sociopaths~ :rn view 

of t:hese suggestions that unsuspect$d or undet~c:ted b:ra:i..n damage 

inay cause or be t;iorrelated with a:ntisooiaJ. beha.vi,our, also bet ... 

1 , 
West.D~J, 9~~ cit., p.120• 



a.use known brain damage is likely to influence the Gour·!:; ·toward 

remanding an offend•r for. psychiatric obse~vation 1 incluoion of 

measures of organic brain pathology was con~d.d.ered desir·able. 

Four measure of orga:nio :impairment 1;ere utilised. 

The ~eviaed Vis'llal_Rtlention Teat (Benton, 1963) provided 

two measures, these being; the disorep~ncy between the number ot 

designs corrtHJtly reproduced and the number .of. cor:cetrc r•eproduc ... 

tions expeot8d, and, the d:i.screpe.ncy be tw<'HHl. ·tJw nuwbe:c of er:i."o;rs 

made and the number expected.,. · Bonton roftS)J'.'S to the,se two scox·es 

Interpretation is baaed on the principle that the greatei 

the discrepancy the greater the probability of brain pathology. 

Rules for interpretation of soo~•s are ae foll0w5 -

11Nurnber correct" score: 11An obta.1.ned score which is two -
points below the •expected' score m~y be cona:iderec1 to r1a.ise the 

guestiol'! of an acquired impai;rment ,:i.n intell":lctual func tio:n. 

An obtained mcore which is !.11.t.e..!. points belo1ifft the 'ex;peoted' soo;i;•e 

may be considered to ,su~s;ef!J! such impairment,. 

which is ~ or mo~e. points below. the • e~pected' ncore may be 

considered to b• e. p~ron~ .. i,~~ication of mtch impa:i.rrner1t 11 • 1 

"Error11 score: ''An obta.ined. score whlch is thr·ee poi.n ts 

above the • ~xpected' score m.ay be conside:t:'ed. to rai,$e th~ question 

of an acquired impairment in intellectual function. A:n obtained 

score which is four points abo1re the 'expected• scortt may be 

1 



An obtained score which 

is fi;,ye or. rno~ ;point6 "'bon1 the •expected' scorB mi\y be considered 

to be a !.!£..O.~J£ _indicattio.i'.I, of t:1uch impairrncrit:' 1 • 1 

On the VOT correct identification 

of all of the 30 iteme (which are depicted ai being cut up.with 

Ona point is credited for each correct identification with, for 

some iteme 1 the earning of half arectite being possible~ Baaed 

on the standardisation studies referred to in the preceding chapter, 

Hooper gives a "gnide. fo:c quf;;lnt5.ta.t:i.ve interpr<;>,tcd;ion of VOT 

:for scores in the range 25-30 t the 11 degree of im;paiX'• 

ment 11 is 11none 11 • Scores between 20 .o and 24 .5 11 triay reflect 

severe emotional disturbance, mild org;;:•.:n:i.c defect, or disturbed 

mental :functioning ixi. sc,h:i.zo:ph:tenio6". Scores in the 10~19.5 

range are "u.sually Jndicat:!.ve of o:r·e;a.nic brain pe,tholog;y" en.d. 

. oeoaisio:nally of schh;ophrenic re sponE:e pat ter>ns • 

tha.n 9 • .5 provide "evidence o:f orga.nic br·ain _path<:1lc1gy 11 or I ra:rely, 

a:i:·e ;produced by 11 .e:everel;y distu:rbed chro.n:ic schizophrenics". 

1 

a Hooper.H.E., O,P• eit., p.4. 
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can be differentiated qualitatively. 

The MWLT, as mentioned earlier, provides the subject with 

successive opportunities to learn words previously unknown to him. 

Ten words are presented with their meanings after which the ten 

words alone are presented and the subject is asked to provide the 

meanings if he oan. The procedure is repeated with alternative 

meanings :tor the ten words being given. On the third presenta

tion the first set of meanings are given again and thereafter the 

sets of meanings are alternated. 

(Walton, White, Black and Young; 

The revised scoring system 

1959) was used in this study. 

According to this system, if a subject correctly remembers 6 or 

more definitions on the first presentation of the stimulus words 

he receiv~e a score of 10, If he failed the first presentation 

but correctly defines 6 words on the next presentation of the 

stimulus words, he receives a score of 9. For each additional 

presentation of the definitions a further point is subtracted. 

Thus the score is the number of times the definitions have to be 

repeated subtracted from 11, In studies cited in the previous 

chapter the optimum cut-off point for differentiating non.-organ:i.o 

froM organic subjects proved to be 5, all scores equal to or less 

than 5 indicating organicity. 

Personality and Symptomatology (Measures 8-21): 

The only measures of personality and symptomatology used in 

this study were those provided by the 14 basic scales of the 

MMPl. This test was chosen in preference to others for several 

reasons. First, the test has bee~ validated against many large 
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groups, scores being "derived not from a.n a. priori judgment of 

how different people in theory should respond, but f1•om an empi• 

:d.cal analysia of how actual criterion group$ did in fact rea:p0nd 11 • 1 

A vast amount of research ovel" more than two decades has resulted 

in a. considerable body of knowledge relating to psychiat:d.c patients• 

and o:ffendera• patterns of respon~es p:n this test. Secondly• 

though the test does not prQvi~e as many measures of personality 

traits as do some other personality tests, it does provide meas

ures of maladjustment, personality abnormality, and symptoma.tology 

... a most important consideration :for this study. The teat oov:ers 

a wide range of topics :tnol~ding mental and physical symptoms, 

anc.l.attitudee to work, family, friends, and.self. Thirdly, the 

MMP:C is the personality ,test that haa e;iven the greatest oonsidera• 

tion to the subjects• attitude to the test-taking situation• which 

in qffenders especially can vary from 111inoere cooperation to overt 

hotStility, trorn complete incHfterenoe to attempted sabotage of 

intelligible results (Qibbens, 1963), While it ha.a been argued 

(Edwards, 1957; Eysenckt 1964; Slater, 1967) that self~report 

methods of psychometric testing auoh as the MMPl are liable to 

vitiation by response ,sets, :f'akinf.h lack of eelf ... :insight, and 

lytng, it has also been asserted (Meehl, 1967) that, unlike case 

histories, the utility of the MMPI does not depend on the veracity 

1 Jackeon.D.N. & Messick.s. "Assessment of perso,nality 11 , :l.n 

Jackson.D.N~ & Messick.$. (eds.) P:r;-oblems;l.n Human AGsessment 

(New York: McGraw ... Hill, 196?), pp~506-507. 
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of. the a.nswers given but on the ;ta.et tha.t the mode of answering 

questions :represents a particular type of 'behaviour. According 

to Meehl tendencies to dissimulate or exaggerate symptoms are 

not a dtu1.ial of meaningful behaviour but a speeif:1.e, and aigni ... · 

f ice.:n t, type of. behaviour• Suoh behaviour is reflected, in part 

at least• in the degree and pattern of elevat:l.on o.f :;:1cores on 

the validity acales .• 

A related problem concerns the question of whether or not 

invalid profiles should be excluded :from statist:toal a.nalysEHh 

Some investigators. for example, Rempel (19.58), Austin (1959), 

Gilberstadt and Duker (1960), eliminate MMPl profiles having 

high 'Jl scores :from statistical analyses on the grounds that such 

profiles are invalid. llowever other restaohers have emphasise(l 

the charactel"ologica.1 implications <>f v~licU.ty s<uaJ,e scores rather 

than the value of such scores eim1;ly a~ a check on the validity 

of scores on the cli:n:lcal scales (Gough, 1956; Gross, 1959; 

Gynther, 1961) • Gynther found that 39 of 246 white male Court 

referrals had raw scores greater than 16 on the r scale. Thirty 

seven of the 39 had b~en classified by psychiatric staff as be-

h~viour disorders. Gynther concluded that 11 '1'he praotie;e of dis ... 

carding MMPI data because of inval:i,d F scores seems highly quest ... 

ionable, especially if the inve1;3tigato.r wishes to draw valid con

clusions about groups• such as behaviour disorders, who are likely 
1 to display agg:reasive antisocial actions"• In the present 

1 I. 

Gynther,M.Dr "The clinical utility of *Invalid' MMPI F aoores" 
I 



stu.dy MMPI p:r- 1::ifihw of all. 60 si).bjecta wex·e included in stv.t:1.sti-

Cf:'l_se Hh,tor:y: (Mef.lsures 22 .. 30): 

Nine of the measures used in this study relate to criminal 

quantativ(') a.:n.d has bee:n ve:rified from o;t'f:J.c:t81l sources avoids many 

0£ the a.i:fficul ti1..rn :tnherent in the retroSJ;>EHJtive study, the 

11 lingeri11g backward look at the l:tf'a-his'bo.ries and. life expe:rian= 

ces of grou;ps of peo;ple 11 • 1 

Variable 22 is the age iu months .at which a remand pati•nt 

or inniate wa.s placed u.nde:r Chil<l Welf~:re Departme:nt car~ or commit ... 

'!1his measure ~oes not a.pply 

However it was ¢onsider0d worthy of inclusion 

trol of children or teenagers charged before the Court with mis~ 

conduct or suffering from parental neglect. The Cl1ild Welfare 

Act, 1925, stipulates that a Magistrate c•nnot proceed with a 

case in the Children's Court without first obtaining a Child Welfare 

Department report, thua nll subje()t~ in the study who began often ... 

ding prior to the ~g~ of 17 yearn, plus others who came under Child 

Welfare notioe for reasons other than o:f'.fending, obtained scores 

on measure 22. Twenty six of the sixty subjects in the study 

had been uncte:r Child Welt'a.:re Department eare or' stqH:x-vis:i.on, the 

_____________ _, ___________ ._ __ nD!I!_""' ...._ ___ !f'II we,:,,~_, 'nie• 

1 
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26 subjects being equally divided between the two groups, and 

including seven matched pairs, i.e. at the 26 subjects, 13 were 

remands ~..nd 13 p1•isoners, and 7 remands and p.t•isonere b«;:longed 

to the same ma tohe d pair• 

Variables 23 "" 26 are measux·es of the pattern mid extent of 

previous offending. An overill total of all convictions prior 

to the pres.-ent remand or prison term was obte.in'1ld fer ea.oh 5.rubjeot 

(Variable 26). The number of offences in aaoh of the three 

catagories, offences against th• per~on, property offences• other 

offences, was also noted (Variables 23 - 25). The obtaining 

of these 4 measure~ was conEidered dtsirabl0 so that subjects 

who had already been matched i:md ola;r,eii'i~d accordingly to the 

type of' offence leading to :present convicti.on(a), could 'L>e com..., 

pared on the basic of previous convictions. 

Variables 27 .. 30 _provide amne indication of the frequency 

and S?'v.reri ty of both nwntal illnt:ss .t•eqt.tiring hos:pi-talise.tioA 

and criminal behaviolil" leading to imprisonment. It is assumed 

that the :number of ac1miss;tons to psychiatric hos:piti:;l,;; or penal 

institutions will• to some e:dent at least, l"eflect the frequency 

with which thEi offender has suffered from reasonably .serious 

mental illnesses or huP committed reasonably serious crimes, 

Similarly, it is assumed that the a:uration o;f fmch psychiatric 

admissions or terms of imprisonment will provide some mea.eu1~e 

of the gravity of such illnasaes or offencmsij Buch measu:i:-es 

do not of oourse take account ot illnesses which did not result 

in hospi't:,Rlisation. ox- crimes which were eith@r not detected or 



did not result in imprisonment, borstal training• or other forms 

of penal institutionalisation, Further, it is recognised that 

the validity of such measures rests on judgments made by members 

of the medical or legal professions and, to this extent, are 

iating$ of seriousness of illness or criminal behaviour. 

Many major features of a case history (such as parent/child 

~elationships• separation from or ~eath of parent 1 socioeconomic 

status of parents, birth order, ohild illnesses, education, em

ployment) have not been included as measures in this study for 

several reasons. First, as noted in the concluding section of 

the first chapter 1 literature relating to the aetiology of crimin-

al behaviour is often conjectural• even equivocal. Though some 

of the above-mentioned factors have been the subject of extensive 

research they were not considered to be sufficiently powerful as 

O:fiteria distinguishing p1::1ychiatrically abnormal from criminally 

inclined individuals to warrant inclusion in this study. Seoon .. 

dly, a degree to which a given factor is aetiologi•allJ important 

in a particular case is difficult to establish even with exten-

sive interviewing. Reliance on information gaintd in interview 

raises criticisms frequently levelled at self-report techniques, 

Many offenders under psychiatric observation tend, consciously 

or unconsciously, to conceal or simulate abnormality, and further, 

to reply to questions in interview according to the extent to 

whioh they believe their past history to be known to the inter• 

viewer (Gibbens, 1963). Thirdly, an attempt to obtain data 

from records (which may not have been intended to contain such 



information) introduces difficulties which arise with most retro

spective studies. Justice and Health Department files of most 

of the subjects in the study consisted chiefly of reports on pre

sent behaviour and day-to-day administrative decisions regarding 

the inmate or remand. Even if the required information was avai

lable, the possibility that such information was inaccurate could 

not be discounted. Apart from possible bias resulting from halo 

effect, hindsight• and after-the-event assessment of situations, 

several cases were noted (in both hospital and prison files) of 

false, ambiguous, or misleading statements remaining on file un-

refuted for years. Fourthly, quantification of much case history 

material, once it has been obtained, is difficult. Case history 

data are often qualitative rather than quantitative with the 

result that the best measures obtainable are frequently ratings. 

Such ratings, of course, require that a suitable scale be obtained 

or constructed, one that meets requirements of validity and re

liability, and is acceptable in terms of the theoretical and 

mathematical models basic to the investigation. 

~: 

One measure which could possibly have been included 

in the study but was not is that of psychiatric diagnosis. 

Literature relating to both the incidence of abnormality 

among offenders and use of nosological systems for 

classifying offenders was reviewed in Chapter I, where 

uncertainties regarding the former and difficulties re

garding use of the latter were noted. Psychiatric 
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diagnosis was not included as a meas~re because other 

r:1ea.eures ( including the 14 scales o:f' the M.Ml?I) appeared 

from the literature to be more powerful as discriminators. 

A major difficulty, wM.ch made inclusion of psychiatric 

diagnosis aa a measure impractical, was the arranging 

of psychiatrie e~aminations of prisoners, assuming they 

thems~lyes would agree to such an examination. 

J!R00ED~!J 

Surv•ys were undertaken prior to commencement of the project 

to obtain j,nformation regarding certain demographic characteria• 

tics of the two populations from which subjects for this study 

were drawn. Results ot these survey,s have been referred to at 

relevant points in earlier discussion. AleQ preliminary to the 

study, permission was obtained from the Secreta:r1 tor Justice 

to refer to Justice Department files and to seek prisoners• vol~ 

untary participation in the investigation. Discussions with 

the S~nior Stipendiary Magistrate of the Christchurch Magistrates' 

Court and with of'fieials of the Health Department's Mental Health 

Division influenced initial plan.ni:ng of the p:r-oject. 

Remand subjects had all been routinely referred to the 

Sunnyside Hospital's Psychology Department and data :for the in ... 

vestigation were gathered in the course of psychological assess-

ment .. In a few case~ tests other than those constituting mea-

eures in thia study were administered, and in all casee a case 

history was obtained with details of offences leading to remand. 

The necessity for a full psychological a.saE:H,H:l!ment of' remands 



resulted in some unavoidable differences in procedure for the 

two groups. 

Assessment of the 30 remands was followed by perusal of 

the files of over 300 inmates of Christchurch prisons. The names 

of 30 prisoners who satisfied matching criteria were obtained. 

Five of these inmates refused to participate in the study and a 

further five subjects were obtained. The research nature of the 

project was briefly explained to each prisoner in enlisting his 

cooperation and the confidentiality of the results was emphasised. 

For both remands and prisoners the order of administration 

of tests was; WAIS, VOT, RVRT, MWLT, J,!MPI., Practical difficul..., 

ties necessitated minor variations in the order of administration 

of tests on several occasioni:i. ltatie;ue anacthe subjects' speed 

in dealing with material determined the point at which testing 

was suspended until a further session. All teats were ad.mini-

stared and scored according to procedures outlined in the respec

tive manuals., All assessment was undertaken by the experimenter 

to control for 11~xperimenter effect". Recent research, such a,s 

that by Rosenthal et, al. (1962) and Kintz et. al, (1965) indi• 

oates that the personality and bias of experimenters ,nay influence 

the teat performance of their subjects. 

Case history data (measures 22 ... 30) were obtained :Crom 

records held by the Department of Health (Mental Health Division), 

Department of Justice (Penal Division, Probation Service), Police 

Department, and Department of Education (Child Welfare Division). 



S'l'ATISTICAL 'fRE:A'rMENT O]' DA'rA 

Discriminant function and factor analyses were carried out 

by use of the IBM 360 compµter at the University of Canterbury. 

Discr:i.minant 1 . 1 ana ys:i.s involves computation of a set of 

linear functions from data on several groups in order to classify 

individuals who are known to come fro!'ll, or require allocation to, 

one of these groups* The statistic ttsed is wha,t Hao (1952) 

called a linear discriminant score. The program has been 

modified to give the Bayesian a posteriori probabilities for each 

subject for each group membership. In the first discriminant 

analysis in this study there are two reference groups ( reme.nds 

and prisoners), 30 test score measures, and individuals who are 

known to come from one or other group. The scores of each group 

are distributed around their centroid in a 30 dimensional family 

of hyperelliptioal probability density shells. The distances 

between the centroids of each group and the points at which indi-

vid,uals • scores on the 30 measures ocol'tr are computed. As the 

distance between the centroid.of one group and the point, at which 

an individual's scores occur increases, the probability of that 

individual being a "good instance" of that group decreases mono-

tonically. Distances between each centroid and the point at 

1 The method is described in Dixon.W.J, (ed.) BMP Computer 

Programs Manual (UCLA, 1964). It is also referred to in 

Anderson.T.W. Introduction to Multivariate Statistical Anal;y:sis 

(New York; WilE;y & Sons, 19.58) 9 section 6.4 (particularly 

equations 4 and 5)$ 
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which the offendar•s scores occur may thus be employed to obtain a 

likelihood ratio of the probability that the offender is a remand or 

prisoner. As results from factor analyses suggested that case his-

tory variables were not closely connected with psychological vari

ables, the former measures (22-30) were excluded from two further 

discriminant analyses to see if psychological measures alone could 

discriminate between groups of offenders. These analyses used only 

the first 21 variables (those based solely on psychometric data) 9 

and were performed, respectively. on six groups (remand offenders 

against the person, remand property offenders, remand other offen• 

ders, prisoner offenders against the person, prisoner property offen

ders, and prisoner other offenders), and three groups (all offenders 

1 against the person, all property offenders, all other offenders). 

Factor analyses were performed by means of the IBM Scientific 

Sub-routines Standard Factor Analysis Program using single preci~ 
' ' 

sion. The first factor analysis was treated as a 30X,30 Matrix 

on the 60 subjects as one homogenous group. Extraction criteria 

stopped at 4 per cent which is conservative. Varimax Rotation 

was performed on the first seven eigenvectors. Two further 

factor analyses were performed on remand and prisoner data sepa• 

rately. The number of variables for these two analyses was 

therefore the same as in the first facto:r analysis while the number 

of subjects in each analysis was 30. In these latter two analyses 

Varimax Rotation was performed on the first eight eigenvectors. 

1 Classification of all matched pairs according to category of 

offence is in C., 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

SESUL~S OF THE DlSCRIMINAN~ ANALYSES 

Results of the discriminant analyses are presented in an 

order which corresponds to that in which the research hypotheses 

were stated. 

Three discriminant analyses were undertaken, each of which 

involved all 60 subjects. In the first analysis offenders had 

been categorised as remands or prisoners. In the second analysis 

this dichotomy was maintained with both remands and prisoners 

being allocated to sub~categories according to type of offence 

(person, property, other), In the third analysis categorisation 

was oa the basis of type of offence only• the prisoner/remand 

dichotomy being disregarded. 

All 30 measures were inoluded in the first discriminant analf

eis. The second and third analyses were performed using psycho• 

metric measures only (measures 1-21 inclusive). Tablt 1 lists 

the 30 variables utilised as measures in this study. 

Base rates for the general population, or for remands, 

prisoners, or types of offenders, were unknown, therefore a priori 

base rates were taken as equal for all groups, in all analyses. 

First Discriminant Anal1sis - aypotheais I 

As predicted, measures of intelligence, organicity, person

ality and symptomatology, psyohiatric history, and criminal history; 

together discriminated remand patients from prisoners. Table 2.i. 

indicates that the 30 measures differentiate between the two groupe 
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at a high level of significance, that is, there is a high degree 

of separation between the mean values of the two groups. 

Table 2,ii. gives the Bayesian a poste!'iori probabilities 

associated with the larger discriminant function. For 56 of the 

60 subjects, 28 in each group, tbe group to which they had the 

greater probability of belonging (on the basis of scores obtained) 

was, in fact, the group to which they had been classified prior 
• 

to assessment. 93.3 per cent of subjects were correctly discrimi-

nated. 85 per cent of the 60 subjects had a probability greater 
• 

than .7 of correct discrimination. 76.6 per cent had a probabi-

J.ity greater than .9 of being correctly discriminated. In no 
• 

less than 14 cases (23.3 per cent of total oases) the probability 

of correct discrimination was of the ord,er of ,999, or, as a 

result of correction of probability figures from five to three 

decimal places, 1.0. 



MEASURE 

1. 
;2. 
:; .. 
4. 
.5, 
6. 
7, 
8. 
9., 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13• 
14. 
15,. 
16~ 
17• 
18, 
19. 
20. 
?21. 
22 •. 

23, 
.a4. 
25 • 
26 .• 
27,, 
28. 
29it 
30 • 

TABL.E 1, 

MEASURE$ USED IN DlSORlMINANT AND FACTOR ANALYSES 

l)ESCRIPTION 

WAlS Verbl=ll IQ 
WAIS Performance IQ 
WAIS Fttll .Scale·IQ. 
RVRT N-um'bft' Correct Score 
:aVR'.1' EI"re>rSoore 
VOT Seo~,. 
MWLT SQ(>l"e. 
? . ) . 
L ) 
1 ) 
I . ) 
Hypochon~:riasis (l:Is) ) 
Depres~.tt;,n (D) ·) 
Hyateri~ .. (Hy) ). MMPl 

· '.Peyoho»atliic Devi~te (Pd) .. , ) , , .. \ T .Score~ 
Masouli.11ity-;;.J1erni.11in:l.ty. (Mt) ) ·. 
Pa.ra.noia ,Pa)· '. , · ; ·· ) 
Pay~ha.•t~enia, ( ;E>t) ) · · · 
Sohililo~l:i~e~~a .. (so) ) · 
H;ypoma.Z.:ia ( Ma.J . ) 
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Soci~l ,Introversion .(Si) . ) .... ·.··•. 
Age. :i,ri',tnonthe, at which the reitla.jld>:patient or ~µ.111~,ll•,Q. 

was pla.ded Ul'!der Child. Welfar, care1H.or commite,f 
Child V/11tlfal'e aupervtsio:n · · .·· ' : ,,,. ; !:' . . · · 
PrevioUis:dbnv:l.ct4ons w against the person 
Prev40~~,: d6nviott,ons ... ag~inst ;prop·ert7 
Previoue convicttons ""other 
Previott~ ocnviotions.., total 
Number d:f previous . JHen~l admiesi<>~~ ,: . . . .. • . ·.· , . : , 
total nurnb<!)r o:t·months served :Ln,:j~µal institutione 1 

Number of. previous :psyoh4atd.c adidisione , 
Total nu·mber of inontb.s spent as a ps7chiatrie 



COEFFICIENTS OF LINEAR DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION$ 
FOR TWO GROUPS, REMANDS AND PRISONER$ 

OOEFF!CIEN'.l,'S OF MEASURElt-iENTS 
MEASURES i-,-_,_ __________ ...,_ _______ ....... ________ ~ 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
.5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10 .. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15, 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25 .• 
26. 
2.7. 
28. 
2!h 
30. 

CONSTANT 
TERM 

REMANDS 

11.814 
9.879 

...18.798 
7.307 

-1 .069 
-0.199 
... 1.629 

4.977 
3.390 
2.496 
0.987 

...2.363 

... 0 • .525 
0.825 
o.482 
1.596 

;..o.;m9 
1,.566 

· •2,296 
2.163 
2.010 
0.002 
1,.802 

-0.003 
3.2.57 

-0.010 
1,906 

;..0.540 
1 • .553 
o.688 

... 557.886 

PlUSONERS 

13.363 
10,822 

... 21.020 
6.137 

-o.439 
-0.:;12 
-0.6,51 
4.842 
3.354 
2.646 
0.942 

...2.307 
-o.425 
0.721 
o,.479 
1.654 

;..0,.146 
1.26.5 

•2.c;43 
2.174 
1.90.3 

..;0.017 
1,.861 
o.147 
3.031 

... 0.0.59 
1.807 

;..o,.44.5 
o.641 
0.773 

.... 571.934 

Generalized Mahalanobis D ... square: 124.851 J?< .0001 
Degrees of freedom, distributed aa for Chi - square: 30 
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Ss. 

1. 
2 •. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11 • . 
12. 
13. 
14. · 
15. 
16. 
17 •. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21 •. 
22. 
2]. 
24. 
25 •. 
26. : 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30 •. 

BAYESIAN A POSTERIORI PROBABlLITlES ASSOC!A'l'EJ:> 
WI',rH DISCRIMINANT :l?UI'tCT:tON ( TWO GROUP ANALYSJJS) 

REMANDS (GROUP 1) PRISONERS (GROUP 

P:roba.hility L.t. no. Probability 

o.514 1 0 .. 781 
0.999 1 0.988 
0.682 1 0 • .588 
0.999 1 0.810 
0.597 2 0.994 
0.761 1 0.999 
0.972 1 0.984 
0.762 1 0,990 
0.997 1 1.000 
1.000 1 0.96.5 
0.935. 1 0.993 
1.000 1 0.998 
0 • .571 2 0,926 
0.920 1 0.890 
0,.990 1 0.735 
0.920 1 0.983 
1.000 1 1.000 
1.000 1 0.915 
0.939 1 0.996 
0.672 1 0.943 
0.925 1 0.996 
0.989 1 0.999 
0.997 1 0,999 
0.992 1 0.975 
1.000 1 0.9.52 
0.667 1 0.997 
0.930 1 0.99_; 
0.987 1 0.6;1 
0.986 1 0.999 
.0.999 1 0,.944. 

I 

KEY: L.f. no.: Larger function nurnbf.U'• 

,2) 

L,. f • no. 

2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 ·. 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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Second Discriminant Anal:y19is -.Hypothesie 2 

As predicted, measures ot intelligence, organieity, and 

personality and symptomatology, together discriminated between 

subjects categorised as offenders against the per$On; property 

offenders, or other offenders, while, at the sa.me time, maintaining 

the remand/prisoner diohotomi• 

Table 3.i, liat.1:1 oo~fficients of measurements for the s~oond 

~e,lysis which involved discrimination of a.ll 60 subjects a;fte:r 

the~ had been categorised into 6 groups. The table shows that 

the 21 psychometric llleasures dise:r;lminate between the6 gro~pa at 

a high level of significance. ~he "generalised distance" of 

Mahalanobis between the groups, as described by Rao & Slater 

(1949)• is highly significant • 

.From Tabl.e 3.i:! .• it ma;y be seen that only ? o:f' ~he 9 subjects 

in group 1 • remand offenders against the pe:rso.r:i., were 'correctly 

discriminated,. However• in 5 of the remai:rd.ng cases the next 

highest function numbe;r was 1; that is, the number of the group 

to which they did belong. 4 of the 6 from group 1 who were.mis-

ole.ssified had been convicted either on charges involv:i;ng tee1h

nioal assault or multiple charges inoluding.of'fenoes other than 

those against the peraon. 1 0£ the 6 groups in the analyais, 

discrimination was least satisfactory for group h 13;,r contrast, 

group 4, prisoner off'ende:rs against the person, appears to have 

1 These offenders may be identified in Table A ot the Appendix, 

though offences are named only, not described. 
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been a more homogenous group, 8 of tho 9 prisoners being cor;t-ectly 

differentiated. 

All but~ of the 17 remand property offenders were correctly 

differentiated ~s belonging to group 2. In 3 of the 4 oases 

involving misclassification the next largest function number was 

2. Of the 17 aubjeeta in group 5, prisoner property offenders, 

.the l1ext largest fu~iation number was .5, the .number .l)f the group 

to which the 5 subjects in fact belonged. 

All offenders who had been currently convicted on charges 

other than against person or property, the 4 remands in group 3 

atid 1t pri.eonE;trs in group 6, were correctly ~i:fferentia ted • 
• 44, or 73.3 par cent of tht11 60 subjects were correctly dia-

crimina.ted in the second discriminant analysis. 



ME.A-
SURES 

1 .. 
2. 
3. 
4 .. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8 .. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
·12 .. 

TABLE 3 .. i. 

COEFFICIENTS OF LINEAR DISCRilUNANT FlJNCTIONS FOR SIX GRO'IJPS; 
REMAIWS AND PRISONERS, CATEGORISED FOR TYPE OF OFFENCE .. 

COEFFICIENTS OF ME.ltSUI'-EMENTS 

REMANDS PRISiO!lllSRS 

PERSON PROPERTY OT.HER PERSON PROPl!-::RTY 

13.886 13.6·11 13.621 14 .. 924 14.3163 
10 .. 150 9.919 9.872 10.864 10.578 

-21 .. 384 -20.875 - -21 .. 069 -22.125 - -22 .. ·1;25 
-0 .. 679 0.158 1 .. 326 -0 .. 958 -0 .. 206 

4 .. 387 4 .. 032 2.777 4.832 3.982 
0.096 0.036 0.366 -0.010 -0.,0'?'l 

-2 .. 713 -3 .. 562 -2.722 -2.212 -2.1J+3 
4.619 11-.619 4.726 4.748 4.503 
2.821 2 .. 816 2.810 2.836 2. 71:1-5 
2.814 2 .. 818 2.563 3.124 .2.8·13 
1.683 1.,645 1.61lJ- 1.711 1.6'16 

-2.336 -2-..204 -2.313 · -2,.327 -2 .. 203 
. 
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--

OTHER 

1~-.. 607 
10,.528 

-22 .. 386 
-1 .. 418 

l1 . .,876 
0 .. 059 

-2 .. 261 
4,.639 
2 .. 863 
2 .. 946 
1.741 

-2 .. 371 

. Continuation of ~fable on next pa:g·e: " ... 
..:, 
0 
ru 
• 



TABLE 3.i. (CONT). 

MEA- REMA.nil)$ 

SURES PERSOM PROPERTY OTHER PERSON 

13 .. -0.133 ... 0.177 -0 .. 232 -o.1ih 
14. o. 485 o.419 o.456 o .. 441 
15 .. 0.362 o.446 0.349 o.44o 
16 .. 1.0l}6 1.043 1.081 1.1.51 
17 .. -0.322 -0.4o2 -0 .. 273 -o.452 
18. I 0.912 0.943 1.072 0.903 
19. -1. 94.11- -1.903 -1.983 -2.051 
20. 2.130 2.062 2.208 2.211 
21 .. 2~048 1.959 2.052 2 .. 048 

CONS-
TANT -517.056 -504.520 -510 .. 105 -556 .. 64lf 
TERM . 

~,-.. 

Generalised Mabalanobis D - square: 197.086 
Degrees o:f Freedom, distributed as for Chi - square: 

PRISONERS 

PROPERTY OTHER 
-

-0.15;3 -0 .. 094 
o.4lfr4 o .. 421 
o.42:6 0.349 
1.12:2 1.035 

-0.293 --0.319 
0.799 0 .. 941 

- -1 .. 965 -2.037 
2.111 2. 153 
1.981 2 .. 018 

-515.712 -534 .. 170 

---- --- - -

10.5 
p < .. -- 0001 
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Ss. 

1 (2) 
2 c.,; 
3(13) 
4(15) 
5(20) 
6(26) 
7(28) 
8{29J 

-- 9(30) 

' 

I 

1 {1) 
2 {5) 
3 (6) 
4 (8) 

TAm.E 3.-ii. 

BAYESIAN A POSTERIORI PROBABILITIES ASSO:CIATED \JI:1:111 DISCRIMINA:Nf 
FUNCTIONS (SIX -GR.0UP ANALYSIS} 

OFFENDERS AGAINST THE PERSON 

- -- ~ 

REMANDS (GROUP 1) -- PRISONERS (GROUP 4) 

2nd - - - - -- - 2nd. 
P~ob. l..f .. no. Prob. 

:l • .f.no. 
Pl'()b., 1.:r.110. Prob. ..... ,. -~ 

.J.-• .x..no. 

0.747 6 0.129 1 0.815 4 Oec134 5 
0.361 6 0.275 5 0.636 4 0.311- 6 
0.828 5 0.-145 1. 0.9&1 4 0.009 1 
o.451 1 0.206 5 0.885 4 0.101 6 
0.756 3 0.177 ... 0.991 4- 0.007 6 ! 

0.624 2 C1c.372 1 0.957 -_ 4· 0.019 6 
o.448 1 o.433 .5 0.948 4 0.026 5 
0.-517 6 o.437 1 o.948 4 0.033 6 
o.864 1 0.043 5 0.661- 5 0.273 2 

OFFENDERS AGAINS:l' PR0PERff• 

- - -

REMANDS ( GROUP 2) PRISONERS (GROUP 5) 

Prob .• l.:t.no .. Prob. 2nd P:t"ob. · 1.£.no. Prob. 2nd 
1.:f.no. - -- - - 1.,f ,.~o. _ 

-.. · -
0.945 2 0 .. 052 1 0.734 -- 5 0.144 ·t -
0.861 2 0.105 1 0.887 5 0 •. 065 1 
0.761+ 2 -0.130 1 0.833 5 0.124 '.J 
0.1+89 2. 0.302 1_ o.482-- 5 0.232 4 

Continuation of Table next page••• 
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Ss. Prob. l.f.no. Prob. 

i 
.5 (9) 0.999 2 0 .• 001 
6(10) 0.863 2 0.095 
7(11) 0.542 2 0.388 
8(14) 0.927 2 0.043 
9(15} 0 .. 869 3 0.101 

10111) o.452 1 0.193 
11(18) 0.606 2 0.167 
12(19) o .. 640 2 0 .. 267 
13(21) o.494 1 0.258 
14(22} 0.875 5 0.071 
15(23) o.8.54 2 0.105 
16(25) 0 .. 943 2 0.030 
17(27) 0.,994 2 0.003 

105. 

TABLE 3.ii. (Cont.) 

2nd Prob,. l.f' ._no., Prob. 2nd 
1 •. f • .110._ l.j:.no. 

5 0.798 5 0.105 4 
1 0.819 5 0.090 1 
1 0.660 2 0~174 5 
3 0.934 5 0.026 4 
2 0.750 5 0.2-:2 4 
4 o .. 429 5 0.346 1 
5 0.694 6 0.205 5 
1 0.706 1 0.152 5 
2 0.972 5 0.017 1 
2 0.764 6 0.120 5 
1 o.463 1 o.416 5 
5 0.977 5 0.012 6 
1 0.863 5 0.133 2 

Continuation of Table and Key next page .... 
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TABLE 3.ii. (C.ont.J 

Ss. OTHER OFFENDERS 

REMANDS (GROUP 3) PRISONERS ( GROUP 6) 

Prob. 1.i".no. Prob. 2nd Prob. l. .. i'.no. Prob. 2nd 
J..i'.Ao •. 1. • f ,;,JllO • 

1 (4) 0 .. 893 3 0.062 2 o.A82 6 0 .. .2..76 1 
2 (7) o .. 439 3 0.239 5 0-.740 6 0 .. 183 4 
3(12) 1.000 3 0.000 (1) 0 ... 836 6 0.112 4 
4(24) 0.994 4 0.004 1 0 • .761 6 0.227 1 _, 

fil: The number in brackets in the Ss. columnist-he number of the- matched pair 
to which both remand and prisoner subjects b-e-1ong. 

Prob: is the probability 0£ membership in whichever group :is indicate-a b:y 
the function number in the column immediateJ.:y t.o the right of that in which 
the probability is given .. 

1.f.no.: largest functio-n number, i...e. the number of the group to W:h.i-ch the 
subject has the greatest probability of" be1ong:tng .• 

2nd 1 ... f.no .. -: second to J.argest f'un-cti..on number. 

~ 

0 
a-. 
• 



Third Discriminant Analysis• Hxpothtais 3 

As predicted, measures Of intelligence, organicity, personality 

and symptomatology, together diacriminated between $Ubjeots cate"" 

go:ris•d as offenders against the person, .propert;y offenders, or 

other offenders, the remand/prisoner dichotomy being disregarded. 

Table 4~i• shows that the 21 psychometric ~easures discriminate 

between the three. groups of oi'f~nd,ers at the .,01 level of' signif'i"" 

canc,e. ~he degree of separation betwe$n the three groups is marke• 

dly less than was obtained betw~en the two groups in the first 

analysis and the six groups in the second analysis. Nevertheless, 

as with the previous two analyses• the research hypothesis ie 

conf:1.r:ined. 

From Table 4.ii. it may be seen that 12 of the 18 offenders 

against the person were correctly dieeriminated. 5 of the 6 who 

were misclassified had 1 as the function number associated with 

the second highest probability~ 0:f' th• 6 misclaasifie4 5 were 

remand offendera against the person 4 0£ whom had also been mis• 

classified in the second discriminant analysis. In the discussion 

of Table 3.ii., (p.100) it was noted that thase 4 had. been oonvio~ 

ted either on charges involving tiohnical a.saaul t or ruul tiple 

charges including offences other than those against the person. 

The fifth remand offender against the person who was incorrectly 

classified in this analysis, though correctly classified in the 
r 

second discriminant analtsis, in that analysis had the lowest 

probability of those correctly classified, a probability little 

different from that aei,ociated with his next highest function 
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number (see 'l'abl~ ;;.ii., Group 1). The only prisoner offender 

against the person who was misolae.sified in this analysis, had 

also been miselaasified in the pr•vious analysis (see Tabl~ 3.ii., 

Group 4) • 

28 ot the J4 prope~ty offenders we~e correctly differentiated 

as belonging to G:roup 2. 4 o:f the 6 l'emaining cf.sea had 2 ~s 

the next highest :t'unetion number. 

6 of the 8 other offenders were correctly diE;Criminated, the 

remaining 2 having 3 as the nex·I; highest :function numbel:" • 
• 

From the above it may be seel'). that 66.6 per cent o;t offenders 

against the person were correctly diso:d.mina. ted, 82 per cent of 

property o:ffE3nderst and 75 pe:r eent of other offenders. Overall 
• 

correct differentiation was 76.6 per cent. 



COEFFICI~'NTS OF LINEAR DISORIMINANT FUNCTIONS ?OR THREE 
GROUPS; OFFENDERS AGAINST TliE PERSON, PROPERTY OFFEND~ 

ERS • OTilEB OF.li""]:NDERS • 

MEA ... 
COEFFICHJN'l'S OF MEASUREM.ENTS SURES 

O;F'FENDERS AGA ... PROFE:R11Y OTHER OFFE!NDE1R$ 
INST l?b;RSON 01!':l!'Ei~DERS 

-·,·-,. 

1. 12.323 1~.111 1a.301 
2. 9.052 8.943 8.926, 
3. ... 19.058 -18 .. 6t ..19.004 
4. 1,195 1.,8 2 1.672 
5. 2.986 2.513 ' 2,.447 
6. o,4.5.5 0,.357 0.584 
7. ... 4.500 ... 4.476 .. 4.363 
8. 4.787 4~665 4.793 
9. 2.964 2.91.5 2.979 

10. 2.,3.36 2.234 2.197 
11. 1.,687 1.626 1.683 
12. ... 2 .. 452 .. 2.319 ...2.468 
1.3. ... o .11~9 .. 0.156 -0.147 
14, 0 • .583 0.543 0.548 
1;. 0.278 0.325 0,.234 
16. o .. 93.5 0.934 0.906 
17" ... 0 .. 182 ... 0 .. 155 -0 .. 108 
18. 1.109 1.055 1.19:, 
1!h ... 1.839 ... 1.793 ... 1 .. 876 
20. 2.132 2.054 2.151 
21. 2.166 2,.084 2,1.50 

CONST .. 
ANT ... 51611446 •49!h.502 -508.694 
TERM 

Generalized Mahalanobia D - square: 67.779 P <.01 Degrees of ;freedom, distributed as for 
Chi - lllquare: 42 
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TABLE 4.ii. 

BAYESIAN A .POSTERIOR! PROBAB!LI'l'IES ASSOCIA'l1.El) w:cl'H 
D"'l'r:<rtn. I"7'11JAMm. '&11tMcT· _.,.A\\T". I rr!H-nrl.1,, riROUTP Ai\•A.,. Y"'Ia) .i,;;;n.,;J., •·1.i.n 41.1; JI UlV . - .I.V)10 \ ·.1.· .l;U!J£, ~ . .l·UHUJ i.l J,J 

ss. OFFENDERS AGAINHX THE PERSON {GROUP 1) 

-
Prob. 1.f,.no. Prob. 2nd l. :r ,no., 

1 (R,·2) o • .56.5 3 o.405 "' I 
~ (P.2} 0.798 1 0.193 2 
3 ( R.3) 0.509 3 0.296 1 
4 (p .. 3) 0.786 1 0.1.58 3 
.? (R,.13) 0.798 2 0,.185 1 
6 (P~13) 0.907 1 0.083 :; 
7 (R.,15) 0.558 1 o.416 '2 
8 ()?.1,5) o.r/84 1 0.200 3 
9 (R.20) o.495 1 o.491_ .3 

10 (P,20) o.;965 1 o.oz4 ;, 
11·c1<.26) 0 • .507 1 o.A48 2 
12 (P.26) 01t923 1 0.060 2 
13 (~;28) o .. 490 3 o,445 2 
14 (J?.28) 0.,8.59 1 0.089 2 
.15 (R.29) 0.689 3 0.283 1 
16 (P.29) 0.792 1 0,188 3 
1'7 (R.30) 0.832 1 0,133 2 
18 (P.30) 0.95.1 2 0,044 1 

OFFEl'WERS AGA:CNST PHOl?ER'l'Y (GROUP 2) 
. ... .. 

PrQb, l.:t'\tno. l?rob. 2nd 1.r.no. 

1 (R, 1) 0.630 2 0.365 1 
2 (J?.1) 0 • .542 2 0.347 1 
3 (R.,5) 0.6.58 a 0.198 1 
4 (J?.5) o.864 2 0,092 1 
5 (R.6) 0,,801 2 0,,147 1 
6 (P.6) 0.715 2 0.267 1 
7 <n.B> o.483 3 o .. 403 a 
8 (P.8) 0.662 2 0.177 1 
9 {R,9) 0.998 2 0.002 1 

10 (P.9) 0.617 2 0,360 1 
11 (R.10) 0.936 2 0.063 1 
12 (P.10) 0.552 2 0.382 1 
13 (R.11) o .. 452 2 0.390 3 
14 (P'..11) 0,.812 2 0~ 115 3 
18 (R'.14) 0.804 2 0 .. 181 3 
16 (P.14) 0 .. 715 2 0.231 1 



17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
.31 
32 
33 
34 

1 
2 
3 
4 
.5 
6 
? 
8 

1 '11 .. 

1. t .no. 
I 

Ss. Prob,; Prob. 2nd l.f.no. 

(Ih 16) 0.623 3 o, 199 2 
(P.,16) 0.,683 2 0.316 . 1 
(R, 17) o.647 1 0.320 . 2. 
('.P .17) 0.887 2 0,084 .1 
(R.18) 0.766 2 0.189 1 
(P, 18) 0.676 2 0.232 1 
(R.,19) 0.569 1 0~412 2 
(P .. 19) o.474 ' 0.340 1 
(R.21) o.443 2 0 .. 378 1 
(P,.21) 0.945 2 0.045 1 
(n,.22) 0.,945 2 0.030 3 
(P\022) 0.546 1 0.291 3 
0h23) 0,.792 2 0.172 1 
(ri.23) 0 .. 763 2 0.,156 3 
(R .. 2;5) o. 91+'7 2 0.034 1 
(;p .25) o.898 2 0.083 1 
(R .. 27) 0.950 2 0.032 1 
(P.27) 0.995 2 0.003 3 

OTHER OFFENT)J~RS (GROUP 3) 

Prob. 1. t .no. P:rPbt 2nd l.f.no. 

(R.4) 0.523. 3 0,.30.5 1 
(P.4) 0. 1+33 1 0.383 3 
(.R.,7) 0.695 3 0.203 2 
(P.7) 0~733 1 0.202 3 
(R, 12) 0.,995 3. 0.,004 1 
(P.12) 0~484 3 o.475 1 
(R,24) 0,977 3 0 .. 013 2 
(P.24) 0.921 3 0,.060 1 

The number in brackets in the Ss, column is the number of 
the matched pair to which both remand (R) and l)risoner (p) 
'belong~ 

Prob: ia the probabilitr ot membership in whichever group 
is indicated by the function number in the column immedi• 
ately to the right of that in which the probability ie 
given. 

l.f,.no.: largest function number, i.e. the number of the 
group to which the subject has th~ greatest probability of 
belonging. 

2nd l.f.no.! second largest function number~ 
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B. GROUP MEANS 11'ROM DISCH!MINANT ANALYSES 

First DiEJc:riminant Anal:ys:i.§"" Hypotheses 4 - 7 
During discriminant analyses group and common means were 

computeda Means extracted in the first discriminant analysis a.re 

presented in Table 5• Standard deviations also given in Table 5 

were obtained during factor analyses but are included at this point 

where such figures are of greatestrelevance. 

The fourth research hypothesis predicted 11 that the mean IQ 

of both remands and prisoners will fall in the low-average range 

( 90-99), however, remands will have mean Vl(t greater than PIQ 

-w1hereas prisoners will have mean Pl(~ greate:r than VIQ 11 .. This 

prediction was only partially confirmed. The mean IQ of the 30 

prisoners was in the low-normal range but the mean IQ of the ,30 

remands was approximately 9 IQ points lower and at the high end 

of the dull-normal range. Individual remand and. prisoner scores 

spanned the following ranges: Remand VIQ range, 46-114; Prisoner 

VIQ range, 75-137; Remand PIQ range, 54-113; Prisoner PIQ range; 

71-133; Remand FS IQ, 47-113; Prisoner FS IQ, 74-13;. The 

directions of the VIQ/PIQ discrepancies were the reverse of those 

predicted - mean P!Q was greatest for remands and mean VIQ greatest 

for prisoners. However, these discrepancies were negligible 

(less than 2 !Cl points :for both groups) and cannot, therefore, be 

considered significant. 

Research hypothesis 5 :predicted "that results from tests for 

organicity will indicate greater brain pathology among the remands 

than among the prisoners11 .. 



However, di££ .. 

erences were generally small and all meai.ns from both groups were 

within ranges of norma.l .scores or, at most, 11 ,raised the question" 

of organic i ty ( r~mand~ meaxi. n~rro:r seore 11 ). 11he remands mean 

ecore on the MWLT was juat above the out ... o:ff indioa,ting organicity., 

Exami:nation of the distribution of rema.:n.d and _prisoner sco;res 

produced · the_ following data• 

... 5 on measure 5, 9.5 on measure 6, a.nd 5 on measure 7; 20 remands 

obtained scores indicative of organic:i,ty on one, two or three of 
I . 
the four scalee, while only 6 ;p:i:-isoners obtained such scoJ:>ee ~nd 

on no more than one scale in each case. For each of the tour 

organic meaeUrf.\ls the number of' o;tte:nd$rs obtaining scores at or 

beyond the cut-off indi.cating o:rga)'lioity were: measure 4 - 6 

remands• 1 prisoner; me a.sure .5 - 11 remands, 4 p:r:-isoners; 

measure 6 ~ 1 remand, O prisone:re; measure 7 ~ 16 remanda, 1 

;prieoner. 

Research hypothesis 6 stated "that the mean MMFI profile of 

remands will indicate greater a,bnormalitt• that is, be marked by 

greater overall elevation of scores than will the mean MMPI profile 

of prisoners". Froin Table .5, and Graph 11 it may b$ seen that 

the 30 rtmands obtained mean scores beyond the cut-off point indi~ 

eating abnormality (T score 70) on 4 of the 10 clinical scales 

(Sc, Pd, D, Pt)• wher·eas prisoners had mean soorEis beyond this 

cut-off on a ao~es (Pd, Sc). Mean scores for the remand group· 

are 5 to 8 points higher on the scales of the neurotic triad 

(Hs, D, By), also on 2 scales of the psychotic tetrad (Pt• Sc). 
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Prisoners mean scores exceed those of remands by 6 points on 2 

clinical scales, Pd, and Ma, The above results permit the con

clusion that, as predicted, the mean MMl?I protile of remands indi ... 

cates greater abnormality than is the.case for prisoners. 

NOTE: In the previous chapter reasons were given 

:for inclusion in statistical analyses of all MMPl: profiles, 

regardless of the validity of these profiles. 16 remands 

and 12 prisoners had scores on the validity scales greater 

than 70+ and a further 3 in each gro~p had one validity 

scale score equal to 70. 10 remand protilee had f scores 

equal to or greater than 70 (8 greater than 70) all of 

which were accompanied by a T score in excess of 70 on 

the Sc scale. 10 prisoners pro~uced pro.files with F 

scores in excess of 70 (none equalled 70) and, again, 

every one of these profiles marked by an abnormally high 

F score was also marked by an So score in excess of 70. 

Thus, without exception, in both remand and prisoner 

groups, an F $OOre equal to or greater than 70 was accom

panied by an Sc score greater than 70. 

Research hypothesis 7; As predicted, ease historf data 

indicated a greater incidence ot previous psychiatric illness 

requiring hospitalisation tor remands than for prisoners. The 

me~n figures given in Table 5 are based on records of previous 

psychiatric admissions for 14 remands and 8 prisoners. From 

Table 5 it is evident that both the number and duration ot pre

vious psychiatric admissione was greater for the 14 remands. 
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No predic·Uons were mt!.de regarding age at which remands or 

prisoners were placed under Child Welfare supervision or committed 

to Chil~ Welfare care nor were predictions made relating ta pre-

By inspection, it may be seen 

t~at the difference between mean scores on variable 22 tndicatea 

that of the remands and p~isonere who came to Child Welfare notice 

Prisoners tended 

to have mor~ serious criminal histories. A 

previous conv.ictions wer.~ recor•ded v.gainst pri£1oners in all cate

go:ries, propetty and tote.l offences being at lee.st double the n1ean 

num'!;lers for remands~ All but .5 of the priso;ner group had p1•e-

viously been imprisoned, whereas Q.nly 15 of the :remands ha~ served 

prison terms~ The mean number of previous imprisonments was nearly 

twice and the mean number of' months spent il1 prison over 3 times 

as great for prisoners .• 



·TABLE 5 

KE:AN SCOI<ES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR REM.ANDS, PRISONERS, JUIJD ALL SUBJECTS 

MEA- REMANDS PRISONERS ALL SUBJEC'TS 

SURES 
MEAN s.n. MEAN SJ) .. 10;.u S.D. 

1. 87.700 15.275 97.400 15.762 92 .. 5.50 1'6.147 
2. 89.633 14.995 96.6oo 14.219 93.,117 14.908 
3. 87.867 15.021 96.767 14.297 92.317 15.21.5 
4. -1.767 1.888 -1.133 1.432 -1.J+50 1.692 
5. -3.767 3.919 -1.567 2.431 -2.667 3.418 
6. 23.416 5.257 24.283 4.619 23 •. 850 4 .. 926 
7. 5.533 1.995 7.667 1.422 6.,600 2.027 
8. 54.133 11.359 50.000 0.000 52.067 8.232 
9. 64.4oo 12.870 60 •. 133 7.912 62.267 10.808: 

10. 65.000 13.889 63 • .500 16.435 64.2.50 15.105 
11. 49.467 13.362 48.333 B.559 48.900 11.14o 
12. 62.700 19.876 54.933 10 •. 465 5&.817 16.228 
13. 72.300 17.183 65 .. 600 ·n.961 68.950 15 .. 062 
14. 61.700 13.-822 55 • .567 9.216 58.633 12.051 
1.5. 73.733 15.802 79.733 12.862 76.733 1•4 ... 602 
16. 56.167 7.835 58.067 11.191 57.117 9.625 
17. 66.867 11.863 65.500 15.622 66 .. 183 13.770 
18. 71.433 13.823 66 ... 100 13.089 68.767 13.615 
19. 78.933 17.023 73.000 19 • .502 75.967 18.394 
20. 61 .. 567 12.475 68.067 15.353 64.817 14.251 
21. 60.033 9.978 59.100 9.393 59-.567 9.619 
22. 71.533 84.584 67.733 79.810 69 • .1633 81.555 

Continuati'On o:f Table next page 
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ME.A- ME-AW .S.D. 
SURES 

23. 1.233 . 1.813 
24. .5.533 6.,927 
2:5. 2.933 4.102 
26. 9.700 10.168 
27. 1.733 3.750 
28. 9,.!}67 17.838 
29. 1.000 . 1.414 
30. 3 .. 467 8.059 

TABLE 5 (Cont.) 

MEAN S.D •. 

1.667 2.368 
13.367 13.208 
4.100 4.999 

19.133 16.019 
3 .. 067 z .. 586 

29.633 30.984 
0.733 1.964 
2.000 7.066 

MEAN 

1.450 
9.450 
3-.517 

14.417 
2.400 

19.5.50 
0.867 
2 .. 733 

S.D. 

2.103 
11.177 

4.571 
14.127 
3.264 

27 ... 049 
1,702 
7 • .551 
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MMPI PROFILES FROM MEAN SCORES FOR 3 GROUPS; 
REMANDS, PRISONERS, AND ALL SUBJECTS. 
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,Second Discr:Lttd.naut Analysis 

Table 6 presents mean scores for 6 groups (remande and pris

oner categorised for type of offence) on the 21 measures used in 

the second discriminant function analysis. No predictions had 

been made regarding the direction or degree of differences between 

the means of these groups. 

Comparison of means on measures1-3. Both remand and prisoner 

offenders against the person (groups 1 and 4) obtain~d mean scor$s 

on all B mea1Burtu1 of Jntelligenoe within a total range of 7 Ic:J, 

point~. For property oftendet$ (groups 2 and 5) differences 

between mean score.a on ~he 3 lQ measures are less than 2 points 

when compariecm il:l made within rema.nd and prisoner group.a separa

tely; however• comparison between the two groups of property 

offenders indicates that remand mean lQ's are all approximately 

13-15 IQ points lower. Remand other offenders (group 3) obtained 

mean IQ 1 s all within a 3 point range. A discrepancy of over 10 

points occurred between the mean VIQ and PIQ of prisoner other 

offenders (group 6) - this being the only VIQ/PIQ discrepancy 

greater than 5 IQ points within any of the 6 groups. Between 

group comparison of mean scores of remand. and prisoner other 

offenders (group 3 and 6) shows discrepancies of 12 and 16.5 IQ 

points on 2 of the 3 meaeures. It is noted that each of these 

group.a (groups 3 and 6) oonsisted ot 4 subjects only~ The most 

significant f$ature which emerges from the above oompariaons of 

sub-group scores on measures 1-3 is the comparatively high level 

of intellectual functioning of prisoner property offenders, a 
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iroup whioh includes over half of all prisoner subjects (17 of 30). 

~he higher mean !Q's of this sub.group of prisoners would appear 

to be an important factor in raising the mean IQ's fo~ the 30 

prisoners which, as noted earlier (p.112), are 1approximatel1 9 

IQ points higher than mean IQ's of remands. 

Comparisons of means. on measures 4 ... 7. By 4?0,_mparison of 

mean scores of remands and prisoners within each distinct category 

of offence (i.e, comparison of scores of group 1 with group 4• 

group 2 with group 5, and group, with group 6) 9 it is evident 

that; on measures 4, s. and 7; remand means are in the direction 

of greater organicity, i.e. remand soo:res are closer to cut-offs 

indicating bra.in pathology-. 'l'his can only be seen as a. trend 

as most score$ are within normal limits, though m•ans actually 

within ranges of scores suggestive or indicative of organioity 

are all remand mean8 (on measure 4, remand other offenders; on 

measure .5, remand :property and other offenders; o.n measure 7, 

remand property offenders). Differences are generally insufti~ 

cient for further inference though it may be noted that oxi all 4 

measures remand offenders against the person obtained scores 

less indicative of organioity than was the case for remand prop~ 

ert;y or other offenders, the same being true for prisoner o:U'en .. 

ders against the p~rson when compared with prisoner property and 

other offenders. li'rom the above • two trends are suggested; 

first. orga,nicity .,_ppeare more probable for remands as compared 

with prisoners ( a trend not~d earlier whe.n reference was made 

to results relating to research hypothesis 5 9 see p,112); second, 

of.fenders against person to 
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ot organic impairrrtent than ia the case :for property or othe1"' 

offendei•a. 

Oomparieons of means on measures 8~21. From·Ta.ble 6, and 

Graph 2, it may be s~an that l!'l$an MMf'l profilt)s for• the 6 groups 

show similarities in that moat profilea are marked by pQaks on 

the F, D, Pd, l!;l:nd So scales, and lowest scores on the Ha, Hy• Mf 

and Si scales, live ot the eix profiles had mean scores in 

excess of 70 on the Pd and Sc scales• all oth1i:r. scales having 9 

at the most• two such abnormally elevated mean scores. All 3 remand 

groups had. their 11-;i.ghest sco:res on the ::le scale, all prisoner. 

groups had ·!;heir h;l.ghes~ acor.es on the Pd scale.. 'L'he remand 

:property offender group (grou.;p 2) showed greatest abnormality if 

isueh t'l.bno.rmal i ty 5.s rneasu:red in term$ of a. higher ove:re.ll profile 

(without markedly elevated mec,i,n scores o:n, vali<'l,i ty scales), and 

the gre~test number (5) of mean scale scores greater than 70. 

On the eame broad o:ri teria, remand offenders again.st th.a person 

( grou1) 1) showed gr<&e.ter abnorma.l:i ty than the 2. groups o:f other 

offenders (groupt:;i 3 and 6) which tended to haYe lower mean scores 

and only one mean scale score greater than 70. Simila.rlft priso

ner prop!1$rty offenders (group 5) tended to obtain higher mean 

scores than other offenders (groups 3 and 6) on most scales. 

Prisoner offtndera against the person (group 4) obtained mean 

scores graei.ter than 80 on the Pd, So, and Ma scales, th.ese being 

the highest scores on these scales tor any group. However, 

these elevated scor~a must be seen in relationship to the accom

panying high score on the F sea.le - as noted earlier (p,.114) all 

profiles having F scores of 70 or more were aleio marked. by Sc 



scores in excess of 70. 



MEAS-
trnES 

1. 
2. 
:;. 
4. 
:5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 

TABLE 6 

GROUP MEANS FOR REMAND AND PRISONER OFFENDERS AGAINST THE PERSON, 
PROPERTY OFFENDERS, . AND OTHER OFFENDERS .. 

REMANDS I PBISOMERS 

P-ERSOB PROPERTY OTHER 
. \ 

PERSON PROPE:R'fY OTHER 
(GP.1) {GP •. 2) (GJ? •. 3) .(\ (GP.4) (GP.5) (GP.6) 

90.222 87.529 82.750 -tl.ooo 101.941 99.2.50 
94.889 88.ooo 84.7.50 I \~ 101.294 89.000 \91t~ 11 
92.000 86.941 82.500 1,88.667 101.588 94~500 
-1.667 -1.765 -2.000 \-0.889 -1.118 -1.750 
-2.111 -4.118 -6.ooo ~0.667 -2.176 -1.000 
25.778 21.765 25.125 5.278 23.618 24.875 
6.667 4.941 5 • .500 I 8.222 7.353 7.750 

51.667 55.000 56.000 50.000 50.000 50.000 
63.333 66.294 58.750 57.111 60.294 66.250 
64.111 66.294 61 • .500 77.222 58.0IOO 56.000 
46.556 53.059 40.750 44.444- 49.882 50.500 
54.889 70.529 47.000 53.556 56.8,82 49.750 
72.111 ?4.882 61.750 61.778 67.588 65.750 
58.889 65.91+1 50,.ooo 53.000 57.941 51.2.50 
73.889 75.588 65.500 86.556 78.353 70.250 
57.000 56.353 53.500 .54.333 60.882 54.500 
66.889 67.353 64.750 68.333 65.235 60.250 
69.444 73.235 68.250 69.111 65.529 61.750 
75.778 82.471 71.000 82.556 70.882 60.500 
60.556 60.941 66.,500 81.333 63.235 58.750 
63.556 59.059 56.250 58.889 59.23.5 59.000 
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GRAPH 2. 

MMPI PROFILES FROM MEAN SCORES FOR 6 GROUPS; RF.MAND 
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Third Disoritpinant Anal:ya:t.s 

'l'abl~ 7 presents mean scores tor 3 groups, offenders against 

the person•, property offenders, and othex- o~;f,enders, the remand/ 

prisoner dichotomy is disregarded. As in the second discriminant 

function analysis means on 21 measures on,l;r were extracted, dis ... 

crimination being based on this number of variables. No predic

tions had been made regarding the direction or degree of differences 

between the means of the 3 groups. 

Comparison 0£ means on measures 1~3. Differences between mean 

IQ's extracted in the second discriminant analysis were, in' some 

cases• o'Ver 1.5 lQ points (see previous section) • Pooling of r~mand 

and prisontr score a :for. each of the 3 eategories of' offence resulted · 

in a niasking of differenoes whioh arose when the l."emand/prisoner 

dichotomy was maintained. ·intra- and inter-group cOm)?~risons 

(comparisons within each of the 3 groups of scores on the 3 mea

sures and comparisons between the:, groups of scores on each mea ... 

sure) :indioatt that no difference between mean Iq•s is greater than 

8 points. 

Comparison of means on measures 4-7• No means on measures 

of organic impairmen·~ can be considered as falling within ranges 

of scores indicative of organicity. As with means extracted during 

the second discriminant analysis, differences are small, in some 

oases negligible, Nevertheless, it may be noted that once again 

means for the offenders against the person group are least indica

tive of organicity, that is, furthest away from cut-off points 

indicating organic impail•Buuit .. 
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Comparison of means on measures 8:""21~ Means extracted for 

the 6 gro'!,tps in the second dh1crimi:ru,u1t ana:t,ysia showed similariti4;ls 

between profile !Jatterns - these similarities are a_gni:ri apparent,. 

Profiles of the 3 groups tend to be marked by peaks on the Sc, Pd_, 

and D scales with lowest scorerJ occurring on the Hs, Hy, Mf, a:nd 

Si scales. lleans extracted in the second dif;crimi:mmt <malysts 

su.gge$ted least abnormality e.mong other of :fenders ( both remands a;µd 

prisoners). This tendency is confirmed when scores of the. 4 remand 

and 4 prisoner o·cher offenders are pooled., this group of offender/;, 

having lowest scores on 9 of the 10 oJ.i:nioe.l scales (see Graph 3) .. 

No mee.n scores the other offender f;rcrn:p exceeded 70, whereas 

profiles of the offenders against the person group and property 

off'emders group were each marked by mean sooI'es greater than 70 cm 

3 clinical scales. Mean scores on scales of the neu:r-otic triad 

tended to be higher for property offenders than for offenders against 

·i:;he person. On the Pd and psychotic tetrad scales offenders against 

the person obtained scores which were higher than, or o:n one sea.le 

(Pt) approximately equal to, those of property offenders~ Again, 

the fact that offenders Hgninst the person obtained highest mean 

scores on the Pd and particularly Sc scaltH3 must be cor~sidered in 

conjunction with the mean F' score of 71 for which, as noted in earl

ier discussion (see p.121 ff.,) the prisoners in this group seem to 

be largely responsible. 



TABLE 7 

GROUP MEANS FOR OFFENDERS AGAINST THE PERSON, PROPERTY 
OFFENDERS, AND OTHER OFFENDERS. 

MEAS- Oli'F'ENDERS AGAI ... PROPERTY OTHER 
URES NST THE PERSON OFFENDlil'.RS .OFFENDERS 

1. 89.111 94.735· 91.000 
2, 93.000 94.64? 86.87; 
3. 90.33, 94.265 88 • .500 
4. -1.278 -1.441 ... 1.87.5 ,. -1.389 .,3.147 ... 3.500 
6. 2.5,;28 22.691 25.000 
7. 7. 444 6.147 6.625 
8. 50.833 52.500 53.000 
9. 60.222 63.294 62.500 

10. 70.667 62.147 58.750 
11 4,5,.500 51.471 45.625 
12. ;4.222 63.706 48.;n; 
13. 66.944 71.235 63.7,50 
14. .5.5.944 

.. 
61.941 50.625 1,. 80.222 76.971 67.875 

16. .55.667 58.618 .54.ooo 
17. 67.611 66.294· 62 • .500 
18. 69.278 69.382 65.000 
19. 79 .. 167 76.676 65.750 
20. 70.944. 62.088 62~62.5 
21. 61.222 ,59.147 57,.62.5 
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C. RFJSUl/J,1B 01!' .Tlrn: li'ACTOR ANALYSES 

Scores of r~mands and prisoners on the 30 measures (sea Table 1); 

were anal;yaed separately and together. Results of the factor 

analysis of remand ~coras are pi•tHsented first• followed b;y results. 

of analyaia of prisoner soores, and lastly, by results of analysis 

of pooled soores of all 60 subjects. Remand factors will be re• 

f.,rred to i:l.fi HR Faetc:n:•sH, prisoner facto.re as 11.P Faotors11 • alld all 

subj~cts .fc:i.oto:z·s a.A;! ri11.s lt'actors"" 

Resul.ta of li'actor Analysi~ of Rtmand Boors~ 

Table 8,i. pres~:nts. for the re!'lla.nd group• loadir:i.gs of the 

30 measures on the 8 factors extracted. The 8 factors accounted 

tor 83.6 per cent of va~iance. Variance accounted for in the un

rotated case only was as follows: R F,aeto.r I, 21 .. 7 p~r cent; 

R )"'actor II, 16.3 per C<'jnt; U":!i'actor III, 12.2 per cent; R Factor 

IV, 11.o per cent; R Factor V, 7.4 per cent; R Factor Vl, 5.7 

~er cant; R Factor VII• 4.9 per oent; R Factor VIII• 4.4 per oeht. 

Measures having a correlation with a factor greater than 0.50 are 

listed in Table 8.ii., loadinge also being given. 

It may be seen by inspection that measur11u1 h1;1ving high loadings 

on each of the 8 tei.otors tend to 'be thosf: aal;JlQeiated ei the:r with 

speaifio teats or with certain areas of case histor1~ Case history 

1rariables a1•e :not closely connected ,,ith Jusichological teat variables. 

11he 8 factox•s ar~ described below. 

R Factor I+ Measures 21.i .... 28 have high loadings on this factor. 

The linking of previous convictions and number and duration of 

terms of imprisonment; strongly indicates this factor to be one of 



"criniine.l history". The remaining 2 (o:t' the 7) criminal history 

measures, measures 22 and 23, have loadings of 0.358 and O.j77 

respectively on this factor (aee Table 8.i-). 

R Factor II. Mtaaures 18, 13, 19, 14• 12, and 21 have loadings 

in exces4i of 0.60 on this factor. These measures comprise 6 of 

the 10 clinical scales of the MMPI; the 3 scales of the neurotic 

triad, 2 of the 4 psychotic tetrad scH:lles • and the Si scale• 

Another of the psychotic tetrad scales (measure 17) has a loading 

of.443 on this factor~ This factor, would, therefore, appear to 

be a general one relating to 11 psyohiatric symptomatology11 • 

R Factor Ill. Measures 1~3, 10 and 6 have high loading$ on 

this factor. There is a relationship between intelligence (as 

measured by the WA;[S Verbal• Performance• and. Ful.1 Scal.e IQ• s) and 

the ability to organise material visually. Xntelligenoe and visual 

organisation ability are inversely related to invalidation of the 

Mt{PI on the F scale, this possibly resulting from a poor teat-taking 

attitude or an inability to comprehend the nature of the task. 

Thie £actor appears to be broadl:y one of 11 intelligence 11 • 

R Factor IV,. Measures 11• 9, 14• and 12 have high loadings on 

All are variables from the MMPI. Measures 11 and 9 

are 2 validity scales• Kand~, high scores on which usually indicate 

one or another form of defensiveness. Measures 14 and 12 • two 

of the three scales of the neurotic triad, are scales sensitive to 

psychiatric disorders in which imagined. or real bodily ailments 

ma1 serve psychologically determined needs which are unacknowledged 

or denied. This .factor may be interpreted in terms of "neurotic 
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defensivenesa 11 • 

R Factor v. Variables with a high loading on this. factor a__re 

8 a.nd 16; again both a.re MMPI scales. A high score on measure 8t 

the MMPI? sea.le, indicates an inability or unwillingness to respond 

one way or the other to MMP! items. Whil~ all pt>isoners obh.ined 

a T score of .50 on this scale, 7 of the :,o remands obtained a score 

higher than 50. though only one of these 7 scores was greatiu· than 

70 • In 'Vi.ew of the inverse relationship between·! 1' and Mt soe>res 

Which is indicated here, it ma.;y- be noted that 5 of the, abovem~ntioned 

7 remands had been currently convicted of sexual offences or other 

of.fences uireotly associated with abnormal se:irua.l behaviout ~ and. 

the remaining 2 were by no means well-adjusted sexu{';\lly. Si::x: of· 

these 7 remand.a had Mf scores lower than the remand groups• mean 

aoore o.n the Mf scale, 3 of the 6 so ores being more tha.n one sta.n.'"' 

dard deviation below the mean. If measure 21 .is included it mqy 

be rather tentatively suggested that this factor is one involving 

personality tendencies of indecisiveness, denial of sexual problems, 

and introversion. 

R Factor VI. Measures 30 and 29 have loadings in excess of 

-0 .. 80 on this faotor 1 the next highest loading of any measure on 

this factor being le$s than ... o.4o~ These two measures relate to 

the number and dura.-tion of previous ps;ychiatrie admissions indicating 

the :factor to be one of 111u:1ychiatric h.istorJII• 

R FE\otor V!I. Measures with. highest loadings on this factor 

are 5, 4, and 7; these being, 1:espeotively, the RVRT error and the 

number correct scores, and the MWLT aoore. The fourth measure of 



organic brain pathology utilised in this study, the VOT score, had 

a ~0~371 loading on this faotor. The factor would appear to be 

one of "organic: impairment"; more specifically, highest loadings 

are on visual and verbal retention tasks. 

R Factor VIII. Three measures 1.5t 20 1 and 22, have high loa, .... 

dings on this factor. Measures 15 and 20 are, respectively, the 

MMPI Pd and Ma scales, seal.es on which individuals showing delin

quent and criminal tendencies frequently obtain their two highest 

scores. High loadings on these 2 scales and measure 22, suggest 

a '1hyperactive, antisocial persona.lity" factor. 



MEAS-
URES 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
.5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12,. 
13 .. 
14 .. 
15. 

133. 

~LE 8.i. 

ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX FROM REMAND SCORES ON 30 MEASURES 

F A C T O R S 

l 
. 

I n llI IV V VI VII VIII 

0.086 o.o8o ~ 0 .. 017 -0.033 -0.065 . 0.013 0.,0,25 
-0.054 -0.118 -o. 2 0.158 0.032 0.134 -0.188 -0.0.51 

0.024 -0.014 -0.2~1; 0.092 -0.002 0.028 -0.096 -0 .. 022 
o.4o7 0.013 -0.021 0.057 -0.276 -o.·114 -o.rz2 0,.107 
0.313 -0.153 -0.131 0.060 -0.132 0.153 -o .. 22 -0 .. 030 

-0.029 -0.290 -0.536 0 .• 262 -o.405 0.072 -0.371 -0.079 
.... 0.11:5 -0.047 -0.302 -0.105 0.099 -0.091 -Q.z6B . ..0.213 
-0.018 0.099 -0.053 0.005 0.828 -0.082 0.120 0.213 
-0.022 0.010 0.288 -0.82"1 -0.227 -0.007 0.013 0.143 
-o,.18o o.452 0.621 0.257 -0.163 0.195 0.175 -0.336 
0.149 0.076 -0 .. 066 ~ 0.08-1 -0.097 -0.070 -0.079 
0.177 0.657 0.191 -0.5 3 0.223 0.044 0.164 0 .. 064 

-0.004 0.872 -0 .. 154 -0.282 -0.060 0.132 0.036 0.088 
0.074 ~ 0.013 -0.610 0.105 0 .. 050 0.203 -0.035 
0.043 -0.238 -0.117 -0.099 0.099 -0.202 -.QiZ,I?] • 

I 
I -

Continuation of 'table on next :paige ••• 

...l, 

\N 
\)J 

• 



MEAS- I II URES 

·16. -0.001. o.431 
17. -0.151 o.443 
18. -0.200 . Q.9~! 19. -0.178 0.7_ . 
20. -0~14-0 -0.064 
21. 0.076 0.634 
22. 0 .. 3.58 -0.250. 
23. 0.377 _ -0.033 
24. 

~-
-0.096 

25. .• ~2 0.0.50 
26. ~ -0.051 _ 
27. -0 .. 1.57 . .. 

28. o.~22; 0.035 
29. 0.12~· 0.283 
30. -0.076 -0.04.5 

- . . · 

TABLE 8.:1:. (CONT~·) 

III nr V VI 

--o.o4o --0.304 -0.547 ..;;0.352 
0.4.57 0.338 -o.o!i-6 ... 0.017 
c.117 0.107 0.091 0.009 
0 .• 387 0.,010 0.021 -0.074 
c.412 0.365 -0.147 -0.18.5 

:-0.110 0.19.5 -o.·4-ao 0.232 
0 .. 176 ,,C).Jj2 -0~$7 -0.029 
0.040 --0.389 0.368 -0 •• 204 

-0.09:5 -o.oa9 -0.205 0.142 
o.o,36 -0.134. -0.029 0.006 

-0.043 --0.184 -0.086 0.063 
-0.009 0 .. 042 0.138 -0.137 
-0.125 o.o~n. 0.160 · -0.005 
-0.169 0.116 . -0 .. 1-62 0'"'81A_._ 
0.074 -0.028 0.060 o._21S_ 

. .. 

TO~AL VARIANCE ACCOUNTED FOR: . 83.69' 

VII 

~u.-034-
0.066 
0.005 
0.085 
0.211 

--0.083 
--0.092-
--0.4oo 
..;0.180. 
0.041 

..;0.177 
0.039 

..;0.285 
0.046 
0 .. 001 

· . 
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VIII 

-·0.083 
..;0.371 
..;Oi069 
.;.;-o.288 
.;.0 .• 594 

0.:282 
---0 • .542_ 

0.191 
...;b.1'18 

0 .. 012 
...;c.082 
..;0.003 

0 •• 227 
.0.166 

-0.127 

-:l> 

\.:! 
~ .. 
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'J!ABLE 8~ ii. 

tn::Asnm~s HI\. VING A HIGH LOADING ON 8 FAC1rORS EXTRACTltW 
DUR!HG ANALYSIS OF REMAND SCORES ON 30 MEASURES 

-
MEASURE LOA• - "'=•---~ 

NO. DESCRIPTION DING 

-
26. Previous convictions - total 0.935 
27. No. of previous penal admissions o.888 
2!5. Previous convictions - other 0.833 
28. No. of months served in penal institutions 0.824 
24. Previous convictions• property 0.780 

18 .. Pt ) i 0.912 
13. D ) 0.870 
19, Sc ) 

MMPI T Scores 
· 0.786 

14. Hy ) 0.706 
'i 2. Hs ) 0.657 
21. Si ) 0.633 --~ 
3. WAIS Full Scale IC~ -0.966 
'1 .. WAIS Verbal !CJ ... 0.937 
2. WAIS Performance IQ ..0.862 

10. F ecore, MNPI 0 .. 621 
6. VOT Score -0.536 -

11 .. K ) -0.935 
9. L ) MMPI T Scores ... 0.8.51 

14. Hy ) -0.610 
12. Hs ) ... 0.583 

8. ? ) 
MMPI T Scores 0.858 

16. Mf ) -0.547 

30. Total months spent as psychiatric inpatient 0.918 
29. No. of previous psychiatric admissions 0.814 

5. RVRT Error Score ...0 .. 829 
4. RV:RT No. G.orrect Score -0.772 
7., MWLT Score ...0.768 

1.5 .. l?d ) 
MMPI T Scores ... 0 .. 768 

20. Ma ) .. 0.594 
22. Age• in months, at which subject was placed 

under Child Welfare care or committed to 
C. Vef. superv:i.eio:i'l. ... 0 .. 5,+2 

-· 



Results of Factor Analysis of Prisoner Scores 

Table 9~i~ presents, for the prisoner group, loadings of the 

30 measures on the 8 factors e:ictracted. The 8 factors accounted 

for 79.1 per cent o:f variance,. Variance accounted for in the un

rotated. case only was as follows: P Factor I, 20.0 pe:r cent; 

P Factor Il, 16.3 per cent; P Factor III, 14.o per cent; P Factor 

IV, 7.6 per cent; P Factor V, 6.5 per cent; P Factor VI, 5.8 per 

cant; P Factor VII 9 4.8 per cent; P Factor VIII, 4.1 per cent. 

Measui~es having a correlation with a factor greater tha:n 0.50 are 

listed in Table 9.ii., loadings also being given. 

As with results of factor analysis of remand scores, it may be 

seen by inspection that factors extracted from prisoner scores tend 

to be associated with either test or case history measures, there 

being little connection between the two factorially. The 8 factors 

extracted from scores ·of the 30 prisoners are described below. 

P Ji'actor I. Measures 10 9 19, 20 9 15, 17, 18, and 11 all have 

high loadings on .this factor. All are MMPI scales; 10 a:nd 11 

being validity scales, 17-19 the scales of the psychotic tetrad, 

and 15 the Pd scale. While high loadings on ell 4 psychotic tetrad 

scales suggest the factor to be related to presence of psychotic 

symptomatology, highest loading. on the F measure points to a ten

dency toward faking - exaggeration or simulation of such symptoms 

(reference has been made previously to the fact that all 10 priso

ner profiles marked by i~ scores equal to or greater than 70 were 

also m,9.rked by Sc scores gree.ter· than 70)" 'I'he high loading on 

measure 15 9 the Pd scale, indicates antisocial attitudes or behaviour 



patterns. The inverse relationship between these 6 measures (10 9 

19, 20, 15, 17 1 and 18) and measure 11 (K scale; a high score on 

which usu.ally indicates defensiveness and a tendency towards dissi

ruula:tici:n), lends support to the view that the factor is as nn.ich 

o:ne of feigned as o;f actual mental illness. m:nvever 9 the ;factor 

may be broadly considered to be 'both a cha.ra.cterplogical and a 

symJ;i-tomatological one .. 

P Factor II .• Load,ings on this factor a.re highest :for measures 

12 9 14, 13, and 16 .. These measures consist of the 3 neurotic triad 

scales on the MMPI also. the Nf scale i and suggest a. factor which is 

basically o:ne of 11 neuro·ticism11 • 

P F'aotor III" Measures 26, 24• 28, and 27 have loa.dingEJ in 

excess of o.80 on this £actor while measure 25 has a 0.544 loading. 

Next highest loao.ings, both greater th.a:1:1 0.30, are o:n measures 23 

and 22. Measures 22-28 inclusive are criminological variables 

relating to previous convictions and terms of imprisonment .. 'l1his 

P Factor IV. The 3 measures of intelligence, 2 1 3~ and 1, ha•,re 

high loadings on this factor, as also does measure 6, a visual 

organisation task. 

aura 9 the MMPI L 

These variables are inversely related to mea

score; thus higher intelligence and visual 

org;;ul.isf:iltio:11 ability among priEsoners is assocb.ted with a decrease 

h1 the tendency toward defensiveness and dissimulation on the MMPI 9 

and vice versa. 

P Facto:i;• V., MeasureB 5 and Lt-; tl'H~ two RVRT scores, ha:ve loa-

dings greater th.an 0.,80 on this factorm Loadings of the other 2 



measures of organicity, measureB 7 and 6, approximate 0.30 and o.oo 

:respectively, which suggests a "short ... term retention" factor rather 

than a more general one of organic impairment.; 

P Ji'actor VI. Measures 21 1 23, and 13, have high loadings on 

this factor. If variable 16 is .included the pe.ttern :i.s that of' 

the introverted, depressed, sexually disturbed offender against 

the person. 

P Factor VII. The high loading of measure 30 on this factor 

suggests it to be one of nduration of psychiatric inpatient care"e 

(in view of the o.451 loading of measure 22 on this factor, it may 

be noted that 8 of the 30 prisoners had received psychiatric in

patient care prior to the current term of imprisonment, e..nd, of these 

8, 4 had at soma stage also been under Child Welfare care or super~ 

vision). 

P Factor VIII. 1rhe high loading of metisure 29 on this factor 

suggests it to be one of "frequency of psychiatric inpatient cr1.re 11 ,. 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15 .. 
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TABLE 9.i. 

ROTATED.FACTOR MATRIX FROM PRISONER SC.ORES ON 30 MEASURJJ:S 

FACTORS 

I II :rII IV V VI YII vr..1:1 

-¢.4!1-9 0.041 -0.289 -o.688 -0.128 -0.163 -0.2.29 -0.272 
0.025 0 .. 244 0~119 -Q.i28 --0.071.~ -0.091 0.062 -0.053 

-0.289 0.129 -0.147 -o~ 72. -0.118 -0.153 -0~132 0.1.54 
0.088 0.'140 -0.094 -0:-066 

0 ~i~ 0.122 0.014 -Oc049 
-0.048- 0.042 -O.Oo/4 0.144 • -0.085 -0 ... 062 0.079 
0.256 -0.-019 0.185 -0.638 -0.009 -0.1:12 0 .. 097 0.-008 
0.3-11 -o.429 0.100 -0.239 0.327 -0.234- -0-.291 o.,476 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.,000 0.000 0 .. 000 

-0 .. 344 0.198 -0.054 0.609 -0.304 -o.062 -0.061 0 .. 101 
0.964 0.01,9 -0.016 0.011 0.025 .... 0.009 -0.015 -0.033 

-0.510 0.271 0.067 -0.041 -0.370 0.0.59 -0.239 0 .. 303 
0.245 ~ 0 .. 132 0.137 0 .. 034 o.oli-o -0.205 0.252 
0.122 .5 0.051 -0-.247 -o.;007 -0.554 0.248 -0.118· 
0.057 ~ 0.159 -0.260 0.184 -0 .. 098 -0.104 0.014 
9.724 0.07 0.206 -0.113 0.065 · 0.089 -0.072 -0.277 

-
Continuati.onof Table on next page •• ~ 
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TABLE 9.i. (CONT .. ) 

MEAS- I II III IV V VI VII v:rn: URES 

16. -0.171 0.544 -0.244 -o .. 425 0.074 -o .. 480 0 .• 034 o. 1102 
17 ... ~ o .. 467 -0 .. 139 0.07.5 -0.080 -0.260 0.006 -0.,140 
18. • 5 0.374 0.049 -0.388 -0.0.51 -0.373 -0.119 -0.032 
19. ~ 0.195 -0.011 -0.136 -0.075 -0.207 -0 .. 076 0 .. 113 
20. ~ -0.202 0.069 0.179 0.171 0.347 -0.094 o.~097 
21. .2 7 0.156 -0io006 -0.172 -0 .• 027 -0.826 0.016 0 .. 111 
22. o.490 -0,.063 0.313 0.236 0.053 0.005 o.451 -0.,094 
23. -0.380 -0.208 0.329 -0·.046 0.002 -0.670 -0.171 -0 .. 275 
24. 0.300 0.098 · 0.9~~ -0.061 0.003 0.094 -0.034 -0 .. 046 
25. -0.395 -0.256 . 0.5 . 0.297 -6.2.56 -0.194 -0.133 0 .. 163 
26-.. 0.068 -0.030 ~ 0.036 -0.077 -0.082 -0.095 -6 .. 028 
27- -0.078 0.126 • -0.097 -0.047 0 .. 173 0.136 o•,254 
28. -6 .. Q31 0.087 0.202 .. 0.063 .:.0.030 --0.217 0 .. 152 -0~003 
29. -0.238 0'-184 0.150 -0.062 -0.011 0.067 0.231 ~..,;~ 
30. -g.146 -0.126 0.020 __ -0 .. 063 •..;0.043 ... 0.013 o.848 o•,167 

. .. - -
TOTAL VARIANCE ACCOUNTED FOR: 79."1% 

...:lo 

g 
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TABLE 9 .. ii. 

ME;ASURES HAVING A HIGH LOADING ON 8 FACTORS EXTRACTED 
DUlUNG ANALYSIS 011' PlUSONE!R SCORE:$ ON 30 MEASURES 

MEASURE LOA .. 
,..,,.. .•• _,t...,,...,_,lli!ll:ll.'>lillllll<,_-_~-- met/ • -

NO. DESCRIP'.1:1'.tot~ DING 

10 .. F ) 0.964 
19. Sc ) 0,.876 
20. Ma ) 0~778 
15. Pd ) MMPI 1' Hoores 0 .. 724 
17. 'O .. a ) 0.701 
18., :Pt ) 0 .. 656 
11. K ) .. q.510 -
12. HE '\ 0.833 I 

14. Hy ) MMP! T Scores 0-.'?47 
13 .. 1) ) 0 • .561 
16 .. Mf ) 0 .. 544 

26, Previous convictions ... total 0.966 
24 .. Previous convictions - property 0.906 
28. No, of months served in penal institutio:n.s 0,.902 
27, No. of previous penal admias:ions o,,844 
25. Previous convic·tions - otber 0 • .544 

,~·-,--=- -
2 .. WAIS Performance I1ci -0.898 
3., WAIS F'ull Scale IQ -0.872 
1. WAIS Verbal Ht -o.688 
6. VOT Boore -0.638 
9. L Score, MMPI 0.609 

5 .. RlfRT Error Score o,.888 
4~ RV.RT No. Correct Score 0.887 

21. Si Score 9 MMPI .. 0.836 
23. Previous convictions - person ... 0.670 
13. D Score, MMPI -0 .. 554 

30. 'tlo. of previous psychiatric admissions o.848 

29. Total months spent as :pay chis. tric inpatient 0 .. 817 

-



Rasul ts of Facto1~ An2,lysis of Scores of All Subjects 

Table 10.i. presents, for all 60 subjects pooled, loadings of 

the 30 measures on the 7 factors extracted. The 7 factors accounted 

for 73,.6 per cent of va:danoe • Variance accounted. for in the un-

rotated case only was as follows: AS Factor I, 18.3 per cent; 

AS Factor II, 14.1 per cent; AS Factor III, 13.3 per cent; AS 

l!'actor· IV 9 12 .. 0 par· cent; AS Factor V, 6.0 per cent; AS J.i'actor 

VI, 5.4 per cent; AS Factor VII, 4.4 per aent. Neasures having 

e. oo:t·relation with a factor greater than 0.,50 are listed in Table 

10.ii., loadings also being given. 

It may be seen by inspection that, ae with the previous two 

factor analyses 1 factors tend to be independent. Ca,se history 

and ps;vchological test measures have high lee.dings on diffe11ent 

£actors, loadings of the former being positive, the latter negative 

(with one exception). Only 3 measures have loadings f!;reater than 

0,.50 on more than one factor. 

follows. 

A description of the 7 factors 

AS Factor I. Measures 20 1 15 9 10,a.nd 19 have high loadings on 

this factor; all are MMPI scales. Highest loading on measure 20 

suggests hypomanic tendencies ,,ith over-productivity of thought and 

action. However, if measures 20 and 15 are linked; the pattern 

appears more that of an association between elevated mood, impul-

sivity, and antisocial behavioure The pattern is complicated by 

high loadings on measures 10 and 19, the latter suggesting a schi

zoid or schizophrenic element, while the former suggests an incli= 

nation towards exaggeration or simulation psychiatric illness 
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( the relationship between elevated F' and Sc scor.:H, has already 

been noted) .. Thus, though broadly a characterological and sympto-

matological factor, the pattern is a aomewhat complex one. High 

loadings 01:1 measures of psychotic (e.f.fective a:nd f'tmctional) and 

antisocial behaviour are coupled with a high loading on the F 

validity scale indicative of careles~ness in completion of the 

test, or• rrtore probabl;r, falsification of results in the direction 

of symptom exaggeration. 

AS JJ'acto:r II• Measures 24-28 inclusive have loadings in 

excess of 0.65 on this :f'actor 1 the next highest loading (0~433) 

being on measure 23. These 6 measures relate to history of pre-

vious convictions and imprisonments. The factor may be seen, 

therefore, as a 11 oriminal history 11 one. 

AS Factor III. Variables with a high loading on this factor 

are measures 11, 9, 14, and 12, All are MMPI scales. 11 and 9 

are validity scales, high scorer3 on which usually indicate o:ne or 

another form of defensiveness. Measures 14 and 12 are two of the 

three ecalee of the neurotic triad, both being sealee sensitive to 

psychiatric disorders in which imagined or real bodily ailments 

may serve psychologiaallJ determined needs which are unacknowledged 

or denied. This :factor ma.y be interpreted in terms of 11:neurotio 

defensiveness". 

AS Factor IV. Measures having highest loadings on this fac

tor are 3, 2, 1, and 6; a relationship between 3 measures of in

telligence a.na. one of' visual organisation ability is :i.nd:ica:ted 'by 

these loadings. The :f'actor is broadly one of 11 intelligenceir. 
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AS Faoto:r V. Variables 5 and 4 have loadings in excess of 

Both are measures of visual retention which, 

if linked with measures 7 and 6 (loadings of...0.,482 an.d -0.,326 res-

;pectively) 9 suggest an norganic impairment 11 factor" 

measures are inversely related to the MMPI? score. 

The above 

AS. Facto1~ VI,. Mela.Sures 29 and 30 have high loa.dings on this 

factor,. B.oth relate to previous psychiatric hospitalisation and 

indicp1.te e. 11:psychiatrio history 11 factor. 

AS :F'actor VII., Measures 18, 13, 21 9 19 9 14, 'i7 9 12, and 16 

have high loadings on this fe.ctor. All 8 measures are MJ.'lPI clini~ 

oal scales; the remaining two clinical scales, measures 15 and 20 

(both of which have low loadings on this factor), had high loadings 

on the first factor extracted in this analysis. 

lates to 11:psychiatrio symptoms:l;ology 11 • 

This factor re ... 



MEAS-
URES 

1. 
' 2. 

3. 
4. 
.5,. 
6 •. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10., 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15 •. 

:r:AJ3LE 10.i. 

ROTAffD FAC:00-R MATRIX FROM SCORES O"l!" ALL 60 SUBJEC~~ ON 30 MEliSu:RES: 

FAc 1.ro.Rs 

I II III 'IV V VI VII 

0.300 -0.035 -0.066 ... 0.861 -0.055 0.005 0.005 
-0.014 0.102 0.135 -o .•. S9~ -0.049 o._o4o ...0.071 

0.182 0.017 0.024 
-~ 

-0.062 o._017 -0~025 
0 .. 033 0.126 0.051 .... o.o -0.&>2 -0 .. 152 -0.060 
0.,037 0.172 . 0.063 · -0.137 -o.S2~- ...0.0,55 0.101 

-0.171 0.063 0.244 -0.580 -0.32 0.128 0 .. 024 
-0.150 0.164 0 •. 046 -o.407 -0,.482 -o •.. 274 0.093 
0.241 0.013 0.016 0.042 - o.634 -0.287 ... 0.074 
0.176 -0.079 -o.z28 o.4o9 -0.071 0.074 0.023 

-o .. zo4 -0.106 0 .. 229 0.329 0.052 -0.001 -o._J!i,61 
0.173 0 .. 110 -0·~?4 -0.082 0.014 -0.035 0.059 

-o._022 0.080 -o. 2 0.230 O.zli-2 -0.004 -0.5.57 
0 .. 089 -0.012 -0.286 ...0.082 0.108 0.146 -0.814 · 

-0.037 0.021 -o.649 -0.003 0 • .217 0.022. -0.398 -
-0.z21 0.152 -0.139 -0.258 -0.208 -o._075 -0.145 

Continna tion. o:f Tablie on next page ...... 
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MEAS ... I II 
'ORES 

16. 0.182 -0.141 
17. -0.493 ... 0.147 
1a~ -0.281 -0.087 · 
19 .. -0.550 -0.100 
20 .. -o.z22 -0.007 
21~ 0.157 0.043 
22. -0.1+50 0.288 
23 .. o.486 o.433 
24. -0.338 o ~~z 25. 0..256 • 2 
26. -0.112 ~ 27._ 0.027 . . ~ 

28. 0.08.5 0.202 
29. 0.143 0.121 
30. -0 •. 015 -0.025 

TABLE 10.1. (CONT .. ) 

i III IV V VI 

".-0.226 -0.314 -0.262 -0.019 
o.-r44 0.210 0.01-5 -0.088 
0.002 -0.049 0.171· -0 .• 102 

-0.027 0.1-55 0.131 -0.109 
0.236 0.197 -0.061 -0.138 
0.198 -0 .. 081 -0.192 6.171+ 
0 •. 168 0.261 -0.237 0.116 

-0 ... 130 -0.018 -0.156 .... 0.375 
0.015 -0.106 -0.112 -0.013 

-o.d65 0.139 -0.043 0.123 
-0.061 -0.042 -0.126 -0.026 
-0.020 -0 •. 039 -0.020 0.029 
0.119 -0.021 -0 .. 095 -0.014 

-0.073 -0.139 0.010 o.zz2 
().031 0.041 0.033 0 -222 

TO~AL VARIANCE .ll,.CCOUNT.ED FOR:. '73.6% 

VII 

-0.528 
-0.574 
-•--~;54 . 
--0. 97 
0.123 -o.w 
0.:0.51 

~0 •. 085 
--0.006 
0.143 
0.029 
0.141 

-0.088 
-0.137 
0.033 
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TABL1~ 10. iii> 

MEASURES HAVING A HIGH LOADING ON 7 F.tl.CTORtl EX'ri:l]ACTED DURING 
ANALYSIS OF SCO:RES OF' P.LL 60 SUBJECTS ON ,30 MBA.SURES 

Jr/\C-
ME:ASURE LOA-

TOR NO. DESCRIPTION DING 

I 20,. Me, ) ... 0.792 
15!1 Pd ) 

MMPl T Scores -0.721 .,,,,,. 
F ' -0 .. 704 IV,> I 

19"' Sc ) -0 • .550 

II 26. Previous convictions - total 0.95.5 
28~. No. of months served in penal institutions 0@902 
24-. Previous convictions - property o.847 
27. No .. 

,!.' • o..i. previous penal admissions 0.813 
25. PJ:>evious convictions - other 0.682 

III 11. K ) -0.894 
9,. L ) 

MMPI T Scores ... 0 .. 728 
14. Hy ) ... o.649 
1 ') 

C." Hs ) ... o.642 

IV 3. WAIS Full 8cale r,i .... 0.9.56 
2. WAIS Perf'orma.:rwe IQ -0.896 
1. WAIS Verbal r,i -0.861 
6. VOT Score -0 • .580 

V .5. RVRT Error Score -0~829 
4. RVRT No. Correct Soore -0.802 
8. ? Seo.re,. MMPI 0 .. 634 

VI 29. .No. of previous psychiatric admissions 0.773 
30. ~J.1otal months spent as psychiatric inpatient 0.757 

VII 18. Pt ) -0.8.54 
13. D ) ... 0.814 
21. Si ) -0 .. 773 
19. Sc ) 

MMP! T Scores ...0.697 
14. H;y ) .. 0.598 
17. Pa ) .. 0.574 
12. Hs ) ... 0.557 
16. M:f ) -0.528 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

The content of this chapter concerns; firstly, results of 

discriminant analyses; secondly, comparisons of group means ex-

tracted during discriminant analyses; thirdly, results of factor 

analyses; and fourthly, a potential source of error for which no 

control was poasible in this study. 

1o Predictions as to the outcomes of. the 3 discriminant 

analyses proved correct. In the first and second analyses the 

measures utilised discriminated, respectively, between remands and 

prisoners, and type-of-offender sub-groups reraands and prisoners 9 

at a high level of significance. This level was equally high in 

both analyses, though the seoQnd analysis involved more groups and 

fewer variables. The significance level was lower in the third 

analysis, this indicating a greater degree of overlap of the clus• 

ters of scoreG of the 3 groups in that analysis than was the case 
I 

for the 2 and 6 groups respectively in the first and second analy

ses. Increased overlap between groups results in a reduced like

lihood of correct discrimination, given that the power of the dis

criminators remains constant (if the power of the discriminators 

is increased or reduced, the effectiveness of the discriminative 

process is accordingly increased or reduced)~ 

A priori oategorisatian solely on the basis of type of offence 

resulted in groups marked by greater heterogeneity and overlap of 

clusters of scores than was the case when a pr•iori categorisation 

was on the basis of ·the remand/prisoner dichotomy (with or without 



sub-categorisation according to type of offence). 

categorisation resulted in greatest misolaesification tor remand 

offenders age.inst the perso:n. This appeared to a:i:•ise from the 

definition 0£ 110:r:tances ag.,l.i:nst the person", i161mely, those offences 

involving or resulting in physical contact or injury. 1 :further 

statistical analysis and definition of categories would appear 
' ' ' 

desirable before it ca.11 be assumed that 11type-of=offence" categories 

in fact relate only to type of offence~ Thus, it may be inappro-

priate, at the moment, to make such assertions a.s 11 re.mands include 

a disproportionate :m1rnber of 'offend.era age.inst the peri::i'o:n rn ( see 

P• 74 ) , for the reaso:n that this category is inadequately defined,. 

Though discrimination in a:nalysis 3 (in which a. priori categorisa

tion was wholly on the basis of type-o:f-of:ferwe) did occur at an 

acceptable level of significance it is conceivable that some factor 

other, or more basic, than type-of-offence was responsible for 

such differentiation as did occur. Categorisation according to 

the technical nature of the offence could be less fundamental, and 

have less clinical or predictive utility, than categorisation on 

the basis of, say, over-control/under-control as related to degree 

of assaultiveness, (Mega.rgee, 1966; Megargee, Cook, & Me21delsohn, 

1967; Blackburn, 1968). In this connection it may be noted again 

1 This definition is implicit in the ·bype-of-o.ffence classificatory 

system used in this study and adopted from Statistics of Justice 

( see Appendix, 'l'a.ble Ii). Official publications such as the 

Justice Department's C:dme in N .z. ( 1968) also use this classi

ficatory system in discussing types cf offendera. 
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that those remand offenders age.inst the person who were misclassi

fied tended ta have been convicted of technical assault only or of 

multiple cliarges including those not against the peN:ion .. JJ'u:rther, 

it is of interest that a.11 4 remand other of:f'enders had, in .fact, 

offended against the .person in a non ... phy!:dcal 13e>nse and had been 

correctly discriminated as other offex1ders (R4 had waited for girls 

in a women's convenience, R7 had verbally threatened to ki11 9 R12 

was a voyeurist, and R2~- had been· convicted after disturbing a 

fem~le acquaintance by staring at and following her)o It is possi ... 

ble the .. t th.ose classified in this· study as off enders against the per

son are•of:fenders capable o:f assault, whereas those classified as 

other offendars are those whose offences do not involve assault but 

do involve disturbed interpersonal relationships. ln such a con

ceptual frame,mrk it could be hypothesised that property offences 

. are those off'enc11:H,:; which are directed at impersonal objects and 

situations, but at the same time a process by which the 

· .np:rms of. a society are discardecl or disregarded .. 

2. Comparison of means extracted during the .first discrimi

nant analysis i11d:tcate; overa.11 lower mean IQ's fo:.r remands, neg

ligible VIQ/1::i!C.,t discrepancies for both groups, a slight but consis

tent tendency for remand mean scores on organic tests to be closer 

to cut-offs indicative of impairment, greater psychiatric abnormality 

among remands as indicated both by MMPI profiles and psychiatric 

history, and crimina.l history marked by later offending, 

offences, and less imprisonment for remands .. 

With regard to intall it is apparent that a majority of 
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remands had low or borderline average intelligence th6ugh this was 

11ot· tl1e case for p:riconers. IQ ranges confirm thRRA trends• 

Remand and prisoner standard deviations differed no more than one 

HJ point on each ot the 3 measures. ( lt was noted earlier, on 

pp.16 ... 17, that statistics indicate the Court to be·favourably dis

posed towcl.rds committal of some retarded o:ff'eri.ders subsequent to 

:remand). The mean li'SIQ of prisoners was slightly above the mean 

Iq of' offenders in general as established· by Ame:dcan and Brit;ish 

studies (see Chapter II). The fact that neither remands nor pris-

oners obtained VH2/.PIQ discrepancies greater than two IQ points 

suggests that the PIQ greater than VIQ pattern established by many 

studies does not apply• possibly because the educational, social, 

and cultural background of the majority of indivici:uals in both 

groups was such as to raise the VIQ to ap1Jroximate parity with the 

PIQ, or because psychiatric or organic factors resulted in a lower-

ing of the Pir.i. The lower overall IQ 1 s for remands, with VIQ 

approxime.tely two points higher than PIQ, reflects the tend.ency 

for the Prci greater than VJ:Q pattern to disappear· or be reversed 

among offenders of lower intelligence (Manne et. al., '1962) • 

As noted $1.bove, trends of mean scores on measures of organicity 

a.re coru3is·teut, if not m~;r:ked, and indica:te poorer performance and 

greater incidence of organicity among remands. Over three times 

as many remands obtained scores indicative of organiaity on one or 

more of the 4 measures of organic impairment as did prisonerse 

On all !1, measures more remands than prisoners obtained scores at or 

beyond the for organicit;y 9 trend marked on 



measure 7,. 

Comparison of x·ernanc.1 a:t1d prisoner L1.ari.n scoi~as 011. measures 

8 ... 21, the 4 validity and 10 clinical scales o:f' the MMPI, :reveals 

important similaritiei and differences. For both profiles; the 

two highest mean· scores a.re on the Pd and i3c Ocales 9 a peak occurs 

on the D scale ( though, for the prisoner·s• the Ma score exceeds, 

and the Pa ~rnd Pt scores equal, tha. t on the D scale), and the 2 

mean :F' scores a.re the highest of' the mea:n validity scale scores for 

Thus, it may be seen that both pI'ofiles resemble 

that described by Black (1966) as typical of the 11schizoid psycho

pat;h", the :remand profile bearing the closest resemblance. 

According to Black a test--taking attitude of exaggeration is one 

of 'the fea.tures of such a profile with the result that the &.ctual 

scale values are frequently of little significance ,compared to the 

profile pattern as a whole. :l1he association in this study between 

abnormally ,,leva:ted. :f and Sc scores reflects this tendency. Au 

alternative interpretation of markedly elevated l!' scores is tha.t 

such scores result from an inability to com:p:rehend. the nature of 

the task, such an explanation a,ppears unlikely however when data 

relating to intelligence is examined. In view of the pattern of 

highest points on both remand and prisoner profiles it is noted 

that several studies have established moderate to high intercorrela~ 

ti one between the 11', Sc 9 and. Pd scales ( see Chapter II)• 'l'he 

main paint of contrast between the two profiles relates to the fact 

that while rema11d mean scores are higher ori. rnost scales prisoner 

mean scores on the Pct and Ma scales a.re 6 points higher. Fllevated 



scores on these 2 scales are common among offenders in general, and, 

if higher than other clinical scale scores, are frequently interpre

ted in terms of tendencies toward antisocial, aggressive, impulsive 

behaviour - the 49 code is described by Black (1966) as being that 

of the 11aggressive psychopath". From the above it may be seen that: 

(a) both profiles show similarities notably abnormally elevated 

scores on the Sc and Pd scales, Sc being highest for remand.sand 

Pd for prisoners; (b) such abnormally elevated scores must be 

interpreted in terms of a tendency toward exaggeration evidenced 

by individual and mean scores on the F; scale; ( c) for the remand 

group, abnormally elevated scores on the D ~.nd Pt as well as on 

the Sc and Pd scales, coupled with higher mean scores on other 

clinical scales, imply greater psychiatric disturbance than is 

the case for prisoners; (d) · higher mean s~ores for prisoners on 

the Pd and Ma scales indicate a greater association between anti

social behaviour and impulsivity than is the case for remands. 

The composite picture which may be drawn from the above dis

cussion shows two groups of offenders with major similarities and 

significant differences. A majority of the remands are of dull 

or low normal intelligence, a significant minority show signs of 

organic impairment on several measures, and most are,· or portray 

themselves as, severely disturbed, antisocial, schizoid, depressed 

individuals. fhe majority of the prisoner group are of normal 

intelligence, few show signs of organicity, but most appear to have 

personality disorders in which antisocial attitudes and behaviour, 

schizoid tendencies, and impulsivity play a part. Trends indicated 
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by group means on measures 22-30 are consistent with this picture. 

the remand group. On the other hand the malc1.djustment of the 

prisoner group has taken a somewhat different form, or b$en express

ed in a different way, with earliest offending at a slightly younger 

age, proportionately more offending against property, and about 

double the number of convictions and prison terms. Nearly half 

of the remands and less than one third of the prisoners had a his-

tory of psychiatric hospitalisation. One sixth of the remand group 

and five sixths of the prisoners had previously served time in a 

penal institution. 

Preceding paragraphs in this section have compared and con

trasted group means extracted during the first discriminant analy

sis. The remainder o.f this section discusses, .rather mo:t:>e briefly, 
I 

major points of contrast between means of groups in the second and 

third analyses. 

From comparison of IQ means extracted in the second discrimi

nant analysis, it is evident that, despite matching for offence, 

prisoner property offenders as compared with their remand counter~ 

parts function at a markedly higher intellectual level, which proba

bly enables them to plan, execute, and perhaps rationalise their 

crimes with greater adroitness. The higher intelligence of' the 

prisoner property offenders largely accounts for the higher intelli-

gence of the prisoner group as a whole. Remand and prisoner other 

offenders, though matched within the same category of offence, 

d.if.fered markedly as to verbal intelligence 9 a difference which is 



possibly associated with, or may reflect, the difficulties in inter

personal relationships which marked the former group and were prob

ably lees severe in the latter more articulate group~ Other trends 

of note which are evident when comparison is made of means derived 

during the second discriminant analysis concern measures 8-21. 

Highest mean scores on the Sc scale for remand groups and on the 

Pd sea.le for prisoner groups are in accorda:nce with the general 

pattern established in the :first discrimi:riant analysis .. 'l1he high 

correlation between scores on the F and So soe.les may be seen on 

examination of the mean scores of the 6 groups on the 2. scales, 

rankings (with the exception of one tie) 'being iden tioal. The 

tendency toimrd symptom exaggeration is most inarked for prisoner 

offenders against the person whose abnormally elevated mean scores 

on the Pd, Sc, Ma, and F scales suggests a willingness to admit 

antisocial tendencie121 and a wish to appear severely (psychotically) 

disturbed. The fact that the mean F score is over one standard 

deviation higher than for all the other 5 groups, and approximately 

two standard deviations higher than for the other two prisoner 

groups, points to the possibility that imprisoned offenders against 

the person have a strong need to exaggerate symptoms either as a 

reaction to the test-taking situation or to the pressures of prison 

life. By contrast, prisoner property and other offenders have 

highest mean validity scores on the L scale. 

Group means from the third discriminant analysis tend to mask 

trends established in the second analysis - such as the higher 

intelligence of the prisoner property offender, and the 



need for exaggeration of symptoms on the part of p~isoners who had 

offended against ths person. Means on measures of intAllignnna 

and organicity showed no marked differences, though in some cases 

support is given to previously noted trends - for example scores 

of offenders against the person are again farthest from cut-offs 

indicative af organic impairment. It is noteworthy 1 i.n view of 

z·esults from the previous analysis, that highest validity scale 

scores for property and other off enders are on the L see.le while 

the F score o:f offenders against the. person is e.gain approximately 

one standard deviation higher than the F score of property .and 

I 

other offenders. Greatest elevation of scores for offenders against 

the person on scales Pd, Sc, F, and Ma must be interpreted in terms 

of the profile of prisoner offenders against the person obtained 

in the previous analysis. While the profile of offenders against 

the parson is somewhat unreliable, that of property offenders would 

appear to be less ea and is in fact markedly similar to the pro

file postulated by BlB.ck ( 1966) as being that of the "schizoid 

psychopath 11 ,. Of the 3 profiles, that of the group of other of!en-

ders indicates least abnormality. 

3. Results of factor analyses indicate, firstly, that for 

all 3 groups (remands, prisoners• and all subjects) approxime.tely 

75-85 per cent of variance is accounted for by factors which show 

marked similarities from one group to another, secondly, that f~.c

tors tend to be independent within each group. 

R li"'actor I, P F'actor I:'.CI 1 and AS Factor II have all been 

med "criminal history" factors each having loadings in. excess of 
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0.50 on measures 24-28 inclusive. Lower loadings on measures 22 

and 23 indicate that the two variables relating to a history of 

Child Welfare Department care or supervision and number of previous 

convictions for offences against the person are, though positively 

correlated with this factor, not basic to it, The lower loading 

on me~sure 23 is of particulaJ;> interest in view of earlier discussion 

in which it was suggested that 11 0:t':l:ences against. the person 11 is 

neither a unitary nor a clear-cut concept. R Factor II, P Factor 

I, and AS F'a.ctor ! all relc1.te to symptomatology and personality 

traits - however, a crucial distinction is that whereas validity 

scales do not have high loadings on H Factor II 9 measure 10 (F 

sea.le) has the highest loading on. P :!!'actor I and a high loading on 

AS Factor I. l?urther, the li', Pd, Ma, e.nd Sc scales (highest point a 

on which are described in the previous section in terms of a 

"schizoid :ps;ych.,ops.th 11 :profile) have highest loadings on both P 

Factor I and AS ll'actor l., However, of these 4 MMPI scales, only 

Sc has; a. high loading ()n R Factor II (F 9 for the remands, has high

est loading, and an inverse reliitionship 9 on H Factor III, while 

Ma e_nd Pd; together with measure 22, are the basis of a separate 

factor, R Factor VII). Thus P Factor I and. AS Factor I woulcl. 

appear to have a greater element of simulation or symptom exaggera

tion than is the case for H li'actor II, a factor related ·to actual 

psychiatric symptomatology. R ]'actor III, P li'actor IV, and. AS 

Factor IV all relate to intelligence,. Measure 6 has a high loading 

0:tl all 3 factors wh.ich suggef;ts tha:1; Hooper' r, assertion ( see Chapter 

3) that the VOT is h.ighly with re 



further in:vestiga tiox1 .. Measure 10 (MMPI F score) and measure 9 

(MMPI L score) are, respectively, inversely related to R Factor III 

and P !>'actor. IV which suggests exaggeration of symptoms among the 

less intelligent remands (possibly in an attempt to avoid imprison.., 

ment), a:nd defensivenesf; arrtong the less intelligent pr:l.soners., 

R !Pact or IV, P Factor II, and AS Fa~tor III relate to ei their 

"neurotic dafensi veness!f or 11:neurotioismlf., High loadings of the 

3 scales of the· neurotic tria.d (MMPI) also Mf an, P Factor II indi-

AS Factor Ill are factors related 1•ather ·to defensiv,mess about 

neurotic illness in which physical .symptomatology plays a part .. 

To generalise from the above comparisons of H ]'actor lI/P Ji'ac.tor I/ 

AS J'actor I and. R Fac.:-tor IV/P Factor II/AS li'actor III it appears 

that test-taking attitudes likely to bias MMPI results are, for 

remands, most prominently defensiveness about neurotic tendencies 

and; for p1•isoners • sitrtulation o.f psychotic symJitoms.. R J:i"'actor 

VI, P Fa.ctorsVII and VIII 9 and AS li'actor VI, relate to psychiatric 

history. '11he fact that two psychiatric history factors were ex-

tracted during analysis of prisoner scores suggests that frequency 

of· (and presumably reasons :for) admissions :for psychiatric treat

ment are not necessarily related to duration of treatment. I 

li'ac·ior VII 9 f' :factor V, and AS :Factor V Etre factors relating to 

organ:µ:: impairment though measures of short-term retention of mat

erial ha.vs highest loadings on these factors.. 11.'wo factors which 

have not been mentioned in the foregoing sur~ey and comparison of 

tors extracted in the 3 tor 'l an.d. :p 



Both are :factors which appear to he.ve no parallel in the other two 

o:f the three analyses though both include MMPI scalesamong measures 

havi:ng highest loadings, and both relate in part to i:nterpe:rso:na.1 

and se:x1~al difficulties. 

From the above discussion based on examinRtion of the results 

presented :in Tables 8.i. ... 10l'ii., it is -svide:nt that the 7 or 8 

factors extracted in each of the 3 analyses include thos.e which 

relate to intelligence, organicity, symptom~tology and personality, 

briminal history and psychiatric hi~tory. Within each analysis 

these :factors tend to be independent .. !n the factor analysis of 

remand scores, only 2 measures were shown to have loadings greater 

than 0.50 oi1 more than o.ne factor,, Analysis of prisoner scores 

showed on,ly one measure to have a. loading higher than 0.50 on more 

than one measure. Similarly• in analysis of scores of all subjects 

3 measures were shown to have loadings greater than 0.50 on more 

than one factor. In each of these 6 instances of high loadings on 

2 factors the measures concerned were MMPl scales, in 5 of the 6 

instances these being scales of the neurotic triad. Independence 

of .factors 'llli thin each analysis was also reflected in the signs 

associated with highest loadings on the various t'actors. In ana• 

lysis of remand scores hi~hest loadings on ;factors referred to as 

those o;t "criminal hietory11 , "psychiatric symptomatology", and 

"psychiatric history0 (R F'actors I, II, VI) all carried positive 

signs, whereas highest loadings on factors of 'lli.ntelligence" 9 

"neurotic defensiveness 11 , rrorga.nic impairment", and "hyperactive, 

antisocial :personality11 (l~ ]'actors III, IV, VII and VIII) carried 
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negative signs - with the exception of the MMPI F score which was 

inversely related to other highly loaded measures on R :!i"'e.ctor III. 

In the second :£'actor analysis, that of prisoner scores, highest 

loadings on Factors I, II, III, V, VII, and VIII were positive, 

whereas highest loadings on Factors IV and VI were negative. 

Thus P Factors described as "oharacterological and symptomatological" 

(1), Hneuroticism" (II), "criminal history" (III), 11 short-term 

retention" (V) 9 "duration of psy<:hiatrio inpatient care" (VII), 

and "frequency of psychiatric inpatient oar~" (VIII) carried oppo

site signs to those relating to "intelligence" (IV) and a combina

tion of introversion, depression, sexual maladjustment, and offen

ding against the person (VI). Factor analysis of the pooled scores 

of all subjects yielded high positive loadings on Factors II and 

VI, factors which relate to criminal and psychiatric history re-

spectively~ High loadings on the other 5 factors extracted in this 

analysis were all of psychometric measures, and all negative except 

for the MMPI? score which was inversely correlated with visual 

retention on AS Factor v. Examination of Tables 8.ii., 9.ii. 9 

and 10.ii", indice.tes that high loadings on factors of "criminal 

history" and "psychiatric history" a.re positive :irl. all 3 analyses 

while high loadings on "intelligence" :factors are consistently 

negative; high loadings on factors which relate to organicity, 

personality and symptomatology, vary from analysis to analysis as 

to their sign. 

All but 5 of the 30 measures had loadings greater than 0 .. 50 

on a factor in each of the 3 analyses. Only 3 measures (7, 22 1 23) 



failed to have high loadings on more than one factor of the 23 

extracted in the 3 analyses. or the 30 measures, these 3 (VOT 

score, age in ,months at which the subject was placed under Child 

Welfare care or supe:r•vision 9 previous convictions against the 

person) would appear to be of least utility in this study and of 

least significance as regards variance accounted for by factors 

extracted in the analyses. 

4. The differential effects of hospitalisation and imprison

ment e.re a possible source of error in this study. Practical 

considerations and matching requirements necessitated that remands 

under psychiatric observation had to be compared with sentenced 

prisoners rather than with other remands not under psychiatric 

observation. Fitch and Marriott (1960) found scores on cognitive 

tests tended to be lower and scores on measures of emotional distur

bance and neuroticism tended to be higher for remand groups th1:m 

for sentenced prisoners. It is of interest that results of the 

present study are similar to those of Fitch and Marriott's study 

to the extent that the intellectual level of remands tends to be 

lower and psychiatric disturbance more seve~e. However, little 

weight can be given to the latter similarity, that relating to 

greater psychiatric disturbance among remands, as Fitch and 

Marriott compared sentenced prisoners with remands but not with 

remands selected for psychiatric observation. Trends of results 

from this study permit, but certainly do not necessitate, the in-

ference that a causal relationship between hospitalisation 

per se and lower IQ/higher psychhi.tr:tc disturbance scores~ Even 



if the relationship is a causal one the degree to which test per ... 

formance is influenced specifically by hospita.lisation or· postponed 

sentence is uncertain.. Thus it is equivocal whether this hospit

alisationiimprisonme:nt variable is a.ssociated,:~vith differer1ces .· 

between remands and prisoners on measures• of intell.ige11ce ?-lld.. org .. 

anicity. Howeve!' 9 i·t is certe.inly probable that responses to 

MMPI items were· influenced. by the offenders legal status and situa

tion. Trends of scores on the MMPI validity scales suggest~ the 

possibility of a differential effect - in the previous section it 

was noted that comparison of factors extracted in analysis of re

mand and prisoner scores suggests, tor remands, greater defensive

ness about neurotic teridencies a.nd, for prisc:mers 9 greater simula-

tion of psychotic symptomatology. While hospitalisation and im-

prisonment may differentially affect responses on the MMPI it must 

be noted that interpretation of clinical soale profiles has not been 

attempted without reference to the relative degree and frequency 

of elevation of scores on the validity scales. Casa history data 

is of cou:rse une.ffected by whether the prisoner was hospitalised 

or imprisoned at the time of the study. From the above it is 

evident that the hospitalisation/imprisonment variable relates 

mainly to expectations and apprehensions regarding a sentence yet 

to be passed as contrasted with a situation in which a sentence ie 

bei:ng served. Such a difference is an important one, however, 

perhaps not as important as may appear at first when similarities 

between the two situations are noted; both remands and prisoners 

are under lock and 9 both are closely and constantl;y- supervised, 
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bo·~h spend their time in the company o;f' males, and neither group 

can communicate freely with i:ndi vi duals rmtRid@ the ins ti tutio:n.11 

It is :1'loted that neither remands nor prisoners were · on drugs or 

other forms of treatment likely to affect performance on psycho

logical tests" 
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CHAP1I1E.H VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGES'I1IONS FOR ruRTHER RGSE:J\RCH 

The aim of this study was to compare remand patients and priso

ners9 thereby attempting to answer a question which may be stated as 

follows: 11What are the characteristics which mark certain offenders 

off from others to the extent that the Court will remand the former 

group to a psychiatric hospital for observation but not the latter?"• 

This question :presupposes that the groups are different and that dis

crimination of offenders in one group from those in the other is 

possible .. In the light of the results and discussion of them the 

following conclusions are made: 

,~ Remand patients can be discriminated from imprisoned off~ 

enders at a high level of significance, such discrimination being 

on the basis of scores on meaaures of' intelligence, org;:rnici ty, 

personality and symptomatology, psychiatric history, and cri~inal 

history. 

2. Remand patients tend to be differentiated from prisoners 

in terms of lower intelligence• more fre~ue~t indications of or

ganic impairment, greater evidence of psychiatric disorders, more 

numerous and lengthy psychiatric illnesses r'equiring hospitalisa

tion, and fewer previous convictions and imptis~nments. 

3. :factor analyses of remand and pr·isoner scores, separately 

and together, indicate that most of the variance is accounted 

for by factors which (a) relate to intelligence, organicity 9 per

sonality and symptomatology, criminal histor~and psychiatric 

history, (b) tend to be independent within each analysis, 



and (c) show similarities from one analysis to another. 

l~.. By inference, it may be concluded that criteria 

applied by the Court in deciding whether or not to remand 

an offender for psychiatric observation are applied con ... 

siste11tJ.y. This is not to say that the Court uses the 

same, or even similar, criteria to those used in this 

study. However, ra3ults of statistical analyses suggest 

the probability that considerable re1iance is plac•d on 

criteria which relate ta the offend&r's present level of 

;functioning and disturbance, also his previous criminal 

and psychiatric history. 

5. There are psychological categories which tend to 

correspond to criminological categories of offenders. 

Though definition o:f criminological categories appears 

imprecise discrimination between those olasuified as 

offenders against the person, property of.fenders, and 

other offenders, is possible on the basis of scores on 

psychometric measures. Such discriminatfon can be 

effected at an acceptab];e level of significance regard

less of whether remand patients'and prisoners' scores are 

kept separate or are pooled. 

This study has been concerned -with the question of whether 

or not remands are a distinct group of offenders. It has left 

untouched issues which relate to the decision-making process per 

se by which of.fender::, are selected :for remand ·to a psychiatric 

hospital, it has .no·I; dealt with recommerida.tions made back to the 
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Court, nor has i.t been concerned with the disposal of offenders and 

effectiveness of the various forms of treatment, psychiatric or other-

wise, to which they are directed by the Court, Both questions for 

which an answer was sought in this study and related questions for 

which no answer was attempted suggest the need for further. research. 

1. From data derived in the first discriminant analysis 

in this study base rates (Bayesian a priori relative 

probabilities of being a remand or not a remand) can be 

computed.Q Utilisation of suoh base rates increases the 

power of the discriminative process by which offenders 

are classified as being more typically remands or prisoners. 

2. To control for pciesible error resulting from the differ

ential effect of hospitalisation and imprisonment remands 

under psychiatric observation could be compared with a 

matched gr•oup of remands not under psychiatric observation .• 

3. A prospective study, which would both incorporate and 

extend that described under 2. (above), could make com

parisons, both during and subsequent to remand, of offen

ders remanded for psychiatric observation and offenders 

remanded but not for psychiatric observation. Such com-

pariaons could be made; (a) prior to sentencing i.e. 

while still on remand, (b) just after sentencing, (c) 

at one or more set periods after sentencing, such periods 

being sufficient to allow appraisal of the effectiveness 

of the various forms of treatment to which all offenders 

were directed by the Court, whether they had previously 



been under psychiatric observation or not~ Evalu13.tion 

of the.predictive utility of recommendations from the 

hospital to the Court could also be made in such a study, 

recomme:nda.tiorrn being evaluated h.,. the light of fmbse

quent disposal and treatment o:f rema:nd JJatie:nts,. 

4, A:n exam:l.:natio:n of' c:l:'imi:nolog:i.ca.1 criteria. by which 

New Zealand offenders are categorised appears desirable, 

comparison of offenders falling into type~of-offence or 

other crimirwlogical categories being underte.ken; (a) 

to identify psychological categories or characteristics 

associl=lted with such crimino1ogic,,i.1 categories, and (b) 

to icl.e:ntify psychia.tric 9 pene.1, or other forms, o:f treat-
1 

ment most applicable to such CMtegories of offenders. 

Use could be made of discriminant function sJ1.alysis to 

differentiate between categories of offenders, and 9 once 

base rates have been established 9 to predict for ind.ivi

dual offenders the probability of membership in the 

va1•ious groups - Effective discrimination is essential 

if treatment programmes designed for sped.fie categories 

of offenders are to. be more than haphazardly successful. 
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APPENDIX - MATCHING DATA 

Table A - Age 1 Race, Marital Status and Offences of Remands and Prisonel's 

~
iA.T-

CHED 
AIR 

Rl\.CE 
MARITAL 
STATUS 

CURRENT 01!'.t'ENCE(S) 

i----+------------i-----..------+-------------11-----------------.. ---------------------

1. 

2,. 

3 .. 

4 .. 

5. 
6. 

7. 

8 .. 

9 .. 

Rem. I Pris. I Rem. I Pris., I Re-m .. I Pris. 

17.4 118.10 

17.6 120 .. .5 

17.,10120.3 

17.11120.0 

18 • .2 21.9 

18.,3 20.2 

18.4 23 .. 0 

19.8 120.10 

19.8 120.1 

N.Z. N.Z. 
non- non-

M. M. 
H 11 

ll Tl 

V? 11 

ii n 

,, fi 

tv n 

n !! 

!Y 11 

s s 

1! ?1 

ti n 

11 ii 

!! 1! 

ti 11 

Gf I! 

i! II 

II I! 

Remands 

Car conversion (2),. 
driving while dis
qualified 

Ind~een-t assault 
(Female) 

Unlawful sexual in
tercourse, Burgl.ary 
(?), Att. Burglary, 
Car conversion (4), 
Failing to appear 
on remand 

Frequenting public 
pJ.ace i•rith £elonious 
intent 

Burglary 

Burglary 

Threat to do grev
ious bodily harm 
(threatening lanu-
age) 

Prisoners 

CaJ~ conversion,. dr:i.ving 
while disqualified 

I:nd.eeent assatl t,. :l:emale 
ovi~r 16 years 

Ind.ecent assault-, (female, 
15 years) 

Driving while ,;,isquali
fi,e-61. 

Burgl.ary (2) 

Burglary 

Perjury 

Car conversion I Car conversion 
Entering with intent I Theft~ conversion o:r 

motor truck 

Gonti1·n1etion cif Te.ble on next page ..... 

~ 

O'\ 
co .. 



Table A - (Cont)e 

Rem .. Pris. Rem. Pris. Rem. 

10. 19 .. 11 19.6 M M s 
I 

11 .. 21.2 22,.5 N.Z. N.z. 1t 

Non- Non-
M .. M. 

12 .. 21.6 21.1 n It Vl 

13 .. 22.4 26.5 H !! 11 

14-. 24 .. 6 21.4 E .. Ii rr 

15 .. 21+.9 28.9 N.Z. 11 11 

Non-
M. 

16 .. 25.9 26 .. 9 t! !! n 

17 .. 26.4 26.8 M. M. M 

18 .. 27.2 28.11 N.Z. N.Z. s 
Non- Non-

M. M. 

Pris. 

s 

fl 

H 

11 

tt 

rt 

t·f 

M 

s 

169. 

-
Remands .1 Prisoners 

I 

The£t Thed't, driving while dis-
qualified (2) 

Arson, Burglary (5) Ar.Bon 

: U11lawfully in enc- Driving while disqualified 
losec1 y,ard ~iri·th-
out intent 

Indecent assault on Indecent assault on. fema.J.e 
boy (under 16 yrs), ·ov·f~r 16 yrs. 
Indecent assault on 
boy (under 10 yrs), 
Aggravated assault, 
Burglary (2) 

Burglary Burglary 

Indecent assault on Ind.ecent assault oi:i girl 
girl. (4) (6) 

I 

Fuse pretences ( 1!.i-) False pretences (20) 
Fraud~ Theft (10), Fr,:1.ud (6), Burgl.a.ry 
Forgery (2) 

Burglary Bu:rglary. receivin,g 

Burglary (2), Theft Bu:rgl.a..ry ( 12) 1 Thef1~ (6) 
Receiving, Car comrersion 
(7), Default of fi:ni::s (2) 

Continuation of Table on next page ••• 

I 

I 

-" 

°' '° • 



'.?able A - (Cont). 

Rem. Pris. Rem. Pris. Rem,. 

19., 29.3 32.5 M. M. I Sep. 

20 .. 30.10 31.2 :N.Z. N.Z. s 
non- non-

M., 1,,1. 

21 .. 31.9 32.li- I! 11 Sep* 

22 .. 32.10 I 28.4 n H s 

i 

2.3. 35.4 . 32.1 H 1l q 

24. 38.0 
I 

. 33.1 ti '!1 YI 

25. 42.0 44.1 H lf Sep. 

26. 50 .. 11 42.10 n Jr }t! 

27 .. 54.o 1t7.7 n !l Wid. 

28 .. .55.9 55.6 ti ti s 

29. 55.3 1~6.11 fl H De,.:f.., 

30 .. 73.8 41.5 lf !I Wid. 

Pris. 

Sep. 

s 

Sep. 

s 

II 

" 
Sep-. 

Div. 

Wid. 

s 

M 

Wid. 

170. 

-
Remands Prisoners 

Ar-son (3) Burglary, default of fines 

Indecent assault on Sodomy 
boy aged 12-14 yrs 
(7) 

Burglary Breaking and entering with 
intent. De:faul.t of fine 

Theft Theft (2), Burglary, 
Default of fine 

False pretences False pretences, Fraud (4) 

Disorderly behaviour Driving while disqualified 

FaJ.se :pretences False pretences~ Burglary 
Gar conversion 

Indecent act on Indecent assault on girJ. 
girl under 12 yrs under 16 yrs (4),Indeeent 

assault on boy under 16 
yrs (2)~ Incest 

·?heft, Debtor Receiving 

Murder (sexual Indecent assault 011 boy 
assauJ.t) under 16 yrs .. 

Resisting arrest., Incest 
unJ.awfully entering 
building wi·!;hout 
intent 
Indecent assault Indecent assauJ.t on 

females (4) 

Key for Table on next page••• 

--:i 
0 .. 



Table A - (Cont). 

KEY: -

~: 

Age: age at time of testing is given in years and months·., 

Race: - N.Z. non-M. N.Z. non-Naori; M. Maori; E.;;. English. 

111',ari. ta.J. Status: S - SL,.gle; M - Married; Sep. ;;.;. Separa·ted; 
Wid. - Widower; De.,.f. - De :facto .. 

0.ffenee: Figures in bracked;s ref'er to number of convictions .. 
Categorisation of o:fi'enees is given in Table B .. 

Table 1\. does not give matching data on sex as tll subjects were ma.1..e. 

171. 
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Table B - Categorisation of Offences 

Category 1 
I 

Offence 

Oi'.fences against Murder, aggravated assa,nlt, incest, sodomy, indecent assauJ.t, 
the person indecent act,, unl.awful sexual intercourse, resisting arrestG 

I 

Offences against Burglary, attempted burglary, breaking and e11t,ering ~dth in:tent,, 
property the:ft, receiving., e.rson,, car or truck conversi1on, false pretences, 

fraud 11 £orgery, de:fault o:f fines, debtor-

I 

Other offences '1 Disorderly behaviour, frequenting public plae1~ with felonious I 

I! intent, unlawfully in enclosed yard ( or er.rteri11g building) with•~ 
I 

out intent, threat to do grevious bodil~ harm (threatening 
language), perjury, driving while disq_ualif'ied, :tailing to a.p:pE~.si.r 
on remand. 

~ 
--,J 
ilJ 
$ 



Table C - Categorisation o:f Matched Pairs According to Type of Current Oj[fenc~ 

-
Category lt:tc:1.tcl1121d· Pairs 

-
Offences a.gain.st 2, 3, 13, 15, 20, 26, 28, 29~ 30. (No. of matched pairs= 9)., 
the person 

-
Of.fences against 1, 5-, 6t 8, 9, 10, 11,. 14.,. 16, 17, 18_, 19,- 21,. 22,- 23., 25, 27. 
property (No., o:f matched pairs = 17)., 

Other offences 4, 7, 12 9 2L}a (No. o:f matched pairs= 4). 

173. 
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